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NEWS ANALYSIS

UGBC

More left

Race begins for UGBC positions

to be done

'Meet and Greet'
introduces UGBC Pres.
& Vice Pres. candidates

for UGBC

By Kyle

in 2006

Candidates for president and vice
president of the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC) for

By Tom Wiedeman

the 2006-2007 academic year gave their
first presentations to students yesterday,
with many of the teams emphasizing an
improvement in communication between
students and UGBC.
Approximately 100 students attended
the meet and greet session, which allowed the teams of candidates to lay out
their platforms for potential campaign
supporters.
Vanessa Lara, running for president
and CSON '07, and Nijah Cunningham,
running for vice president and A&S '07,
began the presentations. Their platform is
based on eliminating the student dependency upon the UGBC and encouraging
a more participatory relationship. Based
on models from Georgetown University
and the London School of Economics,
this restructuring would mean that "the
student body decides where their money

Heights Editor

This year's field of candidatesfor UGBC president and vice president, suceeding Luke Howe and Ben Nauman, were introducedlast night to
the student body and offered a chance to introduce their vision for the future of the undergraduate governmentas well as the stuentbody.

DIVERSITY

ALC kicks off second
Week of Celebration
Six days of discussion hope
to send message of tolerance,

tribute, and understanding

-

By

Phil Dumontet
Assoc. News Editor

Although most students can define AHANA
as an acronym, few understand its significance.
The goal of the second annual AHANA Week
ofCelebration, according to the AHANA Leadership Council (ALC), is to bridge this gap in
understanding. Sounding off at noon in the Dustbowl today, the five days of diverse activities
seek to raise awareness about issues facing the
AHANA community, celebrate its history, and

Schedule of this week's events
Day 1: Today
Noon, Quad: Speak out! Join the BC community to express yourself.
7:30-9:30 p.m., McGuinn 121: Discussion on the AHANA acronym.

foster dialogue between all students. "The goal
of the weekis to celebrate the history ofAHANA
students on campus, but also highlight the history
of the AHANA acronym," said Omolara Bewaji,
A&S '07, president ofALC.
Recognizing the meaning of the AHANA
acronym is the first step to unfettered, meaningful conversation about race relations on
campus. "The AHANA acronym is not just a
replacement for minority - it is a declaration of
self-determination, of solidarity, and to diminish
its impact by just saying it's just a replacement
word for minority is not a good way to explain
it," said Bewaji.
In a year with no ALC protests or demonstra-

Day 2: Tomorrow
7 p.m., Devlin 010: Lecture on the Voting Rights Act, the impact of
the November 2005 elections, and encouraging political participation.
Day 3: Wednesday
7:30-9:30 p.m., Cushing 001: BC through AHANA Athlete Eyes. Stereotypes, stigmas, drawbacks, and advantages will be addressed.
Day 4: Thursday
7:30 p.m., Choc. Bar: Speak out! (Part II) Spoken word event. Open
mic. Fun people. Good Food.
Day 5: Friday
6:30 p.m., Cabaret Room: Cultural Club Cook Off. Clubs showcase
their culinary talents. You eat for free and vote on your favorite dish.
Day 6: Saturday
6:15 p.m., Plex: ALC Showdown! This culminating event features
the artistic talents of various cultural and dance troupes. Tickets
$10. After party to follow in the Rat (Cost $5).
Source: ALC

See Week, A

Study says racial diversity
statistics may be skewed

In the wake of the tsunami

By Joanne Hallare

Heights Staff
A recent study by the James Irvine
Foundation's Campus Diversity Initiative
discovered that statistics about diversity
and racial percentages may be misinforming because of students who check the
"other" box on application forms rather
than disclosing their race, but this is not
true for Boston College.
The James Irvine Foundation created
the Campus Diversity Initiative (CDI) to
help 28 independent colleges and universities in California address issues of
diversity on their campuses. Their most
recent study was tested at three small private institutions in California, which suggested that a sizeable portion of students
in the unknown category are Caucasian
or

multiracial.

The study was conducted through comparison of the Cooperative Institutional
Research Program's (CIRP) first-year
national survey, given by all three universities to incoming freshmen soon after
their graduation, about enrollment data to

A year later, wreckage like that of this house still stands as testimony to the horrors of the tsunami which ravaged the coast of India. The
fishing boats belong to inhabitants of a village where several hundred people were killed. See A3 for story.
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calculate percentages of students in each
racial/ethnic category.
The campus that provided the most
startling case for this study had "an al-
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Diversity statistics for the
class of 2009

150-percent increase in the number
of white-only students after the unknown
category [was] analyzed."
Some recommendations by the study
to improve data collection and use was
to "collect racial/ethnic demographic
information post-enrollment to identify
unknown students ... [and] provide details
on the groups that constitute biracial and
multiracial identities." The study states
that "we should demand to know precisely
what groups of students are present in our
most

learning environments."
BC's dean of the enrollment management office, Robert Lay, believes the result
of this exploratory study does not neces-
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With a semester left to accomplish the
goals laid out in their campaign platform
and at the halfway point of their tenure,
Undergraduate Government of Boston
College (UGBC) president Luke Howe
and vice president Ben Nauman have yet
to complete many of the goals they had
set out to accomplish
No fall concert. No 24-hour study
space - though one is expected by the
end of this semester. No revised language
requirement. No legal counsel made available to BC students.
Those are some of the tangible things
students had been told would be pursued
by Howe and Nauman's administration
that have been left undone thus far. Many
are in the process, but there have been few
actual examples of things being put into
action.
The most publicized example from the
first semester of proposals that were not
enacted was the lack of a fall concert for a
second straight year (the last such concert
had O.A.R. and The Roots in fall 2003).
Howe and Nauman had made bringing
back the concert a centerpiece of their
campaign platform, and were unable to
deliver it for various reasons.
"Iknow we worked very hard, starting
all the way back on June 1, but it just fell
through for a variety of reasons," said
Howe. "I can guarantee there will be a
spring concert."
There were several new programs
that were deemed successful, such as the
Pub Series and the first Homecoming
on campus
despite the rain - but most
have been events UGBC has held in the
past rather than new ones. There are also
events planned for this semester, including
the first second-semester activities day and
several unannounced speakers.
"We've set out to run more programs
and Dean [Chris] Darcy, thinks we ran
more fall programs than previous administrations - social and cultural programs,
Homecoming, Pub Series and much
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Iranian president defies
West, pursues nukes

UNIVERSITIES
ON CAMPUS

Student entrepreneurs design
brand, open clothing business

Physicists elongate carbon
nanotubes for the first time

Azlim Islam and Mukit Alam, two students from the
University of Minnesota-Crookston, opened a business
that sells a brand of clothing they designed, according
to Knight Ridder Newspapers. The name of the brand,
"mai," reflects the entrepreneurs hope that customers
will proudly personalize their clothes. Islam grew up in
Bangladesh surrounded by his father's clothing business.
Mimicking his father's business strategy, Islam and his
partner import clothing from Bangladesh and sell them in
the United States. The company's ability to eliminate the
middlemen, according to Alam, results in good quality
clothing at a decent price.

A team of Boston College physicists led by research
associate professor Jianyu Huang have shown that carbon
nanotubes can be stretched at high temperatures to nearly
four times their original length, according to a recent
issue of Nature. These tiny cylinders are thousands of
times smaller than the width of a human hair but stronger
than steel. Although they conduct electrons like a metal
at room temperature, when the temperature is raised
to 2,000 degrees Celsius, the nanotubes act less like a
metal and more like a semiconductor. This finding may
have implications for the strengthening of ceramics, the
development of new nanocomposites, and the future of
semiconductor design.

As Iran continues to be ranked by the
State Department as the top state sponsor of
international terrorism, the United States has
launched new efforts to curb the country's
confrontational international policies, according
to the Knight Ridder Tribune. In his six months
in office, President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has
led Iran in an aggressive stance towards other
countries, upholding the nation's pursuit of
nuclear weapons, backing of terrorist activities,
and denial of Israel's right to exist. This month,
Tehranrevived efforts to obtain a nuclear bomb,
sparking criticism from Western leaders who
call attention to Iran's human rights record
and support of terrorism. Secretary of State
Condoleeza Rice traveled to Europe this week
to discuss on nuclear diplomacy.
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Professors turn iPods into
more than just music players

Admitted Eagles welcomed to
campus, learn about University

Baylor University students may be able to use their
iPods to listen to class lectures, according to the Lariat,
the student newspaper of Baylor University. Taking
advantage of the popularity of the iPod among college
students, professors at Baylor University are joining the
growing trend to create podcasts for students to download
to their mp3 players. The online software CourseCasting,
a Pick-A-Prof production, has experienced a high level of
interest from students and professors. Similar podcasting
is available at University of Texas, Duke University, and
Princeton University. A year after Duke gave each of its
incoming students an iPod to promote the podcasting
initiative, research has shown that about 60 percent of
students used the player to review academic material.

Admitted Eagle Day brought prospective members
of the class of 2010 and their families to campus yesterday to preview the University. The program offered
students insight into all aspects of life at Boston College
intellectual, spiritual, co-curricular, and social. In the
morning, students attended sessions on a variety of specific undergraduate majors, pre-professional programs,
and undergraduate research opportunities. The afternoon
featured panels dedicated to student life outside the classroom. Tour guides, greeters, and assistants volunteering
through the Student Admission Program contributed to
the overall success.

-

LOCAL
Changes made to start and end

Special education program

of annual Boston Marathon

receives special recognition

In an effort to improve conditions for athletes and
residents of Hopkington, the traditional start of the
Boston Marathon, race officials announced Wednesday
that th i s year's race wil 1 begin i n two waves, at noon and
12:30 p.m. The move is meant to reduce starting line
congestion and to keep athletes from stopping on or in
front of public and private property in the town. The race
course is also being modified at mile 26 to avoid a busy
intersection. The change, however, adds an additional hill
to the final leg of the race, causing concern for runners.

The success of Brighton High School's special education program was recognized recently by school officals
for its smaller than usual performance gap between regular
and special ed students, particularly in the area of English,
according to the Allston-Brighton TAB. The school's headmaster attributed the success to the program's emphasis
on academic rigor and students' hardest work. Features
of the program were presented to officials in other Boston
schools, several of which have expressed interest in using
the Brighton model.

News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea for
a story? Call Pilar Landon, News
Editor, at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail
news@bcheights.com. For future
events, e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed
description of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Dan Schwartz, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail

sports@bcheights.com.
Arts Events

Osama bin Laden releases
tape, warns of attack
After more than a year of silence,
Osama bin Laden released a new audio
tape Thursday, warning Americans that al
Qaeda continues to developplans for attacks
against the United States and proposed
a truce, if U.S. forces were to withdraw
from Iraq and Afghanistan, according to
the Knight Ridder Tribune. The White
House rejected his offer, reaffirming its
refusal to negotiate with terrorists. U.S.
counterterrorism officals cautioned that the
peace agreement suggested on the tape, first
broadcast on the Arabic Al-Jazeera satellite
TV network, should not be perceived as an
indication of weakened resolve from bin
Laden's terrorist organization. Officials also
said that they have no evidence to suggest

The Heights covers a multitude
of events both on and off campus
including concerts, movies, theatrical performances, and more.
Call Lloyd Liu, Arts and Review
Editor, at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail
review@bcheights.com. For future
events, e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed
description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.
-

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate, and
balanced information. Ifyou believe
we have made a reporting error, have
information that requires a clarification or correction, or questions about
The Heights standards and practices,
you may contact Tom Wiedeman,
Editor-in-Chief, at (617) 552-2223,
or e-mail editor@bcheights.com.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter
1/17/06
Tuesday, Jan. 17
3:35 p.m. -A party reported of a past incident
of assault and battery which occurred off campus. The sexual assualt unit is investigating.

Wednesday, Jan. 18
12:47 p.m. -A large tree fell on telephone and
electrical wires on Beacon Street. Boston police
reponded to assist but Newton police were unable to due to numerous calls throughout the
city for similar problems.

-

1/20/06
1:53 p.m.
Lost property was found in Rubenstein Hall.
-

2:11 p.m. -Adelivery truck rolled down the hill
into the evergreen trees in front of Rubenstein
Hall. Minor damage to the lawn and trees was
noted. There was no damage to the truck.
9:54 p.m. Brookline police requested assistance in speaking with two students regarding
allegations they had attempted to use false
identification to purchase alcohol.
-

Delivery

Voices from the Dustbowl
Q: What is your perception of UGBC?
By Christy

Dunn

Advertising

"Everyone I've met that's
involved with UGBC seems
responsible. I trust them.
They seem to have a good
relationship with students
andfoculty."
DavidBruin,
?

A&S '09

Friday, Jan. 20
1:54 p.m. A motor vehicle sustained damage from high winds and rain on Campanella
-

"They 're

a very large, difto understand or-

12:31 a.m. -A suspicious circumstance wasreported in Xavier Hall. BCPD will investigate.

ficult

5:34 p.m. A minor was involved in a hitand-run motor vehicle accident outside BCPD
head quarters.

12:36 a.m. -An assault between two students
was reported outside Walsh Hall. One party was
summarily suspended from the University.

ambiguous.
Chris Bolman,
A&S '06

10:49 p.m. -Ataxi was operating dangerously
in the Hillside area. The driver was identified
and issued a trespass warning. Brookline Police
Department and Bay State Cab were notified.

2:54 a.m. Two roommates assaulted each
other in Voute Hall resulting in injuries. Both
were taken to St. Elizabeth's for treatment and
declined to press charges against each other.

Thursday, Jan. 19

4:28 a.m. - Several intoxicated students were
found in Duchesne East and West. Eight students were taken to the Infirmary.

Way.
-

7:15 a.m. - A Jesuit fell while jogging by
the Main Gate. He was transported to St.
Elizabeth's by ambulance where he was treated
and released.

ganization whose actual
administrative role is very
"

?

-

?

Source: The Boston College Police
Department

To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Dylan Hayre, Circulation
Manager at (617) 552-0547.

"They 're doing a lot to help
students express themselves
and they're getting things
accomplished on campus."
Meredith DuMais,
?

A&S '06

The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified, Display,
or Online Advertisement, call our
Advertising office at (617) 552-2220
Monday through Friday.

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published on
Mondays and Thursdays during the
academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2005. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS
-The Uganda trip taken by
undergraduates was incorrectly
stated to be the first by BC students. Students in the Graduate

School of Social work have
been making the trip to Uganda
for the past 3 years.
--A photo caption on the front
page of Thursday's features
section incorrectly identified
photos from Biloxi, Miss, as
being from New Orleans, La.
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Students research response, coping,
recovery of Indian tsunami victims
By

Pilar Landon
News Editor

"Their lives have been disrupted for
the past year. They lost families. You can
still see the physical destruction, but their
emotional turmoil is also apparent when
talking to them - the anger, shock, the
snaggle to cope still trying to understand
what happened to them," said Elayne McCabe, A&S '06, of the tsunami victims
in India.
McCabe, along with 10 students from
the Graduate School of Social Work,
returned recently from the Indian state
of Tamil Nadu, where she and Laura
Dunne, GSSW '06, filmed a documentary
focusing on the recovery of people in that
region.
The graduate students worked to complete a research-based project supervised
by professors Karen Kayser and Richard
Shankar. According to Kayser, the goal
of the project was to study disaster relief
services and how they were delivered in
a developing country.
"We looked at the coping and resilience
of a different culture," she said, "and compared India to the United States in terms
of how they dealt with the trauma." She
also emphasized the service component
of the trip.
The group spent one week in the city
of Chennai, where they attended the World
Congress on Families, at which Kayser
was a presenter. They also connected with
Temporary housingfor families displaced by the tsunami hold over a hundred people in each structure. Inside, partitions divide up the
several non-governmental organizations
space into living areas the size of a walk-in closet and with minimal privacy. Each partitioned area often houses as many as six people.
fNGOs) that have been crucial in providing aid to the region.
access roads to prevent efforts from ever
"In Chennai we were given a rosier
reaching the Dalits, said Moeling.
view of the situation compared to what
"That's why SAP) chose to focus its
we actually saw," said Kayser.
efforts on young women, widows, and the
Justin Moeling, GSSW '06, also comharder-hit Dalit people."
mented on the contradiction. "There was
While work in rebuilding the region
a disparity in the numbers the government
remains far from complete, Moeling
gave for the people killed in one town in
recognized the resiliency of people in the
specific. They said 700 people were killed
face of adversity.
while the local people put the figure in the
"By interviewing the first responders
thousands."
to the disaster and seeing how people had
While a year has passed since the
recovered, I was able to differentiate betsunami, much work remains to be done.
tween trauma felt from incidents caused by
Most noticeable to the group was the lack
people and from disasters. The symptoms
of permanent housing, as the government
are the same, but the coping mechanisms
had so far been unable to provide permits
are different. It reinforced the importance
for rebuilding. The hold-up may be due
of human connections when working with
tragedy victims."
to the government's hesitancy to allow
"1 was often surprised to find out we
people to rebuild the coast, land which
were sometimes the first people they
could potentially bring lucrative tourism
talked to," said McCabe. "Most said they
to the area, said Moeling.
"The biggest focus right now is moving
felt much lighter after talking to us. They
from transitional to permanent housing,"
are all in a similar situation and hardly
village of Dalit people celebrate the harvest festival, Pongal, funded by SAPI
talk about it between themselves, but
said Moeling. "Lots of people are living A
in temporary structures, which look like
having someone else listen to their story
big bams. People want to own their own he said. "While they still give out stufffor farmlands, which has left them unable to helped."
McCabe expects the documentary, to
places, but the bureaucracy is slowing free, grassroots organizations are trying to produce crops," said Kayser. "They lost
minimize it."
their livelihood even though they may not be completed this summer, to present how
things down."
the people are dealing with the recovery.
"The government still hasn't purchased
Self sufficiency may be a hard chalnecessarily have lost their homes."
the land yet for building permanent housSAPI's efforts and the research of the
"The strength of the women surprised
lenge for the people of the region to
Boston College group focused primarily me. Their ability to plan, care, and provide
ing, even though the NGOs are ready to overcome. In addition to not having suitfor their families was very inspiring,"
able housing, the physical destruction and on the status of the Dalit caste, the sogo with funding," said Kayser.
Visiting several villages over the course rubble still remain. For people who made called "Untouchables" of Indian society. she said. "They really were the strongest
of two weeks, the students and professors
their livelihood in farming and fishing, life Discriminated against in all aspects of life, people I have ever seen."
"When you see people happy and
were hosted by Jesuit members of the
has yet to return to normal.
including education, living, and even eatSouth Asian People's Initiative (SAPI).
"You could still see evidence of all ing, the recovery of the Dalit people has content with so little after they've lost
so much, who can still find meaning and
The primary focus of SAPI was to initiate
the rubble from the destroyed homes," been slowest of all.
disaster relief through grassroots efforts, said Moeling. "It was also common to see
"They don't own fishing boats or land purpose, it makes our lives seem shallow
said Moeling.
boats washed inland, even in the middle but often work as workers on others' land," sometimes," said Kayser. "The children
especially were always smiling. It was
"The biggest concern forrelief providof a rice paddy."
said Kayser.
heartwarming to see; it gives you a whole
The discrimination continued in the de"People have been particularly affected
ers is that the process of giving people
things was undermining self sufficiency," because of the salt water flooding the livery ofrelief supplies, as people blocked new perspective."

NASA's trip
is porkbarrel
at its worst
NASA launched a
$700 million mission
to Pluto Thursday,

-

UGBC candidate statements announced
Candidates, from A J
goes," said Cunningham.
Along with the restructuring, Lara and Cunningham
will focus on justice. The four core values of their campaign are responsibility, reciprocity, representation, and
respect.

The next group to present their platform was Brian
Roche, running for president and CSOM '07, and Kyle
Norton, running for vice president and CSOM '07. Roche
considers his lack ofUGBC experience to be an asset, he
said, bringing a fresh face to solve some of the continuing UGBC issues. "We want to bring BC together, and
we think that Boston College can be a great place for all
of us," he said.
Norton described himself as an "average college student," and vowed, if elected, to always make unbiased
decisions without political motivation.
The team of Justin Thornton, running for president
and CSOM '07, and Ryan McHaffie, running for vice
president and CSOM '07, spoke afterRoche and Norton.
Thornton laid out the mission statement, which included
goals such as increasing communication among administration, students, and faculty, increasing freshman
involvement in leadership roles, and bringing the highest
quality speakers and entertainment acts to campus.
When an audience member asked if their goals were
possible, Thornton quickly responded.
"I think that all of our issues are obtainable; as a
matter of fact we have already talked to administrators
about whether these things are happening already or
can be obtained," he said. "1 think that's a great way to
show that a relationship with administrators is how to
get things done."
Santiago Bunce, running for president and A&S '07,
and Justin Nunez, running for vice president and CSOM

'07, then offered their perspective. Bunce said that he is
looking to restructure the UGBC in a simple and efficient
manner, calling for more checks and balances. He also
said that more diversity in classes and faculty members
"is a necessity."
Before finishing their presentation, Bunce stressed the
importance of social justice. "Justin and I are strongly
dedicated and deeply committed to working on race and
women's issues on campus," he said. "We want to improve the dialogue and we want to improve the action."
A push for social justice was a theme in other campaigns, and such was the case for Vincent Di Maggio,
running for president and A&S '07, and Lora Krsulich,
running for vice president and A&S '07.
"We want to do social programming that is meant to
activate a base at BC to be concerned about issues that
are serious at Boston College," said Krsulich.
Both described themselves as having strong backgrounds in programming, an ability that they see as
essential to the UGBC. "We need to educate everybody
about what's going on here and what's going on around
the world, and through programming we can get the
entire student body behind us, from that we can get the
administration to make change," said Di Maggio.
The final team to present their platform was Frances
Macias Phillips, running for president and A&S '07, and
Christian Cho, running for vice president and A&S '07.
Phillips began by calling for UGBC reform.
"We want the UGBC to be a well organized group
on campus so we can all be active and we can all have a
specific role and work toward what needs to get done."
Cho highlighted that the GLBT and AHANA councils
would receive more funding under their leadership.
Also, they would push for the creation of a human
sexuality studies minor, and a Native American studies
program.

Meet the Candidates:

UGBC Presidential & Vice Presidential
Candidates
Vanessa Lara, CSON '07
& Nijah Cunningham, A&S '07
Brian Roche, CSOM '07
& Kyle Norton, CSOM '07
Justin Thornton, CSOM '07
Ryan McHaffie, CSOM '07

&

Santiago Bunce, A&S '07
Justin Nunez, CSOM '07

&

Vincent DlMagglo, A&S *07
& Lora Krsulich, A&S '07
Frances Macia Phillips, A&S 07
& Christian Cho, A&S '07

Another initiative on their platform would be a mentoring program from undergraduates, because "we feel like
undergraduates don't always take advantage ofeverything
they have out there," said Phillips. The program would
be designed specifically for juniors and seniors to help
them maximize their BC experience.
For some audience members, the night offered an
indication of what to expect in the future.
"1 think there were a couple groups that had excellent
specific points and excellent direction, but there were also
very noticeable flaws in other groups they just didn't
for
prepared
today.
anything
strong
have
1 think those
groups that showed preparation will only continue their
motivation later on," said Joe Feeney, A&S '08.

Shawna

leaving most people
who actually paid attention asking the same
question.
Who cares about

Pluto?
In case you forgot
Vega
the solar system lesson
given in your secondgrade science course, Pluto's the planet
astronomers aren't even sure deserves to
be called a planet.
It's small, frozen, and located three
billion miles from Earth. At the Lockheed Martin Atlas V rocket's top speed
of 36,000 mph, it'll take the unmanned
mission 9.5 years to even reach Pluto,
and scientists aren't sure what they'll
find there. So why take on the huge
cost?
As a friend of mine, Alec Bishop,
a junior in aerospace engineering at
Florida's Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University, told me, "People don't understand the desire for people to explore
the cosmos. Studying Pluto and the
Kupier Belt in depth can answer a lot of
questions that we have as scientists, like
what the very beginnings of our solar
system looked like and were.
"For example, using spectral analysis
of Pluto can give us clues as to what
elements were present and in what quantity," Bishop said. "Using that, one can
discover half-lives of those elements and
more accurately date the solar system."
Despite his explanation, I remain
someone who doesn't think space
discovery should be deemed all that important until the situation here on Earth
Gallagher

improves.
Unless Pluto holds the answers to the
much more relevant questions of ending
hunger, reducing poverty, eliminating
disease, and making education better and
more affordable, the millions of dollars
the U.S. government provided for the
mission were badly spent.
Throwing money away is kind of
a Congressional hobby, though, like
giving soliloquies during confirmation
hearings and accepting gifts from Jack
Abramoff. The Pluto mission, at least,
wears the cloak of genuine discovery.
But there's no excuse for the greater
evil, pork-barrel spending, a government syndrome no one's willing to do
anything about, even as Congress appropriates millions of dollars for things
like next year's party celebrating the
history of Jamestown, Va. ($250,000 of
which was set aside for wait for it a
custom-made ferryboat) and a transit
system in Anaheim, Calif, which will
make it easier for tourists to get from
places like Disneyland to Disney's California Adventure.
That's just the tip of the iceberg,
really. Visit the Web site for Citizens
Against Government Waste (www.cagw.
org), and you'll see the extent of porkbarrel waste.
$6,285,000 for wood utilization
research in 11 states. $5,000,000 for
the Bayonne (N.J.) Military Ocean
Terminal, described as "a port of call
for Royal Caribbean cruise ships" and
popular filming location for movies and
television shows. $3,000,000 to build
a private fitness facility for the House
of Representatives (despite the presence of two gyms nearby). $268,000
for livestock waste research in lowa.
$100,000 for lowa's Trees Forever
Program, which gives people sizable
grants to, yes, plant trees. $70,000 for
the expansion of the Paper Industry
Hall of Fame in Appleton, Wis. $35,000
toward a weight loss program for federal
employees.
So that's why the United States can't
offer health care and quality schools
for every citizen. It's too busy pouring
money into asparagus, ornamental fish
studies, and a pseudo-Weight Watchers
lifestyle change for government work-

-

ers.

The Pluto mission is just one of the
more expensive wastes of taxpayer
money that's so badly needed elsewhere.
These are desperate times for many

people.
The United States can't afford to
allocate funds for unnecessary domestic
and space ventures when it's already
tunneling billions into Iraq, with no end
in sight. $700 million could help rebuild
New Orleans and the Gulf Coast, fund
medical research, and improve hospitals
and schools.
Finding out exactly how old the solar
system is can wait.

Shawna Gallagher Vega is a senior in the
College ofArts & Sciences. Her column
appears every Monday in this space.
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ALC invites community to celebrate

"It really is not a study that embodies institutions all
over the nation since it only took into account three
small private institutions in California you will see
that there is no 'other' category to be found on the list
of ethnicities"
...

Week, from A1
tions, Bewaji said that the Week of
Celebration is a valuable opportunity to combat student apathy.
"I think people would characterize it as a quiet year when
it comes to issues or AHANA
students on campus," Bewaji said.
The ALC hopes that students take
advantage of the wide array of
events this week to become better
informed.
"This is for people who are
genuinely interested in learning
about the AHANA community
and ALC," said Vanessa Lara,
outreach coordinator ofthe student
and community issues department
andA&S'o7.
Despite panels on racial tension
that all freshmen attend during
orientation, the ALC, the representative voice of the AHANA
community, believes prevalent
misconceptions mire progress.
"A big misconception is that
the AHANA acronym is an in-

ALC believes, undermines the
likeliness of students to become
involved in this movement to improve student-wide comity.
"I think that race relations at
Boston College are
"The AHANA
an issue that affects
acronym is not just all of us," said Bewaji. "WhiIeAHANA
a replacement
student leaders have
minority it is a
takenthese concerns
as personal issues,
declaration
that's not how it
determination,
should be I think
solidarity"
all students need to
be motivated."

significant part of BC culture,"
said Bewaji. "I think that that's a
tragic mistake." Some students,
according to the ALC, mistakenly
consider AHANA a group.
"AHANA is
an acronym refer-

ring to students,
not a club," said
Lara. "The biggest challenge is
getting the record
straight. There is

for

-

of self-

of

no defined sense

-

of what AHANA
is, and because of
Although Bewaji
that, it's not a very
OmolaraBewaji
considers the Unibig part of the stuALC President
versity administradent body."
The ALC also
tion supportive, she
underscored the relevance of believes that it still has work to
AHANA issues to all students.
do.
"It's without question that the
"I think that there's a huge belief on campus that the issues that administration needs to do more,"
primarily affect AHANA students she said. Although the ALC's isare only issues that affect AHANA sues are among the most important
on campus, she said, they aren't at
students," said Bewaji.
This misunderstanding, the the forefront ofthe administration.
?

"1 think it remains to be an afterthought," she said.
The ALC hopes that this week
will be a unique, rare opportunity
for AHANA students to be the
focal point of the community. "1
thinkthat there are not many times
on campus when AHANA students
are celebrated, when they're at the
center of something. I think it's important that we get as much time as
we can to put AHANA students at
the forefront and to represent their
concerns," said Bewaji.
According to the ALC, tonight's panel on the history of
the acronym AHANA will also
address a Facebook group which
satirized the term AHANA. The
group, which offended a number
of students because of its parody
on theAHAHA mission statement,
was taken down by Facebook.
The motto of the week reflects
this emphasis on discussion, appreciation, and understanding:
"Understand the significance,
know the history, give a damn."

Promise of "putting students first" leaves

work to be done for spring semester
UGBC, from A1

Another aspect of Howe and Nauman's platform hadbeen to "increase
the power and legitimacy of the ALC" by giving the "ability to further
more," said Nauman. "We want to make the BC campus somewhere pursue both issues and programming" through an "increase in funding,
students can stay and have fun."
and the president and vice president ofALC must be closely involved
Other proposals Howe and Nauman made during their campaign in all decisions that affect the student body."
include creating a comprehensive University events calendar, reopen"There are definitely those members [of UGBC] who are supportive
ing a campus pub, and establishing a BC singles dating service. At this and know that these issues are not justAHANA issues," said Omolara Bewadji, president ofthe ALC and A&S '07. "1 feel it is not at the forefront
point, none have been accomplished.
The UGBC Web site is one aspect that plays an important part in of [Howe and Nauman's] minds and their platform, which is not unusual
UGBC's goal of communicating with the student body, but it is an for the undergraduate government but certainly is unfortunate.
ineffective device in its current form. The BC events calendar, another
"It's important that ALC remains at the center of these issues, but the
stated goal from their campaign, currently has no events listed and the only way things will be done is through a collective effort from UGBC,
entire site is very difficult to navigate, with many links to important other student groups, the administration and the student body."
information not even functional.
Leaders in the GLBT Leadership Council are also hoping Howe and
Beyond programming, Howe and Nauman also stressed a goal to Nauman will play a bigger role in advocating publicly on their behalf.
"ensure a powerful student Senate" by increasing funding and working Part of the duo's stated campaign platform was to "advocate on behalf
more with the only other representatives elected
[of] GLBT students."
"I know we worked very hard, "Grace [Simmons] and Burnell [Holland] were
directly by the student body.
"In terms of our goal, as a member ofUGBC for starting all the way back on
very involved, planning for the rally, and helping
the past four years I definitely don't think I've seen
concert] with the non-discrimination policy they were at
June 1, but [the
a Senate so powerful. They've definitely come into
those meetings," said president of the GLC, John
a variety Hellman, A&S '07. "This last semester we were
just
through
their roles very effectively," said Howe.
The larger budget given to the Senate is also
reasons. I can guarantee whaving one of those situations play out with the
deceptivebecause the $4,000 increase was offset by
cancelled dance, and 1 would have really apprecithe movement of the funding for the Thanksgiving there will be a spring concert" ated it if they had showed up and voiced their
buses from the University Issues budget to the Senate
opinion with us.
budget. The cost of these buses essentially negated
Luke Howe,
"This isn't political, this is our lives."
any jump in the budget.
"It's our responsibility to support them and what
UGBC President
As a whole, the Senate budget of $16,000 is
they do," said Howe.
only $6,000 more than the combined $10,000 stipend that Howe and
Despite whatever negatives there have been involving UGBC this
Nauman make as a combined salary paid out as $500 a month over semester, a good relationship with the administration exists and thus a
10 months.
chance to make positive changes this semester. Many ofthese proposals
"The Senate is not as powerful as it should be," said UGBC senator along with others are in the works, but it remains to be seen what will
Colm Willis, A&S '08. "We're used to being weak, but it doesn't make be put together.
sense that as the only other elected student representatives we have the
"It takes a lot of groundwork that may have been laid last semester
least amount of money."
and hopefully we'll see progress on things this semester," said Howe.

of

fall

fell

-

for

?

Robert Lay,
Dean of Enrollment ManagementOffice
?

Survey does not
apply to BC
Statistics, from A1
sarily represent itself at BC.
"Itreally is not a study that embodies institutions all over the nation since it only took into account
three small private institutions in
California," he said.
At BC, out of the applicants
admitted, only about one percent
check the "other" box. As soon
as they are enrolled, however,
"they are asked to clarify in their
student file on the Agora Web site
as to what their true racial origin
is," said Lay. There are only 150
people out of the entire student
body that have still not declared
their race.
Some students voiced their
thoughts on how application forms
usually do not include sufficient or
accurate options for racial identification. Also, others want to be
accepted through merit alone and
not because ofaffirmative action.
Students feel hesitant to answer
the question "because they do
not know how its answer will be
used in the admissions process,"
said Lay.
"1 decided to pick 'other,'
mainly to dispel rumors that 1 just
got into a certain school because
ofmy ethnicity," said Christopher
Waltrous, A&S '08. "I'm also of
Cape Verdean origin and most application forms do not have that
option."
Alan Shih, CSOM '08, ticked
the "other" box and followed it
by specifying that he was AsianAmerican-Hispanic because "this
option was not available on the
list given."

There are some multiracial
students who, rather than checking off the "other" box, identify
with only one of their ethnicities
because they were raised in that
environment. Bobby Davies, A&S
'09, selected Asian/Pacific Islander
on his application because "he
felt that he was more Filipino
than Caucasian due to his Asian
upbringing."
The federal government actually does not allow universities to report having students of
unknown origins. By looking at
the BC AHANA admissions Web
site, "you will see that there is no
'other' category to be found on the
list of ethnicities," said Lay.
BC is trying to accommodate
people of different races by regularly updating their list of ethnicities that can be designated on the
admissions application.
"We try to revise the list each
year since we have so many students from all over the world who
sometimes even help suggest new
categories to add on to it," said
Lay.
Dr. Alma Clay-Pedersen, coprincipal investigator of the evaluation project, believes that these
findings are an important catalyst
in creating better methods for collecting accurate racial proportions.
Clay-Pedersen said in the report,
"Students will choose to go to a
college based on their perception
of the environment there. It is not
the only reason, but it is one and it
is a particularly important one for
students of color, especially in a
predominantly white institution."

Get Your Body Better,
Get a Better Body!

-

Luke and Ben's Campaign Platform

What do orange beef,
slippery plates,
and dancing janitors
have in common?
Come to the Eagle's Nest at s:3opm
on Mondays tofind out.

"Putting students first," Howe and Nauman cited
the following as key points In their campaign:
1. Adopt a realistic and fair language requirement.
2. Increase the power and legitimacy ofALC.
3. Change the fundamental structure of UGBC.
4. Open a convenient 24-hour study space and dining hall.
5. Bring back the fall concert.
6. Create a director of clubs, sports, and activities.
7. Ensure a powerful student senate.
8. Advocate on behalf ofGLBT students.
9. Make legal counsel available to all BC students.
10. Make UGBC accessible, appealing, and useful to the student
body as a whole.
Source: Luke and Ben 2005 'Putting Students First'

Boslon

MA. 022!

-

|gjfj GreatAmerican Group.
A leader in providing a complete range of asset
management services would like to invite you to learn

more about the career opportunities available today
Please join us at our on-campus information session
Date: January 31,2006 Location: Newton Room
Time: 5:00 pm to 6:30 pm
Visit www.GreatAmerican.com to learn more today

Www

Joint VenturcsPT.com
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Experts discuss global security with emphasis
on freedom and transnational interdependence

Panel says global
connections make
"Building a Safer
World" a priority
By

Bernie

Zipprich

Asst. News Editor

Nuclear proliferation, terrorism, and weapons of mass destruction were only a few of the major
security issues discussed during a
panel discussion Thursday night.
Deeper issues such as freedom
and multinationalism were also
part of the conversation, which
examined the major global security threats of 2006 and the
United States' role in responding
to them.
Sponsored by Americans for
Informed Democracy (AID), the
event was the first held by the
group since being "officially"
school sanctioned and was part
of its ongoing "Globalization and
Inequality Series."
The evening, entitled "Building
a Safer World," featured panelists
from a wide range of backgrounds
who explored the role of multinational institutions, nuclear terrorism, global interdependence, and
the expansion of democracy from
a global security perspective.
The panelists largely agreed
that any longterm progress towards
solving security threats would
require the United States taking a
position of leadership in the world,
leading by example.
"National self-interest is not
and cannot be [allowed to continue] in our interconnected,rather
small planet, where the majority of
real security threats
are transboundary, transnational global,"
said Dr. Rebecca Johnson, founding director and editor of the Acronym Institute for Disarmament
Diplomacy, who emphasized the
necessity for the United States to
take on a more global-minded per...

-

spective in its foreign policies.
"We have to turn it round and
get across the message that what
is good for international security
is good for U.S. security and what
is good for U.S. security is good
for human security and human
interests and therefore, of course,
the interests of Americans."

Johnson, though originally
born in the United States, grew up
in the United Kingdom and offered
an international perspective to the
panel's discussion.
"Security is not the 19th century notion of who is the most
armed. Security is the 21st century
notion of human security, what
keeps us safe, free, and enables us
to

develop our potential."

Heather B. Hamilton, Vice
President for Programs for Citizens for Global Solutions, put
the recurring security issues of
nuclear proliferation, terrorism,
and weapons of mass destruction
in a larger context.
She particularly stressed the
fact that countries exist today in
an interdependent world and that
what occurs internationally affects
everyone, including Americans. In
today's global society, no actions
affect one country alone.
"My challenge to you is to
look at your role as citizens in a
democracy in communicating the
importance of building a safer
world for everyone as a core issue
of American policy. We will be
safe when everybody is safe."
Dr. Elizabeth Turpen, co-director of the "Security for a New
Century" project at the Henry L.
Stimson Center in Washington
D.C., focused on the challenges
of nuclear proliferation and the
use of U.S. power to reduce this
proliferation, particularly stressing the consequences of the lack
of balance that existed between
U.S. military power and the rest
of the world.
She said that the power of
American conventional forces

Sponsored by Americans for Informed Democracy, Thursday's lecture discussed global security in an era of interdependence and nuclear weaponry.
alone spurred proliferation. She
also criticized present federal
policies which she said break with
the trend that began in the 1990s
towards complete disarmament,
suggesting that it was hypocritical
and undermined U.S. leadershipto
prevent proliferation.
"In a nutshell, we're not leading
by example and we're injecting a
degree of unpredictability into the
system that is destabilizing," said

at the source. But the longterm

goal has to look at addressing root
causes."
Dr. Johanna Mendel son-Forman, director of Peace Security
and Human Rights at the United
Nations Foundation, discussed
the importance of the United Nations for promoting international
security.
"Without the United Nations,
we would be in a far different
place than we are tonight
Where would we be in the fight
against infection disease? Nuclear
weapons? The advancement of
human rights and protection of
people? The U.N. is an institution
that will be around for many
years to come. Even as the world
changes in the 21st century, we

Turpen.
Turpen also devoted a portion

...

of her talk to the threat of nuclear
terrorism.
"If you look at nuclear terrorism, the most immediate short
term goal would be denial of
acquisition. This means locking
down the weapons where they are

...

will have questions and problems
that transcend borders. The U.N. is
the only place that I can think of in
the world where every country, big
and small, has an equal voice."
The importance of multinationalism for a more secure world was
focused on by Seth Green, founder
and chair of Americans for Informed Democracy, who examined
the United States' responsibility
to lead by example and to work
with other countries to promote
democracy and freedom abroad.
His comments were also critical of
the Bush administration's policies
carried out in democracy's name.
"Democracy is about inspiring people to take on their own
initiative to see a better world; it
is only through the process ofrole

modeling and
[working with
other democratic countries] as a
group offriends to help and support that we can ultimately get at
this democracy project.
"1 think it is absolutely the right
project for America to be,engaged
in. I think it is essential to our
security, and I think we need a
major reshifting of the policies we
have today towards getting at that
freedom," said Green.
The next event in AlD's "Globalization and Inequality Series"
will be on Feb. 2 and will feature
Rev. Paul Locatelli, S.J., president
of Santa Clara University, discussing a justice of faith for a globalizing world. AID will be holding
its first meeting today at 7 p.m. in
Gasson 305.
...

-

-

Boston College ALC

Week of AHANA Celebration

Monday January 23?

SPEAK OUT!
Got an issue on your mind? Join ALC and the greater Boston College community in the quad at noon to make your voice
heard. A microphone will be provided for any and all to express themselves.

Student panel discussion on the AHANA acronym McGuinn 121, 7:3opm 9:3opm
Topics will include: the history of the AHANA acronym; the usefulness of the AHANA acronym on BC's campus; the meaning
of the AHANA acronym for Middle-Eastern or multiracial students, and much more...
-

-

Tuesday January 24th
The Voting Rights Act and the AHANA Community Devlin 010,7:00pm
Come learn about the Voting Rights Act, the impact of the November 2005 elections, and how to encourage political
participation. Featuring Glenn D. Magpantay, Esq.
-

Wednesday January 25 th
BC through AHANA Athlete Eyes Cushing 001, 7:3opm 9:3opm
AHANA student athletes speak on their experiences at BC. Stereotypes, stigmas, drawbacks, advantages, andrelationship to
AHANA/non-AHANA community are a few topics to be addressed.
-

-

Thursday January 25th
SPEAK OUT! (Part II) The Chocolate Bar, 7:3opm until
Spoken word event. Open mic. Fun people. Good food.
-

-

Friday January 27th
Cultural Club COOK OFF Cabaret Room, 6:3opm until
Various culture clubs come together to showcase their culinary talents. YOU EAT FREE and vote on your favorite dish.
-

-

Saturday January 28 th
The annual ALC Showdown! Rec Plex, 7:oopm (doors open at 6:lspm) Tickets $10
This culminating event of the week showcases the artistic talents of various cultural and dance troupes. Always an amazing
presentation that represents the beauty of diverse cultures of Boston College. After-party to follow in theRAT. Cost $5
-

Know the history. Understand its significance. GIVE A DAMN.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
"Laughter is the sun that drives winter from the human face."

UGBC Mid-year
Grade Report

Victor Hugo

?

THE ISSUE: UGBC administration has good intentions
WHAT WE THINK: More tangible accomplisments needed

The

Heights had high hopes

for this UGBC administration
we endorsed Luke Howe
and Ben Nauman over Reena
Parikh and Nick Fuller-Googins last
February, after all and we still do. With
that in mind, we offer you, Luke and
Ben, a report card of our expectations
and how well they've been fulfilled
-

-

halfway through your term along with
some friendly advice for things we'd
like to see this semester. As problems
people have with the U.S. government
cannot be totally pinned on President
Bush, these issues can't be laid solely at
your feet. But as the leaders of UGBC,
officials elected by the student body, and
the only paid student officials in UGBC,
-

it's chiefly your responsibility to react
to the concerns of students. Here's our
grade school-esque report card:
Programming: D
There have been some successful,

new programs this year, for sure. The
Pub Series went well and considering
Mother Nature got in the way, the first
Homecoming on campus in some time
was a success. But it's hard to look past
the fall concert - or lack thereof. This
promise was made constantly during
the campaign, and it has thus far been
the biggest failure. Sure, the Athletics
Department and Facilities made it difficult by only giving a few dates, but that
shouldn't stop you from fulfilling the one
promise you set out to do. It may have
been an impossible situation to begin
with, but ifthat was the case, the promise
shouldn't have been made.
Fulfilling promises: Incomplete
Though there were many good ideas
in your campaign platform for improving
student life, it's difficult to find many - if
any that have actually been enacted this
last year. The fall concert was already
mentioned, but pledges to open a 24hour study space, make legal counsel
available to BC students, create a comprehensive events calendar, and reopen
a campus bar, among other things, have
not come to fruition. We'll reserve judgment until the end of the semester in the
hopes that you'll be able to tell us, "Told
you so," when these and other beneficial
programs have been started.
-

AHANA/GLBT issues: B
Though everyone always wants more

money, the ALC and GLC were granted
enough money to complete many of the
programs they wanted this year. What we
need now is a unified UGBC and University-widemovement to support these
important issues. Both the ALC and GLC
have been given latitude to put forth the
issues they want to address and plan
activities they'd like to put on, but these
aren't AHANA or GLBT issues they
are student body issues. As such, the
elected representatives of the students,
and those appointedby them, should help
in these important movements to create
-

a

unified student body.

Communication: C+
The first - and easiest thing you can
revamp is the UGBC Web site. At this
point, it is out-of-date, ineffective, and
tough to navigate. Links send you to the
wrong place, if they send you anywhere
at all. There's useful information on the
site, but someone needs to make sure it's
easy to use. This is the most effective
way of communicating with the student
-

body, and needs to be utilized properly.

Leadership: C
At the Rally for Equality last year,
Burnell Holland, then UGBC vice president, spoke to the student body. Though
you were at this year's rally after the can-

cellation of the GLBT dance, you could
have played a bigger presence to show
the student body and the administration
that the entire UGBC not just the GLC
-

-was behind this movement. You are the

of the community and you have the
opportunity to shape opinion on what
should and can be done.

face

Again, we still have faith. This sewas disappointing in the lack of
tangible accomplishments, but there is
still time. You didn't spend money on
a fall concert, so there should be plenty
left over to pull in Kanye, Coldplay, or
some other big name artist for the spring
concert. Maybe you could throw in some
of your $10,000 combined salaries to
ensure that an awesome spring concert
makes up for not having one in the fall.
You've done an excellent job forming a
good relationship with the administration, but now it's time to use that good
will to get things done for the students.
Your slogan was "Putting Students
First". Now is the time to make that
show.
mester

Textbook legislation
cuts excessive costs
THE ISSUE: Mass. House considers textbook legislation
WHAT WE THINK: Bill necessary to create even out market

Paying

for a college education
has become increasingly difficult for many students in recent years. Having to purchase
overpriced textbooks for most classes
has only corroborated the economic
problem for them.
In 2005, the United States Government Accountability Officereported that
textbookprices have increased 6 percent
per year since the 1987-88 academic
year and that the average annual cost
for a student at a 4 year college in the
2003-04 academic year was $898.
Last Wednesday, in the hopes of moderating the textbook crisis, Mass. Rep.
Steven M. Walsh introduced a bill titled,
"An Act Relative to the Production and
Pricing of College Textbooks," to the
Joint Committee on Higher Education. It
proposes requirements to which publishers must subscribe so that they no longer
take advantage of students.
Publishers cite the fact that textbook
prices are minimal in comparison to
university tuitions as defense for their

textbooks' high prices. This analogy
fails. College tuition is more expensive
because it is more complex and expansive cost, while textbooks are more
straightforward should be much less
expensive then they currently are.
It is evident that publishers are taking
advantage of the collegiate economic
situation. In actuality, lower prices may
lead to greater sales, as students will
be more likely to purchase new books,
rather than used ones on the internet.
Textbooks do need to be updated,
only if the information-in-question
is seriously incorrect or out of date.
Publishers should also survey professors in order to assess whether or not a
textbook should be revised. Likewise,
students should be given the option as
to whether or not they would like to
purchase supplementary materials that
often drive up costs substantially.
Rep. Walsh's bill will make the
above proposals realities. Contact your
representative to make this integral
legislation a reality.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

"

A question of what's in the mainstream
The Supreme Court overturned the

or prohibit a woman's right to choose.

state laws protecting the lives of the

Thus the pro-choice fear of overturning
Roe v. Wade is almost synonymous with
anti-democratic belief. In a democracy,
majority rules, and if a majority of prochoice believers comprise America,
then abortion rights would not be prohibited. I, however, suspect the reverse
is true because Americans chose to
prohibit abortion in all 50 states prior
to Jan. 22, 1973, they would re-enact
legislationprohibiting abortion should
Roe v. Wade be overturned.
This, I believe, is the cause of
the increasingly charged rhetoric
of pro-choice senators like Chuck
Schumer, Joe Biden, and Ted Kennedy.
Biden (D-Del.) called Sam Alito's
views on Roe v. Wade "out of the mainstream." If Joe Biden is correct, prochoice supporters have nothing to fear.
For the mainstream can only triumph
through overturning Roe v. Wade. This
subtle point has been the main cause
for locking such decision-making in
the hands of the court system, far away
from the American people.

unborn 33 years ago yesterday.
Heated debate has raged ever since.
On one hand, there's the argument that
a woman should have control of her
own person. Others argue that another
life is involved here, the unborn child.
It is the latter belief that's drawn many
to Washington this week to march and
pray.
There are many who have actively
sought to undermine the appointment
of pro-life judges to the Supreme
Court. Should suchjudges gain power,
Roe v. Wade could potentially be
overturned. If the pro-choice philosophy is such a mainstream idea that a
majority of the population believes
abortion is constitutional, as the prochoice contingent would lead us to
believe, then what harm could there
be in overturning such a court ruling? If Roe v. Wade was overturned,
the issue would be decided by the
states. Abortion would remain legal
if and until the various states create
laws to the contrary. The people could
decide whether they wish to preserve

The Heights' new student column,
"Eagle-Eye View, will appear in this
space everyMonday. It will hold a submission from a different student each week on
a range of topics affecting BC students.
Students can submit columns of400 words
to editor@bcheights.com.

-

Adam Bied
A&S '06

EAGLE-EYE VIEW

Go out and paint
the town maroon
and gold
By Max Buccini

All

around this college town we
call Boston, Boston College
students stand alone. Our social
lives are the envy of the colleges and
universities within Route 495. In another
respect, we stand alone in our apparent
detachment from the city we have all
claimed as our adopted home.
We affectionately dub it the "BC
Bubble" that area of 02467 and 02135
we declare as our turf. The stomping grounds that contain Mary Ann's,
Roggie's, and The Kells are where BC
students can reliably be seen. But where
BC students are not reliably seen are
the hot spots in the city of Boston and
we're not talking Allston-Brighton.
While other college students in the
area take advantage of The Hub of the
Universe, BC students seem to disregard
what Boston has to offer in favor of their
tried-and-true haunts. Leaving a city after four years ofoccupancy, one should
not depart with an insufficient familiarity with the essence of what it means to
be a resident.
Asking one of my friends if she
would accompany me to a Vogue party,
she replied: "I'd love to, but it's Thursday, I have to go to Mary Ann's." Another famous line: "That sounds fun, but
1 won't know anyone, and everyone's at
the Kells." My favorite: "Will I be home
in time for Late Night?"
It's what 1 call "The BC Condition:" our deadly fear of being out of
the collective loop. I was at Gypsy Bar
one night and 1 ran into a few Tufts and
Emerson students and they asked me,
after being shocked I went to BC, "Are
BC kids afraid of downtown?"
Boston is an international city that
offers anything and everything. From
exclusive socialites and debutantes
to young professionals and students,
Boston has it. BC students already demonstrate our superior social skills; why
not take that to the city? You might not
know every single person, but maybe
you'll meet new faces, the moversand-shakers of the city, and gain new
-

-

Pay attention to democracy's health
Kevin Boland commits a glaring
error in his Thursday column "Evolving events to shape the new year" by
omitting recent revelations regarding
the Bush administration's involvement
in domestic eavesdropping. While
the events he cites have the potential
to alter U.S. foreign policy and significantly affect the way the law is
interpreted in this country, the use of
the National Security Agency (NSA)
to spy on American citizens raises serious questions about the health of our
democracy in the midst ofa permanent
"War on Terror."
The American citizens surveilled
under this program, whatever their
affiliations, are nonethelessAmerican
citizens. To cede the executive branch
the blanket authority to violate their
rights under the Fourth Amendment
is to undercut the basic structures of
government that ensure the integrity of
the rights of all of us and to render the
protections they afford null and void if
the government so much as insinuates
one's association with terror-related
groups. This is, in essence, to grant

the president the power of a king and
in the name of security to revoke the
guarantee of the freedoms that, if one
accepts the argument of the Bush administration, motivate the attacks of
our enemies.
As such the NSA eavesdropping
program should give pause to even the
staunchest supporters of the so-called
"War on Terror." The threat of terrorism is, by all accounts, a permanent
one, and a war against it equally so.
And while the United States is obligated to protect its citizens where it
can, if a "War on Terror" cannot be
fought within the laws of the United
States, then the prosecution ofthat war
emerges as a threat to the most basic
promises of democracy.
The NSA program then presents us
with a choice: rethink our approach to
the problem of terrorism or sacrifice
the guarantee of democracy to the
fallacious promise of security. What
we choose will define our country for
years to come.
Brady

Smith

A&S V6

BC has lost its Jesuit authority
BC was a Catholic, Jesuit university - no more! With the likes
of [professor Michael] Resler on
your faculty, opposing publicly the
fundamental moral teachings of the
Church, they obviously are not a

consideration in this day and age.
The Jesuits have lost it, and I am
no longer proud to be an alumnus.

experiences.

G.H. Dalton
Toulouse, France

READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not
exceeding 200 words and column submissions that
do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and to prevent libel. The
Heights also reserves the right to write headlines
and choose illustrations to accompany pieces
submitted

to the

newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College.
address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheighrs.com,
by e-mail to editor@bcheights.com, in person,
or by mail to Editor. The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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Nation's
ideals lost
in Bush

Thumbs
Up
Men's hockey: These men on
skates weren't just good this weekend, they were phenonemonal as
they beat the Catamounts at Conte
two consecutive nights. Goalie Cory
Schneider hasn't given up a goal
in 217:49 minutes, and in 36:34
more, he'll have the school record
(currently 254:23). A shout out to
Brian Roundy, A&S '06, who game
after game, leads Superfans in the
E-A-G-L-E-S chant by contorting
his body to spell out each letter,
YMCA-style.
Bus drivers: You can bundle up
with Under Armour, hats, scarves,
gloves, and legwarmers, but there's
little more that you can do to protect
yourself from the cold. Some bus
drivers may seem like angels in disguise when they stop the bus a little
closer to Upper Campus or when
they pull over as you're running
in their direction with your arms
flailing. Thank you, Mr./Ms. Bus
Driver, for being so thoughtful of
students during times of incliment
weather.

Energy conservation: Boston
College may be paying the energy
bill of your residence halls, but the
environment shouldn't have to pay,
too. Turning off the lights before
you go out or keeping windows
closed and locked are a few of the
conservation tips offered by Mike
Jednak, facilities services director,
in The BC Chronicle. On the two
or three times a month that you
get your laundry done, make sure
it's a full load and use warm water
instead of hot. These little things
show that even you can make a
difference.

The Plex, a little classier: While
the outside of the plex still looks
like the home of Barnum & Bailey, the front desk, now with its
rich mahogany finish, looks like
an executive suite. Here's to BC
for revamping the entrance to the
Plex with velvetropes and a wider
walkway so that students don't
have to feel claustrophobic while
waiting to be swiped in. The next
step? Outfitting all Plex staff with
monocles, top hats, and bottles of
chardonnay.
Late Night wraps and subs: Having been home just a week ago,
many students are still craving
mom's home cooking. Late Night
at Corcoran Commons can help allieve those hunger pains. A popular
favorite is the buffalo chicken wrap,
a glorious convergence of chicken,
buffalo sauce, and lettuce. Also
hailed is the chicken and cheese
with chipotle sub like a Mexican
hat dance on your tongue.
-

Thumbs
Down

Watch

Puddles not made for splashing:
Geoscience majors have to classify a new ecosystem when heavy
rainfall creates large puddles (small,
temporary ponds, really) on the
paths of the Dustbowl. Last week's
downpours left students with wet
feet that squeaked as they walked
into unfamiliar classrooms.
Wanted

-

basketballs: Basketballs
at the Plex.

rity Agency (NSA)
began intercepting
the international calls
and e-mails of some
Americans and others in the United
States who were believed to have ties to
al Qaeda.
A bi-partisan committee recently
found that the Bush administration's
"limited briefings for Congress on the
NSA's domestic eavesdropping without
warrants are 'inconsistent with the
law.'" This is a polite way of saying that
his actions, and those of his boss, are of
dubious legality a polite way of saying the theses actions were illegal.
The people of this country are well
aware of what happens to presidents
who engage in illegal (and/or immoral)
activities.
They get impeached. That's right, 1
used the "i" word. I'm not the first to do
so; the idea was mentioned by a member of the president's party last week.
The man in question quickly backed
away from the topic, but he did raise an
interesting point, one which would otherwise still remain only a fever dream
of overzealous Democrats.
Wiretapping has long been considered the equivalent of an invasive
search, an action which requires a warrant, according to law (see the Constitution, Bill of Rights, Article IV). Bush
has stated that the actions done under
the authority of his executive order
(which, according to the administration, means that the typical court order
is not a requirement) are legal under
the expansive powers of a president in
wartime. He argues that the need for
national security outweighs the risk to
the right to personal privacy, that the
limitless power he has begun to wield is
absolutely essential to successfully face
the threats to our nation. And even more
insultingly, he argues that "the legal
authority" for his questionable actions
"is derived from the Constitution."
Really, Mr. Bush? Is that so? I
seem to recall learning about how this
country was founded, our Constitution
was written so that the people of this
country would not have to deal with a
single person wielding excessive power.
In fact, I was under the impression that
the whole complicated, messy system of
checks and balances was devised for the
very purpose ofpreventing the problem
we are experiencing now the domination of government by a single group,
party, or faction. Bush has the right to
use wartime powers, but not the right to
overturn the traditions and enlightened
views that this country was founded on.
Whether the wiretapping the administration has engaged in is legal,
whether it is helpful (and the FBI has
complained that it is not), the president
needs to remember that his office is not
the sole entity in the U.S. government,
and at that government's inception, was
not even regarded as the most important
entity. Congress needs to reassert itself,
needs to remember that the president
acts only on the powers that body grants
him or his office.
Whatever your political affiliation
or beliefs in regard to Bush's national
security initiatives, the accumulation
of power in the executive branch of the
government is a cause for the concern
of all U.S. government. The founding
fathers believed in the power of the
'virtuous citizen' and it is time that
we remembered that, as Ben Franklin observed, "They that can give up
essential liberty to purchase a little
temporary safety, deserve neither liberty
nor safety." In theory, we elect people
to represent us in government to do the
job of regulating and judiciously using
power in our stead. When, however,
they fail to do so (and the modern political animal seems to be preoccupied
by a little problem named Abramoff), it
is our job to be vigilant and remind our
employees of their job.
Yes, the security of this country
is of the utmost importance, but as
we attempt to achieve us, we must be
sure not to stoop to the level of those
governments we stand and have always
stood against. In creating a negative
change, the enemy will win.
"Negative change" of course, does
not include the impeachment of Bush.
Just a thought.
Megan
Ryan

Oil-driven nations

With

the eye of the American media
transfixed upon the Alito hearings, the war in Iraq, and a new
Bin Laden tape - all serious matters in their
own right some of the broader issues within
the current nuclear squabbles in Iran have
been overlooked. Not to say that mainstream
observation hasn't already established a habit
Gregory
of overlooking important developments, but
White
in this case it is blatantly obvious.
The issue with Iran is not simply one of
nuclear deterrence and trying to prevent the spread of such
weapons to terrorist networks. Its presence can be felt in regional economic issues over oil and at the U.N. Security Council.
It is the division at the United Nations between China and the
United States over Iran's right to nuclear weapons that is the
most pressing matter of the moment, and it is not a simple one.
The current administration sees China as an emerging power
and threat responding accordingly with a huge investment
in military technology. There have been several squabbles at
the Security Council, the most prominent being on military
intervention in Iraq, but each revolves around the same issue:
energy.
Well, not energy in broad terms like that statement may suggest, but oil. Ah, oil. That's what you fill your parents' Hummer with before a trip to Abercrombie, or what you fill your
atrociously posh speedboat with prior to an outing off the Cape.
It used to be "liberal" or "hippie" to suggest U.S. foreign policy
revolved around the acquisition of that charming little resource.
Now it's the norm, well as long as you read the papers from
around the globe.
It's almost atrocious how transparent it is now. We went
from signs four years ago depicting a red-faced Bush with "No
Blood For Oil" imprinted on his brow to respectable dailies
like The Guardian and The Washington Post as well as research
posts such as the Yale Center for the Study of Globalization
reporting on the matter. The Yale Center writes of a $20 billion,
-

25-year deal with Iran made by the Chinese for natural gas.
The Washington Post reports a $70 billion deal. This might
explain China's reluctance to place sanctions upon Iran via
the U.N. Security Council, which would inhibit its ability to
utilize Iran's vast natural resources to power its economy.
But who could blame China? It is desperately in need of
the oil after losing out in Iraq when the United States invaded
unilaterally, pursuing their own interests, and its Russian
"allies" handed fields to the Japanese, according to The
Guardian.
And while the current split over Iran is the most recent
result of international oil imperialism,'a previous example
may be unknown to you. Sudan, the country that contains
Darfur, home of one of our era's greatest genocides, is also
home to massive Chinese oil interests. A scathing report of
China's actions came out in The Post]usX prior to Christmas,
describing massive investment in Sudanese oil projects and
other, more scandalous endeavors.
China, according to The Post's article, provides significant
amounts of weapons to the ruling group within Sudan. As
Sudan's greatest ally at the United Nations, China has continually voted down any resolution that could have a major
impact on production or its foothold in the region.
China's search for resources has led it to make ties with
some of the most oppressiveregimes in the world like Iran
and Sudan not unlike our own relations with Saudi Arabia.
While it may have been difficult to see when the United
States entered Iraq the design of its intentions, even for those
who wrote the plans, it is now glaringly obvious that oil has
played a major part in them. China, with efforts in Sudan
and Iran, is merely taking steps to insure its own oil interests
as the United States pursues its own in Iraq, preventing the
United States from accomplishing anything meaningful on
these fronts.
-

Gregory White is a sophomore in the College

ofArts and

Sciences.

Alito is not a worker s best friend
By Melissa Roberts

Sometimes

I really question the Bush administration's
sanity. In an environment rife with scandal, false claims
of morality, a falling approval rating, and the quagmire
that is Iraq, someone gets the bright idea to appoint Samuel
Alito, Jr. to the Supreme Court. When one looks at the 15year-long paper trail he's left behind, one realizes that this
is a man who consistently rules on the side of big business,
many times as a sole dissenter. There are many instances in
which Alito has passed down a
ruling that some would consider
backward and openly favoritist to
the corporations that the current
administration holds so dear, but
here are a few of my personal
favorites:
LePage v. 3M- Alito finds for
the monopolist defendants facing
anti-trust charges
twice.
Donahue v. Consolidated
Rail Corp. -Alito rules that the
employer can discriminate against
a man with a disability (e.g. a
heart condition) in hiring for any
job in the company to "protect the
public safety."
Reich v. Gateway Press In
a case that that involves violations
of minimum wage and overtime
laws, Alito seeks to exempt newspaper workers from protections under federal law.
Homar v. Gilbert- Alito rules that suspension without
a hearing and without pay doesn't violate the right offederal
workers to due process.
Federal Labor Relations Authority -Alito seeks to disable
an organizing drive by refusing to give a union access to the
names and addresses of the employees it was trying to organize.
DiGiacomo v. Teamsters Pension Trust Fund Alito
finds that a union worker employed in a union position from
1960-1971, and again from 1978 on, should lose his credit for
pension benefits from the early years of his employment due to
a break in service, even though the federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act says otherwise.
These are just a few ofthe many pro-corporate, blatantly
discriminatory anti-labor rulings that Alito has passed down
...

?

Long lines at the Plex: If you've
been to the Plex lately, you're not
the only one. Determined to start
off the new year right by getting in
shape, students have been flocking
to the cardio machines, resulting in
lines of 10 people and more waiting
for treadmills and ellipiticals. Their
determination may be admirable,
but to those Plex regulars, some
hope: it's been 23 days of 2006,
these resolutions can't last much
longer.

out.

Rumsfeld
is watching
you. And he has been
for sometime. Since
2002, actually, when
the National Secu-

?

-

?

?

?

-

over the years. But perhaps the best example and one with
a real current significance is a case that came before Alito
regarding the safety of mine workers. In RNS Services v.
Secretary ofLabor, Alito was again the sole dissenting vote.
If the court would have ruled with Alito, it would have found

that a mining company violating the Federal Mine Safety and
Health Act many times over, at the risk of all the employees,
was exempt from these laws: not because it was different
than any other mine in the United States, but because it was
associated with a coal processing plant, which had nothing to
do with the safety violations in
the mine. That just isn't a logical
connection.
In the wake of the Sago mine
tragedy, there has been a lot of
finger pointing. Some point to
the corporation and the more
than 200 safety violations that
it allowed in its facility. Others
point to the Bush administration
and the $7 million cuts it made
this past year in the budget of the
Mine Safety and Health Administration, an already understaffed
agency. A Bush administration
spokesman cited that it was the
miners' own reckless behavior
that led to their deaths. Whatever the cause, we must ask
ourselves, "Is Sam Alito, a man
that has repeatedly found against the working men and women
of the United States, a man that we want as a Supreme Court
justice?" Frankly, it's an outrage to nominate a man who rules
against the blue collar workers that built this nation out of
their own sweat and blood to the highest court in the nation.
1 was relieved, however, to find out that the families of the
miners killed in the Sago mine explosion are in the president's
prayers. That's comforting to know. We need not pay attention
to the fact that while Bush puts on his publicity face for the
cameras, his recommendation to the Supreme Court is Samuel
Alito, Jr. While smiling at the cameras, gushing about the
American spirit, and pointing fingers (one of the things Bush
does best), he has recommended a man to the Supreme Court
who is the biggest enemy of blue collar workers on the bench.
Melissa Roberts is afreshman in the College ofArts and
Sciences.

are in short supply

Turn those doodles in your notebook into Opinions art.

editor@bcheights.com

-

-

Megan Ryan is a freshman in the
College ofArts and Sciences.
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We believe in sandy feet,
beach bonfires and
lifelong memories.
We believe in vacations*

Enter our vacation
pwc.com/freevacf
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Ice men

Boston Five-O

on fire
It's awfully fun
these guys
when they're playing like this, isn't it?
To say that the
men's hockey team
is on a roll might be
an understatement.
Dan
The Eagles are ona
Schwartz
10-game unbeaten
streak since Dec. 3.
Boston College is also coming off
a two-game dismantling of Vermont,
the No. 5 team in the nation. The
Eagles themselves are poised to
reclaim the No. 1 spot in the polls.
There isn't any way around it.
This team is good. Really good.
And if you've been around this
school and this team in the past few
years, this is hardly a new phenomenon. We've seen this before.
You can almost set your calendar
to it. It happens every year around
this time. When you want to see a
great hockey team play great hockey,
you come to BC during the second
half of the season.
I call it the "five-nothing game."
Some poor overmatched team comes
into Kelley Rink and runs into a welloiled BC machine that is firing on all
cylinders. The end result is usually a
blowout that is over well before the
final horn.
Past "five-nothing" victims were
not exactly setting the world aflame
at the time. This victim was different,
and thus an aura of optimism currently surrounds this cautious skeptic.
Last year, BC boasted wins like
6-0 over the University of Massachusetts and 8-3 over Merrimack, who
wound up as the two cellar-dwellers
of the conference.
Were they impressive performances? Of course. But did it prepare
them for the stretch run of games that
matter? Maybe not.
This Vermont series was different.
For starters, it wasn't a "five-nothing" game, but rather a "five-nothing" series. It took BC two nights to
notch five goals against Vermont's
Joe Fallon.
Then again, most teams would
struggle to score five goals on Fallon
in a month.
Vermont also came into the series
ranked No. 5. The Catamounts were
averaging nearly three goals a game,
and Fallon's goals against average
was a stout 1.48. UVM was anything
but a lightweight.
None of that seemed to matter.
Fallon is one of the top goaltenders
in the country, and yet BC's top line
of Stephen Gionta, Brian Boyle, and
Chris Collins accounted for all five
goals scored in the series.
In almost any other scenario, the
dominant play of these three would
have been the lead story. In the
age-old match-up of great offense
the Collins-Boyle-Gionta line has
31 goals this season against great
defense, an offense finally won.
But the story became that of a
very good offense being completely
stifled by a great defense, and of a
team hitting its stride.
After the game, when BC head
coach Jerry York spoke of his team
which starts 14 underclassmen on
most nights one thing became clear:
he likes this team.
"We've got a good mix of seniors
and juniors," said York. It also helps
that the veterans are leading by example Collins, for one, is second in
the nation with 20 goals.
The "five-nothing" game may be
routine, but this one felt different. BC
made a believer out of many people
over the weekend, myself included.
Someone will savor the glory of a
national championship in Milwaukee
on the night of April 8.
If the Eagles are not the team,
we'll have to look back at these
games and acknowledge that we'd
never had it as well as we do now.
But if that mix ofyoung and old
prevails at the Frozen Four, we will
all remember the first night that we
knew they had it in them.
to watch

-

-

BC goaltender Cory Schneider prepares to deny Vermont's Brady Leisenring (11) of a goal. Schneider recorded two shutouts on consecutive nights, as BC swept the weekend series,

No. 2 Eagles blank Vermont on successive nights
Mike Wilhelm
Heights Staff

By

By Dan Schwartz

No. 2 Boston College put on one of the more impressive displays of hockey in recent memory this past
weekend, sweeping No. 5 Vermont by a total score of 5-0
before two sellout crowds at Kelley Rink.
BC won the first game 2-0 on
No. 2 BC 3
Friday night and the second game 3-0
No. 5 Vermont 0
on Saturday.
Vermont came into the series with a record of 15-5-2,
holding the No. 5 ranking in the polls.
Its goaltender, Joe Fallon, entered with a microscopic
1.48 goals against average and was in the race for the
Hobey Baker Award as the nation's top college hockey
player.
BC opened up the scoring of the second game at 4:23
of the first period, as forward Brian Boyle ripped a shot
through Fallon from the top of the circle.
UVM appeared to have the equalizer about seven
minutes later, as a rebound got awayfrom BC goaltender
Cory Schneider and was deposited in the net by Torrey
Mitchell.
An instant before Mitchell took his shot, however,
the referee blew the play dead, and the opening period
wrapped up with the Eagles on top, 1-0.
As the first period wound down and the second began,
what was a fast and penalty-free game grew increasingly
more physical. A total of 36 minutes of penalties were
given out in the last three minutes of the first, including
10-minutemisconduct penalties for BC's Anthony Aiello
and UVM's Matt Syroczynski after a scuffle behind the
Eagles' net.
The Catamounts came out firing in the second period,
landing 17 shots on net, all of which were stopped by
Schneider.
Meanwhile, on the other end, BC was able to capitalize on its one chance, as Boyle passed to senior forward
Collins wide open in front of the net. Collins beat Fallon
to give the Eagles what felt like an insurmountable 2-0
lead.
"Vermont really took it to us in the first and second,"

Sports Editor
Cory Schneider received one save from the referee on
Saturday night, but he didn't need much help to handle
the rest.
Boston College's sophomoregoaltender stopped all 55
shots he saw from the University of Vermont Catamounts
during their weekend series in Chestnut Hill, propelling
the Eagles to a pair of shutout victories, 2-0 on Friday
and 3-0 on Saturday.
In what was billed as a battle of perhaps the two best
goaltenders in the Hockey East, Schneider outplayed
Vermont's Joe Fallon, earning the dueadmiration ofboth
the BC fans and the opposition.
"We ran into a brick wall," said Vermont head coach
Kevin Sneddon after the second game. "We did a lot of
things right. We just couldn't find a way to beat him."
Since allowing a goal in the second period against
Merrimack on Jan. 13, Schneider has not allowed a goalin almost 218 minutes, putting him within two periods
of the school record.
"I'm just seeing the puck really well and anticipating
it," said Schneider.
The last game between the two schools was an 8-6 win
for the Eagles during the 2002-03 season. Expectations
of another shootout between BC and its newest Hockey
Chris Collins scored his 20th goal of the season Saturday.
East rival would have been irrational.
Fallon was coming off of consecutive shutouts for
said York. "Cory had as fine a display of goaltending as
Vermont,
we
to
the
third
with
and Schneider had blanked his last opponent
got
ever
seen.
I
don'tknow
how
I've
in a 5-0 win over Merrimack.
a lead except for the play of Cory."
Neither team's offense can be accused of being aneCollins put the game away with his second goal of
the evening, and his 20th of the season, just 48 seconds mic. Vermont came into the weekend averaging 2.95 goals
into the third period, while the Eagles were on a 5-on-3 per game, but BC would come closer to living up to its
season average of 3.50.
power play.
On the first night, it took a yeoman's effortfrom Fallon
The Hockey East scoring leader wrapped up a weekaccountto
allow
games,
only a pair of second-period goals, but the play
had
five
in
two
points
end in which he
ing for a point on each BC goal. His play as the team's of Schneider overshadowed that of his counterpart.

See Schneider, B6

See Hockey, B6

BC holds off feisty 'Canes

-

Jessica Isner
For The Heights
By

Though the men's basketball team led by as many as 10
points in the second half, it had to fight its way to victory
against a resilient University of Miami team.
Meeting its former Big East rivals for the first time
since joining the ACC, BC edged the Hurricanes, 65-61
Saturday night in Coral Gables, Fla.
Craig Smith led the Eagles with 18 points and 14
rebounds, earning his third straight

-

Tyrese Rice collides with Miami's Jimmy Graham.

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

Hoya Destroyas

straight conference victory.
The first half was farfrom pretty, due to sloppy shooting by both teams and poor ball handling by the Eagles.
was a
BC started off strong with a decisive 10-2 run. It
spends
for
a
team
that
frequently
welcome alternative
much of the game playing catch-up.
"We knew that we had to be aggressive," said Smith.
"We tried to take it to them, rather than let them take it
to us."

BC's man-to-man defense stifled Miami's fiery offense, holding the Hurricanes to 3 -for-14 shooting during
No. 21 BC 65
the onset.
double-double.
Miami 61
The Eagles took a 16-7 lead, as Smith racked up six
Despite shooting a less-than-impoints. BC came out very aggressively on defense,
vicearly
floor,
the
BC
out
a
ground
44
from
percent
pressive
intent
on containing Guillermo Diaz, one of the more
out-rebounding
effort,
tory with a convincing defensive
shooters in the ACC. They succeeded, holding
exciting
Miami 35-28.
four points in the first half.
only
Having won three straight, including a win at North Diaz to
to
Looking
speed up the tempo, Miami went to its
were
confident
(11-7,3-2
ACC)
Carolina, the Hurricanes
as many as four players at a time.
substituting
playing at home. The No. 21 Eagles (14-4, 2-3), on the bench early,
slappedwith a technical foul
were
they
could
It
when
play
that
backfired
they
other hand, were intent on proving
on
the
court after a time out.
having
six players
and win on the road in one of the most formidable for
conferences in college basketball.
Having won only one game in the conference, BC
See Basketball, B3
wanted to silence the skeptics and pull out a second-

Dan Schwartz is the sports editor of
The Heights. His column appears
weekly in this space.

UVM offense stoned by
Schneider's play in net

Duke won't be undefeated when it comes to BC,
but its loss brought joy to the Weinsteins. B3

-

Women's hockey rolls on

Hockey East-leading BC women extend winning streak
seven with weekend sweep of BU. B4

to

Women's Basketball
Sodoku

B3
B5
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NOTABLE QUOTABLE
"We've been in the penthouse all season,
having room service. Somebody jammed
up the elevator today"
Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski after his
team fell from the ranks of the unbeaten to
Georgetown 87-84.
?

Sports inShort

Taking AIM

BC FOOTBALL ALUMNI WATCH
College Football Senior Bowl
Where: Mobile, Ala.
When: Saturday, Jan. 28, 3 p.m.
TV: ESPN
?

Three graduating seniors from Boston College's football
participate in the Senior Bowl, one of several annual all-star games for seniors looking to improve their draft
team will

Hoyas score upset over No. 1 Duke
The Duke Blue Devils ran into a stumbling block in
Washington, D.C. while on the precipice of accomplishing
the best start in school history.
Undefeated and in search of its 18th win of the season,
Coach K's squad fell behind early and could never recover
against Georgetown. The Hoyas pounded a vulnerable Duke
defense with backdoor cuts producing easy layups and dunks.
Georgetown's Jeff Green quarterbacked most of the Hoyas'
set plays, finishing with 18 points, seven assists, and five
rebounds.
On the defensive end, Green shut down Duke's Shelden
Williams, holding the first team Ail-American to four points
on two of eight shooting.
Despite a gutsy effort by J.J. Redick, who tied his season
high with 41 points and single-handedly willed his team back
from a 16 point deficit in the second half, the Hoyas were able
to hold on for the 87-84 upset win.

Swimming competes against UMass

SPORTS

BC

Despite the efforts of junior standout Andrew Faughnan,
who won two individual events and was part of a winning 400freestyle quartet, the Eagles fell to the Minutemen 181-119 in
Chestnut Hill.
Faughnan was on point in the freestyle events, triumphant in
the 100, 200, and as the opening leg of the 400-free§tyle relay
team. The Eagles had two other individual wins, as Joseph
Maloy took the 1000-freestyle and Billy Schwitter won the
500-free as well.
The women traveled to Amherst and were led by Elizabeth
Byron, who contributed to three wins in the Eagles' 179-121
victory. Byron captured the 50-freestyle and the 100-butterfiy
and swam the opening leg of the first place 200 medley team.
Her sister Caroline Byron also had a banner day, earning wins
as a part of the 200-medley quartet, the 400-freestyle relay
team, and individually in the 200-breaststroke. BC dominated
the individual sprint events and in distance, Kim Garcia added
a win in the 1000-freestyle.

Eagles soar at UNH track meet
Both the men's and women's track teams traveled to Durham, N.H. for the UNH Invitational on Saturday. The men's
team finished in fourth place, collecting 111 points. Leading
the Eagles were Chirstopher Caulfield, who finished second in
the 500-meter run, Patrick Mellea and Frank DiVittorio, who
finished first and second in the 800, and Benjamin Kocarnik,
who finished second in the pole vault.
The women's team captured its first overall win of the season,
collecting 141 points. The Eagles finished first and second in the
800, swept the 1,500, took the top two spots of the 3,000, and
swept the high jump. Alison Fogerty led BC with two first-place
performances in the 200 and the 400, and in the field events,
Tiana Riel took home the long jump and triple jump.

Men's tennis falls in opener to Brown
Soma Kesthley took down Dan Henegby, Brown's No. 1,
but the Eagles were defeated by the No. 41 Brown Bears 6-1
in Providence on Saturday. Kesthley took the first set of his
match against the No. 69 player in the country, and held on to
earn a tough 7-6(7), 6-7(5), 1-0(2) victory.
Freshmen Brian Hartness, Sam Wagner, Alex Rastorgouev,
and Michael Reiser made their collegiate debuts and played
strongly despite their losses.
Sophomore Jason Sechrist played at No 2. singles for the
Eagles and lost to Brown's Eric Thomas. In doubles, Brown's
No. 50 tandem ofPhillip Charm and Henegby downed Kesthley
and Wagner 8-2. The other Eagle pairs, Sechrist / Hartness, and
Dennis Reardon / Rastorgouev, fell 8-4.

Georgetown forward Brandon Bowman celebrates his team's 87-84 victory
over No. 1 Duke with the Hoya faithful.

NC State adds to Wake's woes

AC

SUAPTUSREDTY

No. 14 North Carolina State is proving to be a tough out at
home. The Wolfpack earned a 92-82 victory over a struggling
Wake Forest squad to improve to 12-0 at home on the year.
The Deamon Deacons led by 13 late in the first half before
the Wolfpack rallied with an 8-0 run to close the first half. The
final 20 minutes were back and forth until NC State finally took
its first lead of the game on a Cameron Bennerman steal and
layup. Wake tied the game three more times before NC State
went on a decisive 8-0 run to make it 74-66.
Bennerman, the Wolfpack's swingman, led all scorers with
26 points. His counterpart, Wake Forest's Justin Gray was
frustrated all game by a stifling defense, finishing 5-22 from
the floor, with 14 points. In the final minute Gray's frustration
peaked when he threw his gum into the stands, accidentally
hitting an NC State fan.

North Dakota St. stuns Wisconsin
What appeared to be a non-conference cupcake opponent
turned out to be the Wisconsin Badgers' worst nightmare.
Division 1-A independent North Dakota State upset the No.
13 Badgers on their own court, ending the Badgers' 27-game
home non-conference winning streak.
The Bison, with help from assistant coach Saul Phillips,
a former Badgers assistant, came up with an effective game
plan that stymied Wisconsin's offense. Clogging the middle
and forcing the Badgers to shoot from the perimeter, the
Bison held Wisconsin to just 22.2 percent from the field.
North Dakota State led by as many as 18 points before the
Badgers rallied in the second half, closing the gap to 54-47
on Kammron Taylor's layup with two minutes remaining.
But the Bison made their free throws down the stretch and
held on for the 62-55 shocker.

No. 2 Florida upset by Tennessee
Former Boston College mascot and current Tennessee
head coach Bruce Pearl has established the Volunteers as a
force in his first year in Knoxville. With an impressive victory at Texas already in hand, Tennessee added another upset,
defeating previously unbeaten Florida 80-76.
Pearl marched his team down through the crowd of over
24,000 onto the court before the game, establishing tradition along with an attitude and work ethic that was evident
throughout the game against the Gators.
With the game tied at 76, Tennessee's Chris Loften
intercepted a pass from Florida's Corey Brewer and found
Dane Bradshaw for an easy layup with 20 seconds remaining. After Florida missed a three with six seconds remaining,
Lofton sank two free throws to clinch the upset.

St. John's hands No. 9 Pitt its first loss
On a day when St. John's honored 10 former coaches and
players at Madison Square Garden including Lou Carnesecca,
Mark Jackson, and Chris Mullin, the Red Storm stirred memories of its glory years with a 55-50 upset victory over No. 9

Pittsburgh.
Lamont Hamilton matched his career high with 24 points
and hit two big free throws to give St. John's a 53-50 lead with
12 seconds remaining. Pittsburgh's Carl Krauser missed a three
pointer with six seconds to play, and St. John's Phil Missere
gathered the rebound. The walk-on senior then clinched the
game with two free throws.
For the Red Storm, it was their 10th victory of the season, one
more than it had all of last season, and their second consecutive
victory over a ranked opponent. On Tuesday. St. John's downed
No. 15 Louisville.

profile. Defensive end Mathias Kiwanuka, offensive tackle
Jeremy Trueblood, and wide receiver/kickoff returner Will
B lackmon were named to play for the North team in the contest.
The North team will be coached by Jeff Fisher, head coach
of the NFL's Tennessee Titans, who hold the third pick in this
April's NFL Draft.
Twenty ACC players were named to the two teams for
the game. Florida State, BC, and Virginia Tech each lead the
conference with three players in the game.
Offensive lineman Patrick Ross participated in the Hula
Bowl in Honolulu on Saturday, Jan. 21. Ross was one of
two centers on the East team, coached by Auburn's Tommy
Tuberville.

GAME OF THE WEEK
College Basketball No. 20 Syracuse vs. No. 9
Pittsburgh
Where: Pittsburgh, Penn.
When: Monday, Jan. 23, 7 p.m.
TV: ESPN
?

Coming off of its first loss of the season on Saturday to St.
John's at Madison Square Garden, Pittsburgh comes home to
face Syracuse. The Orange are smarting after a rough week
with losses against No. 3 UConn and No. 7 Villanova. Guard
Gerry McNamara was a combined 6-24 with 18 points in the
two games and is shooting only 33.6 percent on the year.
Freshman star Eric Devendorf, McNamara's protege, assumed the scoring load, averaging 19 points in both losses.
Pitt is led by their emotional New York City-bred point guard
Carl Krauser, whose decision to return to school has paid
dividends.
Look for a superb battle between two ofcollege basketball's
finest floor generals in Krauser and McNamara. Count on a
double-double from Pitt 7-footer Aaron Grey, who will do
battle with Syracuse's athletic forward, Terrance Roberts.

Sports Calendar
DAY

TIME

EVENT

Wed., Jan. 25

9 p.m.

@ UNC

Sun., Jan. 29

5:30 p.m.

vs. Ga. Tech

7 p.m.

vs. Virginia

7 p.m.

vs. BU

MEN'S BASKETBALL

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Thu., Jan. 26

MEN'S HOCKEY
Fri., Jan. 27
SKIING

Sat., Jan. 28

12 p.m.

@

Brown Carnival

MEN'S OUTDOOR TRACK
Fri., Jan. 27

4 p.m.

Fri.-Sat, Jan. 27-28

4 p.m.

@

Northeastern
@

BU

WOMEN'S OUTDOOR TRACK
Fri., Jan. 27

4 p.m.

Fri.-Sat, Jan. 27-28

All Day

@ Northeastern
@

BU

SWIMMING
Tue., Jan. 24

7 pm .

@BU

Fri., Jan. 27

6 p.m.

@ Maine

Sat, Jan. 28

11a.m.

©Maine

1 p m.

©Dartmouth

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Sat., Jan. 28

.

FENCING
Sat., Jan. 28

TBA

BC

Invitational
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Georgetown-Duke a family affair
Bear with me if this comes out as a rambling,
incoherent, random spew of words.
For many sportswriters there is sometimes a
disconnect between the heart and the mind when it
comes to writing about something or someone we
care about.
That subject, as it may be for many other columns I write this semester, is my brother Scott, who
Jeff
is a senior at Georgetown University.
Whinstein
I promise that this column will not be a 700-word
love-fest.
When it comes to college basketball, it can get down right nasty
between the brothers.
Scott, like many of his Georgetown brethren, is analytical and
idiosyncratic in many facets of human life.
Remember the 3 o'clock, 9 o'clock parallel positioning of the
hands on the wheel that we all learned in driver's ed but forgot a
week later? Well, Scott didn't, and every 25-mile-per-hour turn of our
'95 Accord feels like a Dale Earnhardt, Jr. 180-mile-per-hourrum at
Daytona.
Factor in that he likes to sit as close to the wheel as possible, so
that sometimes his thighs and other loose impediments get in the way
of such turns.
Anyway, Scott's hyper analysis - 1 often joke he puts the anal in
analysis of his Hoyas, after their nail-biting 50-47 victory over a
horrible South Florida squad last Thursday, went like this:
"They were horrible on their offensive sets, they need to start running the Princeton offense and incorporate Jeff Green (Georgetown's
version of Jared Dudley) more into the game."
Meanwhile I'm plotting my response during his ramble, not listening to his words of wisdom, and say, once his minute-long diatribe
ends:
they SUCK!"
"Scott, how 'bout this
Both of us laughed in unison. In his four years at Georgetown,
with the team's struggles and mediocrity, his analysis always set me
up perfectly.
I would concede later in the conversation that he was right on
every one of his points.
And indeed he was.
-

...

Knowing the Hoyas were facing Duke before Boston College was,
we talked about strategies hours before the game on Saturday.
He asserted his belief that the key to Georgetown's success would
be the Princeton offense, and stressed keeping J.J. Redick in check,
while 1 focused on defense and containing Shelden Williams.
I said good luck to him shortly before he took his seat, and hung
up the phone, doubting that he would see a victory, but hoping for the
miracle.
Turns out. the brothers combined to get it right, and the seemingly
impossible happened.
While Redick went off for 41 points, the Princeton offense yielded
87 points for our former Big East foes, mainly on backseason-high
a
door cuts that produced easy layups and dunks.
Williams was clueless for most of the game, out of his element
playing perimeter defense, and picking up four quick fouls.
He finished with only four points.
A late flurry of Duke baskets, keyed by Redick's relentless play
gave, Duke one last shot to tie the game, but freshman guard Greg
Paulus lost control of the ball and the No. 1 team in the nation fell
87-84.
My brother was provided with a long-awaited mid-court celebration for his beloved team, and I was left staring at the TV screen in
disbelief, awe, and joy, waiting in anticipation for the inevitable phone
call. Looking ahead to BC's match-up with Duke on Feb. 1, I thought
about what it took for the Hoyas to slay college basketball's version of
the Yankees.
Great defense, Princeton offense, and a solid assist-turnover ratio.
The phone rang.
"Jeff, 1 can't believe it, I can't believe it. We did it," he said.
"Yes, you did. The Princeton offense worked, you kept Sheldon
Williams in check, and the defense was great when it had to be. Those
steals on Redick, the play of Jeff Green, and the long inbounds passes
to Brandon Bowman worked every' time
Our roles switched. My ramble was cut offmid-sentence.
"1 bet Coach K is eating some humble pie right now!" said Scott.
We both laughed in unison.
Sorry, it was a love-fest.

JeffWeinstein is

the associate sports editor

Duke's Shelden Williams struggles against the defense of Jeff Green.

Duke might have lost, but you don't have to.
We are giving away one ticket to the Duke game. The Heights is
still accepting your submissions for the its slogan, in the mold
of last year's "Juice the 'Cuse."
Submissions can be e-mailed to editor@bcheights.com or
brought to McElroy 113. Entries must include a name and be in
by Jan. 27 at 5 p.m. The winner will be announced in the Jan.
30 issue of The Heights.

of The Heights

BC's Jared Dudley looks for teammates while being closely guarded by Miami guard Guillermo Diaz (13) during the Eagles' 65-61 win on Saturday night.

BC survives
second-half rally
From Basketball, Bl
Leading 19-12 with 7:50 left in the first half, BC became too generous with its three-point attempts, shooting 29 percent behind the arc
for the night.
"It's all part of the game," said Smith of the shot selection. "You
make some and you miss some."
The Eagles were plagued by frequent turnovers. The Hurricanes
capitalized on them, tying the game at 19-19 with 6:00 left in the half.
BC took a 28-21 lead into the half. The Eagles were fortunate that
their 10 turnovers in the first half didn't hurt them badly, thanks to Miami
shooting 22 percent in the first half.
In an abrupt role reversal, Miami began the second half with an 8-2 run
to pull within a point ofBC. Diaz finally came alive, scoring eight points
in the beginning of the half, giving his team the lead with 14:34 left.
Diaz and senior guard Robert Hite combined for 18 of Miami's first
20 second-half points. Miami looked prepared to break the game open,
but BC trailed only by three with 10 minutes left.
Miami's defense was able to stifle Smith on offense for the onset of
the second half, but senior captain Louis Hinnant sank a key three-pointer
to tie the game at 46-46 with 9:00 left. The Eagles regained the lead with
seven minutes left on a field goal by freshman sparkplug Tyrese Rice.
With 3:54 left in the game, junior Jared Dudley converted his second
field goal of the game, giving BC a 54-53 lead. With less than three minutes left, sophomore Sean Williams contributed a huge block, allowing
the Eagles to maintain a one-point lead.
Smith sank two key free throws to pad the lead, and Williams followed
with another crucial block. With the game in their hands, the Eagles were
able to stretch their lead to five points with less than a minute left after
a three-pointer by Rice.
Smith earned his 14th and final rebound of the night after Dudley
missed a free throw, denying Miami another possession and sealing the
Eagles victory, their first road win in the ACC.
"We got that monkey off our back," said Smith of getting the road
win, and suggested that a second win may be looming in the horizon
when the Eagles travel to Chapel Hill, N.C., to take on defending national
champion North Carolina.
"We feel really good going into North Carolina on Wednesday."
-

Smith, Dudley bring Eagles home
By

Jeff Weinstein
Assoc. Sports Editor

You could hear the collective howl across campus as Miami stormed
seven-point lead early in the second half.
Keyed by a 14-0 run, the Hurricanes rained threes over hapless Eagle
defenders, and for a while, all looked bleak in Eagledom.
Thoughts of a 1-4 start in conference play, and a March without the
Madness, circulated in minds of those plugged into their TV sets from
Williams to Walsh.
Unlike their fans though, this team has no panic button.
At the pinnacle of perspiration and exasperation, when Tyrese Rice
air-balled a three-pointer with 13:29 left in the second half, Akida McClain was there for an easy tip in to end the Miami run.
Then, Boston College went back to basics and Mr. cool-as-a-cucumber Jared Dudley, who scored nine points in the next nine minutes to
bring the Eagles back into the game.
Dudley passed the proverbial baton to Craig Smith who scored six
points over the final two minutes by out muscling Miami defenders in
the paint.
On the defensive end, Sean Williams finally showed the game-changing ability he had all of last season, making two emphatic blocks and
taking a charge in the closing possessions of the game.
"Williams is a very good defensive presence, sometimes we may
happen to get beat, and he's there to take care of the work, and it gets
us in a good flow in our defensive game," said Smith.
And when they needed the big shot, Tyrese Rice, who couldn't buy
iron, let alone a bucket for much of the game, hit a three-pointerto extend
BC's lead to 60-55 with 37 seconds remaining.
All of this in front of an unusually hostile and atypically large crowd
of 6,706 at Miami's BankUnited Center.
"You never felt like they were rattled, even when we got the lead,"
said Hurricanes coach Frank Haith. "BC is a really smart team. They're
very experienced. They know how to play in tight situations. They've
been in it."
While at times, it was painful to watch, the Eagles didn't let this
one get away as they had against North Carolina State, and lhe\ didn't
crumble down the stretch like they did against Georgia Tech.
Instead, they won ugly, with offensive execution when it counted,
the very same formula that netted the Eagles 20 consecutive victories
to open the season last year.
In most of their wins, the Eagles exercise physical dominance in the
post on both ends of the floor.
out to a

If you compare the statistics of this particular gem with the statistics
ofBC's wins last year against Villanova and Syracuse, games that Eagle
fans look back upon with abnormally large smiles on their faces, you
see a striking trend.
In each of the three games, BC was out-attempted in field goals, but
held a large advantage in free throw attempts.
While it feels over the course ofthe game like Miami was taking a lot
of shots, moving more swiftly in its offensive sets, and getting more opportunities, BC got its share of points by getting to the free-throw line.
By doing this every game, the Eagles can win when it shoots around
40 percent like they did against Miami, as well as in most of its wins
last season.
The tempo of BC's offense slows down more athletic clubs like
Miami, Villanova, and Syracuse, taking them out of their offensive
rhythm and forcing them into the 60-point dogfights that the Eagles
love to play.
The offensive focal point of foul shooting and the key part of BC's
return to its winning ways has been Dudley and the unflappable Smith,
who characteristically credited his teammates for his own successes.
"The success ofmy teammates, getting them the ball, and them making plays, opens it up for me come the end of the game," said Smith.
Against Miami the plays came from Rice and Williams.
On other nights, the Eagles may need outside shooting from Sean
Marshall, rebounding from John Oates or a surprise outburst from Akida
McClain.
But such outbursts would only compliment the key to BC's game,
the steady, no-panic presence of Jared Dudley and Craig Smith in the
low block.
BC 65. WIMWI6I
BOSTON COLLEGE
Name
Smith
Dudley
Oates
Hinnant
Marshall
Haynes
Rice
McLam
Williams
TOTALS

FG
Mln. M-A

FT
M-A

Reb
O-T

MIAMI
A

Pt.
39 6-8
6-6
3-14 I
IS
40
3-8
8-13
3-5
4
15
15
3-9
0-0
1-2
0
6
34
2-5
3-4
0-6
7
6
21
1-2
0-0
0-1
1 5
5
0-1
0-0
0
0
0-0
20
3-8
2-4
0-1
2
9
17
3-4
0-0
2-4
1 6
9
0-1
0-0
2-2
0
0
200 20-16 19-27 13-39 16 65
FG% 435, FT % 704.3-pi goals 6-21.
% 286 (Dudley 1-i.Oates 2-d
Hinnant 1-2
Marshall 1-4. Haynes 0-1. Rice 1-5, McLam
0-I}. Team Rebounds 4 Blocked Shots 5
(Smith Oales. Marshal! Williams 2' Turnovers 17 (Smith 2. Dudley 3. Oates 2 Hinnant.
Marshall5 Haynes Rice 2 McLam) Steals 6
(Smith Dudley 2 Hinnant 2. Marshall) Tech
Foul None. Flag Foul None

Player
Hamilton
King
Harris
Diaz
Hue
Graham
Clemente
Thomas
Asbury
Htcks
TOTALS

Min.
32
31
25
36
37

7
17

1
6
8
200

FG
M-A
2-3
1-1
1-9
7-19
9-19
0-1
2-4
0-0
0-1
0-2
22-62

FT
M-A
1-1
5-6
0-0
1-3

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-2
7-12

Reb.
O-T
1-5
4-6
1-2
0-2
3-7
0-0
1-3
0-0
1-1
2-2
13-28

A Pt.
1
5
0
7
4
3
5 18
1
22
0
0
2
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
19 61

FG % .355. FT % 583. 3-pt goals 10-24.
417 (Harris 1-5. Diaz 3-8 Hite 4-9. Clemente
2-2); Team Rebounds 6 Glocked Shots 5
(Hamilton King 3.Diaz) Turnovers 12 (Harris
5. Dia: 3. Hue 2. Graham. Hicks). Steals 6
(Hams. Harris. Diaz 3. Clemente) Tech Foul
Team. Flag Foul None
Ist
2nd
Tota |
Boston College
28
37
65
Miami
21
40
61
?Played 1/21/05
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Women's basketball
thrashes Longwood
By Kevin

over once in 29 minutes of play.

Quigley

Heights Staff

BC's Becky Zavisza

(2)

had a goal and three assists during BC's weekend sweep of rival Boston University.

Comm. Ave. sweep extends BC's
win streak to seven straight
Heights Staff

to get two goals.
BU was able to put one goal in with
six minutes to go in the final period when

The women's ice hockey team stretched
its winning streak to seven games with a
series sweep over Comm. Ave. and
Hockey East rival Boston University. The
Eagles won the first contest Saturday afternoon at Conte Forum 5-2 and then took
care of the Terriers again, 2-1, at Walter
Brown Arena.
Boston College entered the contest riding a five-game winning streak against all
Hockey East opponents, including a threegame sweep of the University of Vermont.
The Terriers were coming off a tie to the
non-conference Brown Bears.
The second game of the home and
home series was the closer of the two,
as the Eagles squeaked by with a 2-1
victory.
The game began with aggressive play.
Neither team was able to score in the first
period. In the second, BC's Stephanie
Olchowski scored her first goal of the
season off a pass from Jill Mclnnis halfway through.
The Eagles did not look back when,
less than five minutes later, freshman defenseman Maggie Taverna capitalized on
the power play. The goal was assisted by
Sarah Feldman and Becky Zavisza. The
Eagles were consistently putting shots on
goal in this period and forcing BU to play
a defensive game, but they were only able

Nicki Wiart scored during four-on-four
play. The Terriers had gained some momentum from that goal, but it was too
late.
Allison Quandt had another strong performance, stopping 18 out of 19 shots sent
her way. The senior captain has recorded
18 saves or more in eight of her last nine
games. It was more difficult for BU goalie
Allyse Wilcox who only stopped 24 of the
26 shots on her.
In the first game, BC was led by
sophomore Feldman, who notched two
power-play goals. The Eagles jumped
out to an early lead with Feldman's first
goal six minutes into the game and never
looked back.
Zavisza added another goal just three
minutes later. The Terriers responded with
a goal just a minute later. Finally, with
three minutes to go, senior Nancy Gillis
recorded her second goal of the season
to put the Eagles up 3-1 to cap off an offensive first period.
Feldman notched her second powerplay goal of the night off a pass from
Colleen Harris to score the only goal of
the second period.
In the third period, the teams traded
goals as Mclnnis become the fourth
Eagle to score short-handed this season.
BU countered with a 5-on-3 power-play

By

Mark Filenbaum

m
~
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;
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goal with five minutes left in the game.
The final period was marked by scrappy
play by both teams as seen through the
nine penalties.
Quandt recorded 21 saves for the
Eagles, while Wilcox's game ended
halfway through the third period, when
Karilyn Pilch came into the game to register 10 saves.
With these two conference wins the
Eagles remain in first place in the Hockey
East standings with a record of 12-2-1 and
an overall record of 13-7-4. Their next
Hockey East game will not be for two
weeks when they take on New Hampshire,
who is second in the conference. Next up
forBC is No. 5 Mercyhurst at Kelley Rink
Saturday at 7 p.m. The Lakers have rolled
through their conference, the CHA, with
a 7-0-1 record, and will look to halt BC's
winning streak.
8C2.8U1
BU (10-11-4)
BC (13-7-4)

0
0

2
0

o?2

I?l

period Penalties?Spillane, BC (checking)
2:40; Shaw. BU (checking) 8 15; Fardelmann. 8C (holding
the stick) 9:19; Karnan, BU (hooking) 11:32; Seman, BU
First

(checking) 17 36

Second period 1, BC, Otchowskl (Mclnnis) 10:58: 2,
BC, Taverna (Feldman, Zavisza) 15:17. Penalties?Feldman, BC (interference) 11 45; Schwarz, BU (interference)
15 OS; Lombardi, BC (checking) 16:32; Wiart, BU (slashing)
17:52; Shaw, BU (tripping) 19:27,
Third period 3, BU, Wiart (Kearns) 14:32 Penalties?Hendry, BU (checking) 9:08: Blood, BC (hooking)
10:06; BC (too many players on the ice) 12:34; Wlcox, BU

(roughing) 12:58,
Shots on Goal:

BU 5-9-5?19;
BC 9-10-7 ?26
Power Plays: BU 0-6; BC 1-8,
Goalies BU, Wilcox 9-8-7 (26 shots?24 saves); BC,
Quandt 5-9-1 (19 shots?lB saves).
Referee William Doiron, Paul Onscoll, Dennis Melanson

?Played 1/22/05

After falling in their last four games to
the likes ofACC powers Duke, Maryland,
Virginia Tech, and Miami, the women's
basketball team enjoyed a well-deserved
rest Sunday afternoon at Conte Forum.
An 85-29 romp over fledgling Division
1 program Longwood University, a school
in Virginia, allowed the Eagles to retool
before hitting the conference circuit again
in search of their first ACC victory.
The 54-point margin of victory was
the largest in school history.
The previous record came on Dec.
21 of this season, when BC beat Niagara
by 52.
BC, ranked No. 22 nationally, was
coming off an 82-68 road loss to unranked
Miami.
Their ACC turnover woes continued
against the Hurricanes as the ball over 29
times under Miami's full-court pressure.
One of the few bright spots was center
Lisa Macchia's terrific game (19 points on
9-9 shooting).
After Miami, the Eagles needed to
refocus to keep their 0-4 ACC start from
snowballing.
Going into the Longwood game, BC
head coach Cathy Inglese told her players
to return to the fundamentals that they
had sometimes neglected in the past few
games.
"We wanted to focus on running the
system, instead of the outcome," senior
captain Brooke Queenan said.
The statistics alone speak to how well
Inglese's charges executed that game plan
and dominated Longwood.
BC shot 60 percent from the floor,
as opposed to 17 percent for the visiting
Longwood team.
The Eagles also shot 87 percent from
the charity stripe.
The defense produced 12 steals, five
of which came from freshman sparkplug
Brittanny Johnson.
Though the outcome ofthe game was
never in doubt, as BC led 45-15 at the half,
the Eagles never fell prey to the sloppiness
that often plagues teams in blowouts.
"We played a full 40 minutes of sound
basketball," said Inglese after the game.
Turnovers were reduced from 29
against Miami to just 12.
The turnovers also led to only one
Longwood point.
Johnson, in particular, turned the ball

The quickest and flashiest player on
the team, she can sometimes play out
of control, but the restraint she showed
was a huge positive in the game for the
Eagles.
BC rarely forced a shot, often making
the extra pass for open jumpers.
Though the team relied on a balanced
attack, senior co-captains Queenan and
ICathrin Ress were unquestionably the
centerpiece underneath.
Longwood, with their lack of size,
could do little to stop them in the post.
Queenan finished with 18 points, and
Ress with 17.
Longwood was certainly the last cupcake BC has on its schedule: its remaining
10 games are within the ACC.
Thursday night at Conte, the Eagles
take on Virginia. The Cavaliers (13-4,
2-3 ACC) are coming off impressive
wins against the Virginia Tech and Miami
teams that had knocked offßC earlier in
the season.
If the Eagles can continue to execute
as they did against Longwood, however,
they may be in prime position to capture
their elusive first conference victory.
BCBSLOM6WOOD29
BOSTON COLLEGE
Name
Queenan

Parham
Ress

Marshall
Dorsey
Smrth
Lokltls

Min.
20
23
28
13
22
9
12
21
29
23
200

FG
M-A
7-11

FT
M-A
4-4

6-8

0-0

6-7
1-2

R«b.
O-T

A

Pt

2
2
4

18

5-6

2-5
0-4
2-8

0-0

0-2

5

2

0-0

0-3
0-1

1
1

7

12
17

2
1-2
0-0
2-5
0-0
0-2
0 6
3-8
0-1
0-0
5 6
0-4
6 8
Johnson
2-6
4-4
4-5
Macchia
0-0
3-9
4 8
TOTALS
35-58 13-15 7-42 30 85
FG % .603; FT % ..867. 3-pt goals: 2-4,
% .500 (Queenan 0-1, Dorsey 1-1, Lokitis 1-2):
Team Rebounds: 4; Blocked Shots: 4 (Queenan. Parham, Lokitis. Johnson);Turnovers: 12
(Queenan, Partiam, Ress, Dorsey, Lokitis 2,
Rusin 2, Johnson); Steals: 12 (Queenan, Parham, Ress 2, Dorsey 2, Johnson 5, Macchia);
Tech. Foul: None, Flag Foul: None.

Rusln

LONGWOOD
FG
Player
Mln.
As. Mason 29
Am. Mason
Steg
Wilkeraon

19
22
22

M-A
1-7
2-5

FT
Rob.
M-A O-T A Pt
3-4
3-8
1
5
2-2

4-12 0-0

0-1
Freese
27 1-6
Small
15 0-6
Blevins
7
0-2
19 0-6
Dyer
Mascherin
14
1-7
Sims
13 0-1
Wandeu
13 0-1
TOTALS
200 9-53

0-0
0-0

3-4
0-0

2-3
1-4
1-1
0-1
0-1

1
6
0
8
10
1 3
1
3

0-0

0

0

1-2
0-2
0
1
0
3
0-1
0-0
2-3
2
0
0-0
0-0
0 0
9-12 10-27 7
61
FG % .170; FT % .750; 3-pt. goals: 2-18,
,111 (As. Mason 0-2, Am Mason 0-1, Wilkerson 0-1, Freese 1-5, Dyer 0-4, Mascherin
1-5);Team Rebounds: 3; Blocked Shots:
(Wilkeraon). Turnovers: 21 (As. Mason 2, Am
Mason 2, Wilkeraon 2, Freese 2, Small 3,
Blevins 2, Dyers 3, Sims 3. Wandeu 2. Steals:
6 (As. Mason 2, Steg 3. Wilkeraon); Tech. Foul:
Team; Flag. Foul: None.

0-0

1

Longwood
Boston College

Ist
15
45

2nd
14
40

Total
29
85

*V Set your sights high
***

and succeed with us.

A Summer Internship gives you the opportunity to explore your career potential at B
Ü S. Working with top industry professionals on challenging
projects will help you developtechnical skills while demonstrating your individual talents.
RESUME DROP DEADLINES:

Equity Sales

&

Trading: January 19, 2006

Fixed Income, Foreign Exchange

-

CCT: January 19, 2006

Investment Banking: January 19, 2006
Audit: January 26, 2006
Credit Risk Control: January 26, 2006
Financial Control: January 26, 2006
Operations: January 26, 2006
Please apply online through your Career Services website.
ÜBS

is an equal opportunity employer committed to diversity in its workplace. (M/F/DA/)

Wealth

I

Management

I

Global Asset
Management

II

You &Us

Investment

Bank

\u25a0

*
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SCOREBOARD
Women's BasketbaEl

Men's Hockey

MIAMI 82, BC 68
BOSTON COLLEGE
FG
Name

Min.

Queenan 29

Lokitis
Johnson
Macchia

23
39
35
20
11
18
25

TOTALS

200

Ress
Marshall
Dorsey
Parham

FT
M-A
0-0
0-0
2-2
0-0
4-4
2-2
2-2
1-1
11-11

M-A
7-10
5-6
2-6
3-11
0-2
1-3
1-3
9-9
28-50

FG% 560; FT

BC 2, VERMONT 0
UVM (15-6-2)
BC

Reb.
O-T
1-S
0-1
0-4

A

Pt.

0-3
0-1
1-2
2-2
0-4
6-29

6

7
4
4
4

1

BC 5, BU 2

o?o

0
2

BU (10-10-4) 10
I?2
BC (12-7-4)
3 11?5

o?2

First penod: Penalties?Tomko, UVM
(slashing) 6:08.
Bertram, BC (boafding) 17-18.

l u
I 10
6
4
2
0
3

0
0

|g

16 68

1.000; 3-pt goals: 1-9. %
111 (Dorsey 1-7. Lokitis 0-2); Team Rebounds: 4;
Blocked Shots: 3 (Queenan, Macchia
2); Turnovers:
5,
29 (Queenan Ress, Marshall 10, Dorsey, Parham
3. Lokitis 3, Johnson 4, Macchia 2), Sleals: 8
(Queenan 2, Ress, Dorsey 3, Parham. Macchia)
Tech Foul: None; Flag Foul: None
%

Second penod: 1. BC. Gionta (Collins, Boyle) 4:02;
2. SC, Collins (Boyle, Aiello) 15:37. Penalties?Gionta BC
(hittmg afterwhistle) 4:50; Mitchell, UVM(hitting afterwhistle)
4:50; Adams, BC (contact to head-elbowing) 4:50; Corey,
UVM (tripping) 8:55. Lutz, UVM (hooking) 17 00
Third period Penalties?Orpik, BC (contact to headroughing) 5:23: Gerbe. BC (tripping) 6:49; Motherwell, BC
(slashing) 13 21
Shots on Goal UVM3-7-12
22
BC 8-6-8 ? 22.
Power Plays: UVM0-5; BC 0-3
Goalies: UVM, Fallon 8-4-8 (22 shots?2o saves); BC
Schneider 3-7-12 (22 shots?22 saves)
Referee JeffBunyon. Tim Low. Jack Millea
?

?Played 1/20/05

MIAMI
FG FT
M-A M-A

Min.

Player
T James
Denson

38
31
25
36
37

Knight

Taylor
Hayek
Audibert
L. James

7
17

Dhahabu
1
6
Grimsley
Cunningham 8
TOTALS 200

7-14
4-7
2-6
7-15
0-0
0-0
0-3
2-4
3-4

7-7

0-2

0-2
26-30

A

Pt

1-3

0

25
8
9
21
0
0
3
4
12
0
82

2-2

1

0-0

6-6

0-2

4
4

0-0
6-8

25-55

Reb.
O-T

0-0
4-5
0-0
0-0
3-4

1-1
0-0

1

0
0
0
3
0

0-0
1-1
0-8
0-1
9-25

13

?Played 1/19/05

College

Ist
31
34

2nd
37
48

Total
68
82

OVER-

ALL

TEAM

W

Duke
North Carolina
Maryland
Miami
Wake Forest
N.C State

Florida State

Clemson
Virginia
Virginia Tech
GeorgiaTech
Boston College

L

W

6
0
5
0
3
1
3
2
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
13
4
1
0
4

L

18
18
16
13
10
12
11
8
13
14
12
13

0
0
2
5

7
6

7
11
4
3
6
6

?As of 1/22/06

STANDINGS
Overall

W-L-T

W-L-T

Pts.

14-2-1

16-4-2
13-9-1
12-8-2
12-7-4
15-9-0
15-7-2
9-13-1
9-13-0
1-16-5
4-17-2

27

10-5-1
10-6-1
9-4-3
8-7-0

1426.
Second period: 5 BC. Feldman (Harris) 8:04 Penalties?Koller, BU (hooking) 4:18. BC (too many players on
ice) 5:08; Russell, BU (interference) 705; Olchowski. BC
(roughing) 8:58; Feldman, BC (tripping) 10:58; Zavisza. BC
(interference) 13:58; Hendry. BU (checking) 14:21
Third period: 6, BC, Mclnnis (Zavisza) 4:15, 7. BU,
Koller (Reddy, Shaw) 15:23 Penalties?Lombardi. SC
(tripping) 3 03. Seman, BU (interference) 7:16; Schwarz, BU
(checking) 9:56; Shaw. BU (unsportsmanlikeconduct) 10:42,
Bordeau, BU (interference) 13:17; Webster, BC (holding)
13:43, Olchowski, BC (tripping) 14:34; Stuan, BC (checking)
15:42, Hendry, BU (checking)
Shots on Goal: BU 7-9-7
23,
BC 7-7-12 ?14
Power Plays: BU 2-9: BC 2-10
Goalies BU. Wilcox 4-6-1 (16 shots?ll saves),
Pilch 0-0-10 (10 shots?lo saves); BC, Quandt 6-9-6 (23
shots?2l saves).
Referee: Dean Gilbert. Bnan Burke, Dennis Melanson

7-6-2

6-9-1
6-9-0
1-11-5
1-13-2

21

USCHO.COM/CSTVPOLL
Rank

1

2
3
4
5
6

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
191
19t

Team (FP)
Wisconsin (40)
Boston College
Miami
Minnesota
Vermont
Michigan
ColoradoColl.
Cornell
North Dakota
St- Lawrence
New Hampshire
Maine
Providence
Lake Superior
Harvard
Boston Unlv.
Colgate
Northern Mich.
Denver

Michigan State

Record

18-2-2
14-4-2
15-4-4

A

15-5-2
13-7-1
17-8-1
11-4-2
15-10-1
14-7-1
12-7-4
14-8-0
12-8-1

12-6-4
10-7-2
10-3-2
11-6-5
13-10-1
12-10-2
12-8-5

Conf,
Team
Boston College
2 New Hampshire
3 Providence
4 Connecticut
5 Boston University
6 Maine
7 Northeastern
8 Vermont

1

Pr.
1
4
3
2
6
8
5

7

10
13
12
9
11
15
17
NR
16
NR
18
NR

OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES:
Clarkson 104, Ohio State 64, Nebraska-Omaha 45, St
Cloud State 14, Ferris State 10.Alaska-Fairbanks 8,
Bemidji State 6, Mercyhurst 4, Minnesota State 3. Holy
Cross 2, Bowling Green 1, Dartmouth 1

1/21/05

WOMEN'S HOCKEY EAST STANDINGS

7

(1/16/00)
Votes
800
721
700
698
630
568
545
466
447
411
410
332
304
286
197
165
126
114
109
109

?Played

21
21
16
16
13
12

?As of 1/22705

7

WOMEN'S ACC STANDINGS
CONF,

Boston College
2 Providence
3 Boston University
4 New Hampshire
5 Maine
6 Vermont
7 Ufclass Lowell
8 Massachusetts
9 Northeastern
10 Merrimack

1

[AST

Conf.

Team

FG% 455; FT % 867; 3-pt goals: 6-17, 353
(T James 4-7, Knight 1-3. Taylor 1-4. L James 0-1.
Cunningham 0-2); Team Rebounds: 7; Blocked
Shots: 2 (Knight, Dhahabu), Turnovers; 19
(T.
James 6, Knight, Taylor 7. Dhahabu. Gnmsley
2. Cunningham, Team); Steals; 17 (T James 3
Denson 2. Knight 2, L James 2, Gnmsley). Tech
Foul: Team; Flag Foul: None

Boston
Miami

First period: 1. BC, Feldman (Spillane, Zavisza) 6:10
2, BC. Zavisza (unassisted) 9:29: 3, BU. Hendry (toiler)
10:29; 4, Gillis (unassisted) 17:27. Penalties?Melnnis,
BC (interference) 3:16: Seman, BU (tnppmg) 4:26. Stuart,
BC (obstruction) 10:10; Schwarz, BU (hitting after whistle)

W-L-T

W-L-T

Pts.

12-2-1
9-1 -1
7-2-2
6-6-0
5-8-2
3-5-4
3-11-1
1-11-1

13-7-4

25

19-2-1

13-7-4
8-16-1
10-11-4
11-5-6
4-19-1
2-21-2

CONF.

OVER-

ALL
TEAM

W

L

Duke

5
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2

0
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
5

State
Miami
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina

Clemson
Florida State
Georgia Tech
Boston College
Wake Forest
Virginia Tech

1
0

W

L

17
1
15
3
11
7
13
4
9
6
11
4
14
5
11
4
9
7
14
4
12
6
12
8
?As of 1/22/06

Puzzi.ES By Michael Mepham

9

1

J6|3j

USCHO.COM WOMEN'S POLL
1

2
3
4
5
S

7
8
9
10

Team (FP)
Record
Wisconsin (10)
19-2-1
N. Hampshire (5) 17-2-1
St. Lawrence
17-2-2
Mlnn.-Duluth
16-3-1
15-6-1
Minnesota
Mercyhurst
14-6-2
Harvard
10-6-2
11-5-4
Princeton
Providence
12-7-3
Clarkson
15-7-1

J3_B
7
4

19
16
12
12
10

7
3

Pr.
2

1
3
4
6
5

s__9_

7
8
W
9

OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES:
Brown 2, Ohio State 2. MinnesotaState 1

Vote for your favorite BC hockey
players for the Hobey Baker Award
(nation's top college hockey player).
Go to: www.hobeybaker.com

Schwartz is really harmless. We

8

promise.

Write for sports. E-mail sports@bcheights.com.
Meetings on Monday, 5 p.m, Eagle's Nest. Be there.

_5

r I

T
6
4

11/16/06)
Votes
145
137
117
\u25a0
111
65
79
58
41
26
21

I

I

9

?As of 1/22705

Rank

I1

6

3__2

Overall

MEN'S ACC STANDINGS

N.C.

the SAMURM6F

?

MEHS HOCKEY

'JfWk

Los Angeles Times

Women's Hockey

1

U|

J)

121s|

3

11

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row there
are 9 slots, some ofwhich are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9. You
must follow these rules:
\u25a0 Number can appear only once in each row
? Number can appear only once in each column
? Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
? The number should appear only once on row, column or area.

Answers on A5
Sudoko's answers
Due to an editor's error on Thursday The Heights ran the wrong
answers to the Sudoko puzzle. We have printed the correct
answers to Thursday's puzzle as well as today's on page A5. We
apologizefor the inconvenience.

Boston College^J J( Boston University

Hortheastern

Harvard

Student Hockey Season Ticket Holders
th
Tickets so on sale Jan. 25 at 7:00 AM.

First-Come, First-Serve

Why South Ptdre island?
Spring Break capital of Texas!
Featured on MTV, 48 Hours, Hannity
8e Colmes, and Travel Channel
Kegs allowed on the beach
Thousands of college students
Seven miles of beach
Only 1/2 hour to Mexico

Why Sheraton

Beach?

$30.00 for both nights
(February 6 & 13)

Right on the hottest beach
Beach activities & water sports
Oversized party Jacuzzi
Largest hotel pool &? swim-up bar
Daily drink specials
Walking distance to hottest clubs
Restaurant on property w/ specials

All seats are reserved

(To

set seats with a friend tickets should be purchased together)

Purchase tickets at Conte Fonim ticket window!

1-800-222-4010

www. Sheraton, com/southpadreisland
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BC sweeps No. 5
Catamounts
From Hockey, Bl
clear offensive leader helped BC
to sweep the man billed as the
nation's best goaltender.
There was little doubt for those
present, however, who was the
best goaltender in the arena this
weekend.
"He is the backbone of the
team," said Eagles captain Peter
Harrold. "Hopefully we can just do
a little better in front of him."
The exclamation point on the
weekend came with four minutes
left in the game.
Catamounts forward Corey
Carlson broke in all alone on Schneider, and faked to his left, getting
Schneider to bite as he switched
toward the other post.
Schneider, not to be denied of
his third straight shutout, brought
the house down with an unbelievable diving save to preserve the
3-0 win.
The night before, the Catamounts made their first appearance
in Chestnut Hill as a member of
Hockey East.
The evening opened with a
well-played first period before the
sellout crowd, with both teams
showing their outstanding speed
and both goaltenders displaying
their abilities.
BC's best scoring chance was
when Chris Collins streaked toward the net, but the puck was
poked away by Fallon near the
net.

On the other end, Schneider
lost his stick and fell down in the
net, yet still managed to handle
two point-blank shots, and the
teams went to the dressing rooms
scoreless.
With both goalies seemingly
airtight in their respective nets, BC
broke through with what ultimately proved to be the game-winner
early in the second period.
Collecting a feed from Boyle
right in front of the net, Stephen
Gionta planted it past Fallon at
4:02.

The Eagles then benefited from
a little luck, as several

minutes

later Collins flung the puck toward
Fallon from behind the net, and
the shot banked off the back of
Fallon's leg and into the net.
The 2-0 lead was more than
enough to handle for Schneider,
but he did not escape without
having to face a 5-on-3 power
play attack from Vermont early in
the third.
Schneider made a series of
saves, emphatically snapping up
the final shot with his glove to the
delight of the Conte faithful.
"We've got to score on a 5on-3," said Vermont's young
head coach, Kevin Sneddon, who
has quickly built his club into a
power during his three years at
the helm. "We really thought that
would swing the momentum in
our favor."
Schneider spent the third period
making several spectacular saves,
keeping the Catamounts off the
board and tallying his second
straight shutout.
"The team is playing well in
front of me," explained Schneider.
"They are blocking shots, and we
got a couple of lucky bounces.
This game was a lot of fun to be
a part of."
Schneider's current shutout
streak of 217:49 is the second
longest in school history.
He now needs to make it to the
3:25 mark of the second period of
Friday's game against archrival
Boston University to set a new
BC record.
The current record is 254:23,
set by BC's last championshipwinning goaltender, Scott Clemmensen, in the 1997-98 season.
Schneider has not allowed a
goal in three and a half games,
almost 218 straight minutes of
scoreless hockey.
"They've proved they are the
team to beat [in Hockey East],"
said Sneddon, after watching his
talented team simply outplayed
by the Eagles.

BC's Stephen Gionta celebrates with linemate Brian Boyle following his fourth goal of the season in the Eagles 2-0 win against Vermont on Friday night.

Schneider wins goaltender battle
From Schneider, Bl

Fallon's lead in the "wow" column would be short-lived.

In the opening stanza, the two
goaltenders traded how'd-he-dothat saves. Fallon denied BC's Nathan Gerbe of what had appeared
to be an easy goal just milliseconds
before Fallon intervened.
BC 3, VERMONT 0
UVM (15-7-2)
BC

0 0 o?o
111?3

First period:. 1, BC. Boyle (Harrold, Collins) 4:23.
Penalties?Boyle, BC (double minor: holding, roughing)
17:19; Sifers. UVM (double minor: holding, roughing)
17:19: Aiello. BC (double minor: cross-checking, roughing;
10-minute misconduct) 1758: Syroczynski. UVM (double
minor: slashing, roughing; 10-minute misconduct) 17:58;
Orpik, BC (contact to head-roughing) 18:27; Kuk, UVM
(hooking) 19:07.
Second period: 2. BC, Collins (Boyle, Gionta) 16:07.
Penaltes?Boyle, BC (holding)3:59: Filangieri. BC (tripping)
5:20; Aiello, BC (boarding) 17:17; Corey, UVM (obstructioninterference); Mitchell, UVM (obstruction-hooking) 19:25.
Third period: 3, BC, Collins (Boyle, Gionta) 0:48,
Penalties?Strong, UVM (hooking) 9:23; Syroczynski, UVM
(roughing) 15:27; Collins, BC (roughing) 19:24; Myers,UVM
(stashing) 19:24.
Shots on Goal: UVM 10-17-6
33;
BC 8-9-12 ?29.
Power Plays: UVM
BC 1-5.
Goalies: UVM, Fallon 7-8-11 (29 shots?26 saves);
BC. Schneider 10-17-6(33 shots?33 aaves).
Referee: Tim Benedetto. Bob Bernard. Chris Millea
?

?Played

1)21/05

Schneider showed his firstflash
of brilliance soon after. Vermont's
Brady Leisenring broke in alone
on Schneider, who managed to
get just enough of his skate on the
puck to keep it out of the net.
Leisenring had another chance
later, going one-on-one against
Schneider. Despite a strong fake by
Leisenring, Schneider was unwilling to surrender the goal.
Schneider lunged to his right,
keeping the shot from its intended
destination.
The first shutout required 22
saves. The next night, Vermont
fired off 33 shots, including 27 in
the first two periods. Schneider
saved them all.
"It was a shooting gallery," said
BC head coach Jerry York of the
offensive assault.

Down 1-0 early, Vermont
turned up the pressure on offense,
and finally got a puck into the net.
Unfortunately for the Catamounts,
it didn't count.
Amid a scrum in front of the
net, the referee blew his whistle
to stop play, thinking the puck was
covered. It soon squirted free, and
though Torrey Mitchell slammed it
home, the goal was waved off.
During the bombardment, Schneider made several saves that
left the puck sitting in front of the
crease after being deflected.
Each of these tense moments
ended the same way: with the BC
defense clearing it from danger.
After the game, Schneider gave
the defense its due credit.
Vermont only mustered four
shots on goal in the closing frame,
but one required Schneider's final
jaw-dropping save of the series.

With just over four minutes
remaining, and BC up 3-0, Vermont's Corey Carlson rushed
towards Schneider in a breakaway.
Carlson went right, and Schneider
went right with him, blocking the
puck with his left arm.
"That's the kind of weekend
it's been," said Schneider of the
phenomenal save.
Minutes later, the weekend
shutout was complete, leaving
Vermont with nothing to do but
recognize the play of Schneider.
"It wasn't that he just made
saves. He made some huge saves,"
said Sneddon. "I wanted to check in
between periods that there wasn't
Plexiglas behind him there."
There were no artificial barriers
abetting Schneider's performance.
He got by with a little help from
his friends on defense, a little bit of
luck, and a whole lot of skill.

Are you
Morgan Stanley?
We Invite You to Find Out.
Mike Bodson, Managing Director and Global Head of Operations,
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blog

on

By Lisa Cook
Asst. Features Editor

Take that

funny moment

in Hillside when a girl slipped

on a banana peel and her New England classic panini land-

ed on her head. Or recall the jokes you were telling with
your roommates that spurred laughter and rolls

on the

floor. Or think of that rant that was running through your
mind as you read the opinions page of the Boston Herald.
Now take those thoughts and put

them online.

Some students at Boston College have
done just that, hoping to express themselves
creatively while exposing the school to what
they think is entertaining or worthwhile.
They've turned to blogging, an Internet
phenomenon that takes private musings and
makes them public. Students can register a
Web site and fill it with whatever information
or graphics they choose. Technically called
a "weblog," blogs are essentially online
journals.
Many dedicated bloggers strive to entertain
their readers with humorous stories, pictures,
and videos.
"It's about having a good time, being collegy, and not taking yourself too seriously,"
says Ryan Mahoney, A&S '06. He is the
creator of the edgy blog, www.bonervision.
net. With pages full of humorous short entries,
editorials written by Mahoney, and videos
involving crazed stuffed animals, the blog is
random and enjoyable.
The most popular part ofthe Web site is the
coveted Sloppo of the Week award.
"After seeing people consistently do ridiculous things every weekend, I figured it was
about time to award these people, share these
things with the rest of theworld, and encourage
these sloppy acts for the sake ofpure hilarity,"
says Mahoney.
The chosen sloppy student gets his or her
picture posted online in a designated gallery.
Mahoney insists that this is an honor and that
there is tough competition for being declared
most outrageous. The student who wins usually
embraces the opportunity.
"Every week a new person gets to wear the
sloppiness crown in all its collegiate cyberglory and it's great. We have had sloppos run
around the Mods naked, tear an ACL while
jumping down a flight of concrete stairs, and
spend the night in jail," says Mahoney.

See Blogging, C3

Campus full of opportunities for mentoring relationships
January is National Mentor Month, but at BC,
groups encourage mentoring all year round
The campaign, which has run

Lisa De Gray
Heights Staff

By

several public service

announce-

ments featuring celebrities such

Legendary baseball player Cal
Ripken Jr. sits in front of the camera recalling the people who have
had the greatest impact on his life:
"The value of a mentor I don't
know what value you can place on
it, but the right words spoken at
the right time from a person that's
been through it before, can make
all the difference in your school
year, can make all the difference
in that youth game."
The interview he is taping is a
public service announcement for
the National Mentoring Month
(NMM) campaign. January 2006
has been designated National Mentoring Month by President Bush.
This is the fifth year of NMM,
which was created by the Harvard
School ofPublic Health and MENTOR. The two founding organizations are leading NMM 2006 in
collaboration with Big Brothers
Big Sisters of America and other
nonprofit groups.
...

as Ripken and former President
Clinton, is aimed at recruiting
volunteers for mentoring programs
across the country.
According to a press release
from the National Mentoring Campaign, the centerpieceof the month
will be the third annual Thank Your
Mentor Day?, which will beheld
Wednesday. This year's theme will
be "Who Mentored You? Thank
them
and pass it on!"
"The idea behind 'Who Mentored You?' is to help people connect to the importance of mentoring by encouraging them to think
about individuals in their lives
during their formative years - family members, teachers, coaches,
neighbors, employers, friends
who encouraged them, showed
them the ropes, and helped them
become who they are today," according to MENTOR in a press
...

-

See Mentoring, C4
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fall retreat in Sandwich, Mass.
Members of the UGBC's Mentoring Leadership Program (MLP) participate in trust building activities at the program's
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The names behind the buildings

Learn about O'Neill Library and Thomas P. "Tip"
O'Neill, Jr., whom it is named after. C2
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The Name Behind The Buildings

The ins
and outs

O'Neill Library

ofleftovers

O'Neill Library, BC's main research library, is namedfor Thomas R "Tip" O'Neill, Jr., Congressional Speaker of the House from 1977-1987.
By

Natalie Horbachevsky
Heights Staff

The gray behemoth of a building known as O'Neill
Library sits stoically in the middle of the Boston College campus. Unlike the Gothic buildings that surround
it, the library is strikingly solid and seemingly unembellished; a no-nonsense fort for research and reading.
The building also draws attention for its Irish-sounding
moniker. Who was O'Neill and why was this building
named for him?
Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill, Jr. was born to Irish parents in North Cambridge, Mass, on Dec. 9, 1912. His
mother died when he was an infant and he was raised
by his father and extended family in a comfortable
working-class neighborhood.
Growing up in a strong Roman Catholic environment, he was educated in local Roman Catholic schools.
He entered BC in the fall of 1932.
While at BC, O'Neill took part in many organizations, including the Von Pastor Historical Society and
the Law Academy. He was the captain of the crew team,
and was also a fencer.
He showed a particular interest in politics all

STUDENT LIFE

Holding on

to

through college. As a senior, he ran for a position on
the Cambridge City Council, losing by only 150 votes.
It was the first, and last, election he lost.
After graduating in 1936, O'Neill won a seat in the
Massachusetts House of Representatives. As a Democrat, he was known as a strong debater and a man of
strict integrity; these traits led him to climb ranks in
the House, becoming minority leader in 1947 and then
speaker in 1948.
His rise in politics continued when O'Neill decided
to run for a seat in the U.S. House of Representatives.
He won the election in 1952 and quickly established
himself as a staunch Vietnam War opponent.
Inaddition to his anti-war work, O'Neill was also a
member of the House Rules Committee and an adherent to New Deal liberalism. He rose to majority leader
of the House in 1973. During this period, he was also
vocal of his opinion of the Watergate scandal, calling
for Nixon's resignation.
In 1977, O'Neill took on his most powerful role as
Speaker of the House. O'Neill led campaigns to revise
the ethics code and provide live television coverage
of the House. His hardliner views made him many
enemies and he retired from public office in 1987,

Location: Middle Campus
Size: 198, 347 gross square feet

Date of construction: 1984
Additional Info.: O'Neill Library holds 2 million
printed volumes and is home to an exhibit on
Tip O'Neill, Jr., BC'36.
Source: bc.edu

becoming the second-longest speaker of the House.
After his retirement, he wrote a best-seller, Man
of the House, and remained a public figure. In 1984,
O'Neill Library, the largest library at BC, was dedicated
to him. He died Jan. 5, 1994, and was survived by five
children and his wife, Millie.
Every person at BC will encounter O'Neill's legacy
in some way, whether through the library, the media exhibit based on him, his scholarship fund, or theendowed
faculty position named for him. Truly, that so much of
O'Neill's legacy is present at BC is an epitome of his
lifelong adage that "All politics is local."

childhood POP QUIZ...
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My name

one DVD at a time
During this
winter break, I
went back in time.
1 traveled back to
the summer days
when pointless
adventures seemed
life-defining, and
Tim O'Brirn
those timeless
Saturday morning
cartoons had the
power to make life come to a halt.
It was my existence before the word
"practicality" entered my personal
lexicon and, to tell you the truth, it
was pretty fantastic.
No, 1 did not stumble upon a
time machine or fall into a time portal on my morning jog. As a matter
of fact, 1 didn't even move from my
living room couch. My "time traveling" owes itself to a $20 gift from
my sister, Erin. The Pete andPete
DVD, season two, helped transport
me to those Mario-Kart days of
youth that are so long gone 1 now
have to pop a vitamin supplement
just thinking of them.
In the show, Younger Pete, with
his tattoo floozy, Petunia, and superhero friend/sketchy old man-child,
Artie, provided the adventure component to which we, as children,
could relate.
Older Pete acted as a narrator,
but frequently had his hand in carrying out the adventures as well. I
laughed, I cried, and 1 often thought
back to my own lame childhood
experiences with fondness.
As 1 watched the episodes, 1
realized a few things. One: It's cruel
to name your children the same
name, especially if they have red
hair. Two: The writers of the show
were tapped, but brilliant all the
same. Three: Youth seems to be
slipping away far 100 quickly.
Not to say that I've completely
lost touch with my youth, however,
1 can't help but wonder if I'm doing
things right anymore. Personally,
and I'm sure this rings true for you
all as well. I've engaged in a countless number offorced conversations
centered about my future. It goes
something like this:

O'Neill Library... at a glance

"Boston College, eh?"
"That's right. Boston College."
"So, uh, what're you going to
major in?"
"Oh, urn, well 1 definitely think
English, maybe communication."
(this next part is what kills me)
"How interesting ... what do you
want to do with that?"
To answer the question, 1 always
reply, "1 want to be a late-night talk
show host," to which people often
humor me and respond with, "1
could totally see you doing that."
And the actual conversation sort
of just ends there, but we continue talking
it's one of those
dialogues in which my mind is
elsewhere but my mouth just keeps
going. 1 hope that doesn't make me
a bad person.
On the inside, however, I answer
the question with another question:
Why does it matter what 1 want to
do with my education? If 1 want to
major in embroider)' and spelunking, so to speak, I should be able
to do that solely for my disturbing
obsession with each.
I get a break from that sort of
thing when I'm with my friends;
whether we're playing Monopoly:
The Simpsons Edition or having a
Disney dance party. That is, after
all, what they're there for, right? To
keep youth alive until we're ready
to let go of it and embark into the
world of functional members of
society: adulthood.
Though one word barely does it
justice, if I had to, I'd say my vacation was reflective. 1 reflected on
Pete and Pete, but more specifically
on how fun those pointless adventures can be (and how awesome
old school Nickelodeon was). 1
reflected on my contempt for the
question, "What do you want to do
with that?" in regards to my years
here. 1 reflected on friends, and
on just having a good time in the
present, rather than planning for the
future.

My school and year
My major
I live in
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Tim O 'Brien is a freshman in
CSOM. His column appears biweekly in this space.
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reconciled?
The frying pan is the answer,
and it makes perfect sense. The
fatal side effect of the microwave
is the mush factor. It's all well and
good for mashed potatoes, which
are supposed to have an element of
mushiness.
But a piece of brook trout? Or a
slice of meat lover's pizza? These
foods should have an elementof

My dream job
My favorite place in the world

During the holidays, some people
have pictures of
sugar plums dancing in their heads.
Does it make me a
weird person that
my sugar plums
Tim czerwienski
are already a few
days old?
That's right,
dear reader, we're talking about leftovers. Who doesn't like leftovers?
They're one of the most important
aspects of our history and culture. In
fact, historians and anthropologists
have recently theorized that a failure
to embrace leftovers east of the Iron
Curtain was a direct factor in the
collapse of the Soviet Union.
OK, that "fact" might have
been a little exaggerated. Please,
though, don't let my hyperbolic
use of hyperbole detract from the
undeniable and unadulterated truth
that leftovers are indeed awesome.
Leftovers give hope to mankind,
because with leftovers, there are
second chances.
There are your prototypical
leftover situations: Thanksgiving
dinner, Christmas dinner, and the
like. Big dinners like that produce
some high-quality leftovers. Turkey,
ham, mashed potatoes, stuffing,
I could go
string beans, carrots
on all day. If Thanksgiving were
the last Friday in November, I don't
think anyone would skip a beat. The
leftovers are that good the day after.
One of the reasons turkey and
ham make such great leftovers is
that they're delicious when you eat
them cold. There's no treat more
pleasant than a cold turkey sandwich
from right out of the fridge. There's
no harm in heating up a little of that
stuffing, too. Stuffing is a pretty safe
bet.
The other archetypical leftover is
cold pizza. Cold pizza has become
something of an institution in our
society. People's professed love of
cold pizza reaches almost cliche
proportions. I'm still waiting for the
postmodern backlash against it.
I say this because I'm not a huge
fan of cold pizza, and I've been
persecuted for that reason. Cold
pizza brings up the classic problem
of leftovers: reheating.
The line between good leftovers
and bad leftovers has been drawn
in the sand, and it's the microwave
that's doing the drawing. Cold pizza
is cold pizza because, honestly,
who reheats pizza? Throw it in the
microwave, and you're left with a
mushy, drippy, pizza-like mass. This
guy 1 know (let's call him Timmy
C.) told me a story about reheating
pizza one time.
In lieu of a toaster oven, and in
a hurry, he tossed a half-eaten slice
of pizza right on the electric burner.
Let's just say that it wasn't a good
idea, and he'll never do it again.
(Honestly, when you're cooking
ramen noodles, that stove can't
heat up slow enough, but when it's
a slice of pizza, it goes from cold
to 9,000 degrees in a matter of seconds. Very frustrating.)
The same can be said offish. You
don't want any part of microwaved
fish leftovers. In doing my research
for this column (yes, I do research),
I came across two different opinions
from two very reliable food sources.
One said that nothing good can ever
come ofreheating fish. The other's
favorite leftover is grilled salmon.
How could this discrepancy be

~
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crispiness, an element that the frying
pan provides.
The moral of the story, readers?
Just be smart with your leftovers.
Nothing in your fridge has to go
uneaten, as long as you treat its
preparation with the same attention
you did the first time. Now if you'll
excuse me, it smells like my pizza is
burning.

Tim Czerwienski is a senior in A&S.
his column appears every Monday
in this space.
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Student life recorded online
Blogging front CI
He tries to focus the blog less
on his personal life and more on
instances that will be amusing to
BC students at large.
"The site isn't so much about
me as it is about my friends and
the social circle of people at BC
we hang out with it differs from
a traditional blog in that way.
"I try to involve as many people
as I can. This way, more people are
involved and more people enjoy
-

it," he says.
Mahoney started bonervision.
net a year ago with aspirations
of having his own Web site. He
uploaded pictures of his friends
and added his own commentary,
and the site quickly evolved into
a bona fide blog.
Now he gets compliments from
many students on the ingenuity of
his site - along with scoldings for
updating too infrequently. But as
enjoyable as it is for his peers to
read the blog, it's just as fun for
Mahoney to write it.
"I have had an awesome time
making the site. It's great to create
something new. It's fun to be able
to say whatever you want about
anything or anyone," he says.
Another popular blog among
students is Gongshow@bc. Created by avid hockey and peoplewatching fans Mike Greeley,
CSOM '08, and Joe Pearce, A&S
'07, the online journal serves as a
running commentary of BC life.
It addresses sports, jokes about
finals, satirizes clubs and events
on campus, and includes reader
opinion polls.
The authors write down anything funny that comes to mind,
adding pictures and links to further
enhance the hilarity of the site.
They try to update twice a week,
and write in a colloquial, catchy
style.
"We thought a blog would be
sort of an extended away mes-

sage, just something to make our
friends laugh and to let us get the
ridiculous conversations that we
have out there for other people to
enjoy," says Greeley. "We try to
make sure its not just rambling,
and we try to keep the actual writ-

newspaper.
"We just wrote our first one, the
column is called 'Gongshow U.,'
and we will have one every time
the paper comes out every two
weeks. I don't think either of us
thought that the Gongsho\v@BC
ing high-quality."
would lead to a paid column in a
Students appreciate the local
Boston newspaper, and it's funny
angle of the blogs. "What 1 like how it's grown like this," says
most about the
Greeley.
Web sites is that
Their site
"We thought a blog
they are Boston
gets loud acwould be sort an
College students
claim, but blogs
that I know. I extended away message, can also serveas
appreciate witty
just something to make electronic perand humorous
sonal journals.
laugh and to Some are kept
writing, and the our
people who uplet us get the ridiculous relatively private
date the sites do
conversations that we in the realms
a good job of enof LiveJournal
have out
other and Xanga, but
gaging their audience," says Bora
others are regpeople to enjoy."
Song, A&S '06,
istered to www.
in an e-mail.
blogspot.com
?Mike Greeley,
And reading
and are meant to
CSOM '08
the sites serves as
be read by otha handy procrasers.
tination method. 'Til read blogs
Posts from South Africa was
when I'm bored, or when I don't created by Brady Smith, A&S
want to start my work yet," says
'06, as a means of connecting
JeffNagengast,A&S '08.
with his family and friends while
It's not only current students he was abroad. Throughout the
who enjoy these informal blogs, week he journaled for himself,
though. Alumni use them as a and at the end he would choose
way to stay connected to school, the most interesting points to post
professors comment on them in on his site.
class, and even local business
He says it was efficient and
owners tune in.
user-friendly. "Blogspot is really
"It's good to know that we can simple. You create an account,
keep it entertaining for kids our choose a set-up and a font, and the
site basically works itself."
age but also appropriate enough
so that professors, alumni, and
At first glance the blog seems
parents are regular readers," says sharply political, but Smith insists
Greeley. "The founder of Boloco
formerly The Wrap e-mailed us
and sent us all these gift cards after
we talked about the Boloco name
change in the Gongshow@BC."
Even prominent publications
are taking notice of the blog
Pearce and Greeley were recently
asked to write a regular column
for Barstool Sports, a Boston

of

friends

therefor

-

that wasn't his goal. "I have a
tendency to be politically minded.
I didn't start [the blog] with that
intention, but especially with
being exposed to the situation in
South Africa, it was inevitable,"
he says.
At second glance, you might
notice that he hasn't updated since
August. "When I was abroad I had
a lot more to write about and more
time to do it. The business of BC
life doesn't lend itself to keeping
up the blog," he explains.
Smith is hoping to enter the
Peace Corps after graduation and
says that if he's stationed in an area
with computer access, he'll probably resume posting in his blog.
"It's a good way to keep in
touch, especially where phone
calls are expensive."
With technology hurtling forward at a pace surpassing even that
of multi-tasking college students,
blogs are moving to the foreground
of cyber life. Established news
sources such as MSNBC and CNN
have created their own blogs,
brimming with cartoons of politicians and expressiveeditorials.
Students are adopting this attitude of embracing the vast capabilities of the Internet, jumping at
the chance to creatively showcase
their opinions.
"Blogs have certainly moved
into a place in our media. It's a
place where students with writing
aspirations can express themselves," says Smith.
Next time you're in Hillside,
watch your step. You never know
who is taking napkin notes.

-

P#%D ETC
By Andy

Mauro and Matt Jianas

Capricorn
Dec. 22 Jan. 20
-

Thinking you have spotted the latest weight-loss trend, you and your
roommate begin the all new Zombie diet detailed in People Magazine.

You both lose 10 pounds, but find yourselves oddly attracted to the
large-headed boy from the floor above you.

Aquarius
Jan. 21 Feb. 18
-

Don't believe everything you hear. Everything you read in The
Heights, however, should be accepted as truth.

Pisces
Feb. 19-March 19
You come to the realization that getting banned from the Museum of
Fine Arts for indecent exposure is not such a bad deal because no one
cool goes there anyway.

Aries
March 20 April 19
-

After 10 years, Jonathan Taylor Thomas finally responds to your
no word, however, on whether the
restraining order will be lifted.

numerous fan letters. There is

Taurus
April 20 May 20
-

Beware! Disillusionment lies in your future. The boy you've been
eyeing in class will finally ask you out on a date this Friday. You will
be sorely disappointed, however, when the date consists of shopping
at American Apparel and watching Brokeback Mountain.

Gemini
May 21 June 20
-

You will find instability in unlikely places. After a magical date on
the town with your significant other, you will be optimistic about the
remainder of the night. Your excessive flatulence, however, will cause
your partner to declare, "NEXT!"

Cancer
June 21 -July 22
Your battle with dyslexia continues this week. Try to remember that
the GLBT is a campus group, not a popular sandwich with gravy.

Write for features!
Come to the features/arts meeting

TODAY at 5:30 p.m.
in the Eagle's Nest

Leo
July 23 August 22
-

As a freshman, you are having difficulty adjusting to your new surroundings. Not to worry, your problems fitting in are nothing that a
fake tan, blonde highlights, and a pair of pearl earrings won't solve.

Virgo
Aug. 23

-

Sept. 22

You are a spiritual truant. You've managed to emerge from high
school with no formal education and you have never read a book in
your life. Requiring neither of these things, Boston University-accepts
your transfer application.

Questions? E-mail Denise

at ekenstie@bc.edu

Libra
Sept. 23

-

Oct. 22

Finances are a real hang up for you. Do not be alarmed, things are
looking better. This week you will be handed a book of coupons as
you enter McElroy. Use them wisely.

Scorpio

Face the

Oct. 23 -Nov. 21
With luck, the new quotes you added to your Facebook profile may
finally allow you to break the 100-friend barrier.

Sagittarius
Nov. 22-Dec. 21
£'
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Older Americans spend twice
as much on health care as others.

Do not accept advice from the people closest to you. If you thought
your roommate was stupid for attempting to swat a fly on his keyboard with a hammer, just wait till you hear his new method of

contraception.
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Eats flies. Dates a pig.

Hollywood

star.
We want you to experience the
ultimate indulgence. Just for you,
we make our smooth and
creamy ice cream fresh daily.
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Students benefit from mentor programs
Mentoring, from CI
release.
Sharing one's experience and
skills as a mentor is not limited to
one particular generation or community, however; a fact made well
apparent by the strong presence
of mentoring programs within the
Boston College community.
One such program is the BC
Big/Little Sisters run through the
Women's Resource Center. As
part of the program, freshmen are
paired off with upperclassmen
mentors.

There are several organized
social gatherings, including an ice
cream social at the beginning of
the year and a holiday event that
allow the Little Sisters to get to
know their Big Sisters.
Big/Little Sisters also spend
time together on a more informal
level, eating meals together or just

hanging out. It is these informal
meetings that require more initiative on the part of the Big/Little
Sisters, but they are worth the
effort.
"I like being a part of Big/Little
Sisters," says Caitlin Connolly,
CSON '09. "My Big Sister has
given me perspective on freshman
year. She told me that most people
find freshman year can kind of be
up in the air sometimes but that it
will get better, but don't wait for
them to get better."
Interested freshmen fill out an
application the summer before
they start at BC that includes an
essay on why they want to be involved in the program as well as
questions regarding their interests
and what they are looking forward
to at BC.
"I feel that they work hard to
match you up," says Connolly,
who shares an interest in college

football with her Big Sister.
Other mentoring programs at
BC focus on integrating new members into campus organizations.
These programs were often
formed based on a need to provide
a way in which new members
could be more easily integrated
into the community and become
better prepared to take on leadership responsibilities in the future.
"Since [the Undergraduate
Government of Boston College]
holds our elections the previous
year, freshmen really had no opportunity to get involved," says
Natalie Stokes, A&S '06, who
serves as of of the coordinators
of MLP (Mentoring Leadership

Program).
"MLP was started to foster
interest and knowledge of UGBC
to make freshmen more prepared,"
she says.
Freshmen are selected for the

program based on a competitive
application process that involves
an essay and an interview. Once
selected, freshmen are paired with
a UGBC mentor in a department
that interests them.
"Your experience depends on
your mentor; if you have a great
mentor, they can make you feel
welcome doing things and taking
on responsibility," says Stokes,
who was mentored in programming her freshman year.
Afterbeing placed with a mentor, MLP members attend meetings
regarding campus issues such
as Residential Life and Student
Services.
They also go on a retreat,
which this year was held with the
AHANA Leadership Academy
(ALA), another program that provides freshmen with leadership
training. This semester, MLP will
be planning two projects which

David Campagna and his college buddy, Claire O'Connell, A&S '06, get to
know each other better at the Best Buddies "MeetYour Buddy" picnic.
will provide freshmen with more
opportunities to gain valuable

experience.
The Heights established its own
mentoring program for freshmen
known as the Freshmen Leader-

ship Initiative Program (FLIP) this
year. Members of FLIP are paired
with a mentor on the editorial
board after completing an appl ica-

Vm In
II

At Ernst & Young you'll get the on-the-job training
you need to succeed on your own.
We know you're new to the work force. That's why we've created an
environment that's conducive to personal and professional growth and
success. At Ernst & Young we're offering an opportunity to learn from
some of the best talent in the industry. If you're looking for a great start,
look for us on campus. Or visit us on the Web at ey.com/us/careers.
We won't steer you wrong.

Quality In Everything We Do

tion and being interviewed.
"FLIP was started to better integrate freshmen at the beginning
of the year," says Tom Wiedeman, Heights editor-in-chief and
A&S '08.
In addition to serving as mentors on an individual basis, Heights
editors speak at FLIP meetings
about their own experiences and
responsibilities as a member of The
Heights. FLIP members also work
on group projects, which include
the recently published guide to
studying abroad.
Not all mentoring programs at
BC are conducted as formally.
New members of the University Chorale are paired with
a returning member, or "chorale
buddy" to help introduce them
to the program, but "the 'chorale
buddy' system of mentoring has
not especially fostered a stronger
sense of community," says Carly
DeFilippo,A&S'o9.
"Chorale gets its community
from a more widespread initiative
to make people feel at home i.e.
class dinners (freshman, sophomore, junior, senior - hosted at a
senior's abode), themed parties,
and welcome packets from the officers," she says, commenting on
what she calls a "group mentoring
system."
Mentoring programs are not
limited to extracurricular organizations: theater majors are assigned
a mentor their first year from a
council of theater majors consisting of upperclassmen who can
provide new majors with insight
into the program.
"My mentor was Mairin Lee,
a junior, and she was wonderful.
I was a little confused and scared
at first because I didn't know her
and she was an upperclassman but
we talked online about the theater
parties and the social dynamic and
about classes and she was very
supportive and helpful whenever
I had questions. She helped me
decide what to do this semester
for classes," says Hartley Stevens,
A&S '09.
While many of the mentoring
programs at BC provide new students with valuable guidance from
an upperclassman, other programs
create a more symbiotic relationship within the BC community.
An example of one such organization is Best Buddies of
Boston College, a chapter of an
international organization started
by the Shriver-Kennedy family
that matches adults that have intellectual disabilities with students.
Buddies attend group get-togethers such as holiday parties as
well as keep in touch on a weekly
basis with one another.
Members of the program say
that they have formed friendships
with their buddies, and that they
themselves have also benefited
from their participation in the
program.
"1 can be in a bad mood with
a million things going on but 1
come back feeling refreshed with
a better handle on things," says
Lauren O'Leary, A&S '09, of her
experience in Best Buddies.
Catherine Bradley, CSOM '09,
concurs. "I've gotten more out of
it than I thought I would. I'd definitely do it again," she says.
Laura Castelli, A&S '07, has
had the same buddy for three years
and explains what makes the BC
chapter particularly strong.
"The best buddies work on
campus, it's great getting to know
them and seeing them around
campus with smiles on their faces
when you say hello. It makes a
difference," she says.
Making a difference is a goal
shared by many students who
participate in mentoring programs
at BC. Alix Fogel, CSOM '09, is a
volunteer at the West End House
Boys and Girls Club.
"Offering friendship and kindness is the most important thing;
me helping the kids with their math
problems is not that big a deal," she
says. "What matters is giving them
someone to look up to."
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CHILDCARE
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HELP WANTED

Helper for 9 and 10 year old
Friendly Chestnut Hill family. Car
needed. Soccer, tennis skills a
plus. Wednesday early evenings
necessary. Mondays, Tuesdays
late afternoons preferred. (617)

Two very sweet girls, 8 and 5,
seek responsible, reliable, funloving, and nurturing babysitter
for longterm commitment. Needs
to be available this semester, over
the summer (not full-time), and
the upcoming academic year.
Flexible hours, including some
weekend evenings. Must have
car for occasional playground
trips and after school pick-ups.
Excellent compensation and happy family environment. Please
call (617) 527-6897.

EAGLESNEEDJOBS.COM.

566-2342.

Newton: Looking for someone
to help with two boys 5 and 8.
two/three afternoons or weekend
nights. Must be creative, energetic, help w/ homework, some driving. Expererience and car a must.
Call Judie (617) 332-9846.
Sweet, fun-loving 3 & 4 yr.
old girls seek non-smoking,
adventurous babysitter for two or
three afternoons per week. We
live only 0.4 miles from BC Law
School and approximately one
mile from the Main Campus. We
also need a babysitter this summer for 20-25 hours per week.
Please contact Leslie at (617)

901-2546.

HELP WANTED

We need paid survey takers in
Chestnut Hill. 100% free to join!
Click on surveys.

Hm

Make $75 -150 an hour. "Clone"
my success playing Roulette on
-line. I'll prove it. Free Demo. Call
Ed Now! (800) 840-0834.

/
_
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Independent Student Newspaper of Boston College
Established 1919

!
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TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK 2006. PANAMACITY BEACH, FL. 5,6,7 night

Get involved.

packages, www.springbreakpcb.

com.

Place your classified here!

Need an extra $36,000 a year
in your spare time? Complete
Vending Business for sale. Snickers, Hershey and Mars chocolate
bars. 100 high traffic locations
and displays. Total investment
$5,000. Hurry, limited territories.
1-800-853-7155 or vending-

Only $10 per issue.

YOUR independent student newspaper.

E-mail
yuvi@bc.edu or
call Vicky at

friends.com.

The Heights is looking for:
Advertising Staff

(617) 552-0364.

IF

YOU'RE CARING
FOR AMOTH ER

FAMILY

It's almost that time
of the year again....

The Heights

Artists
Business Staff
Cartoonists
Circulation Staff
Columnists
Comic Artists
Copy Readers

MEMBER.

KNOW THAT THE
BIGGEST HEALTH RISK
MIGHT BE
YOU.

Want to let the whole
campus know just how
much you love that
special person?

BOSTON

1-800-357-3210

www.bostonbartehder.com

Or perhaps, let a
friend or roommate
know just how awesome they are?

LOOKING FOR A
ROOMMATE FOR
THE SUMMER OR
EVEN NEXT YEAR?

Place a VALENTINE'S MESSAGE in
The Heights iox just

PLACE AN AD IN

Email yuvi@bc.edu for
details!

THE CLASSIFIEDS!!!

One out of five adults finds
themselves a»
the designated
"caregivor" for a lovod one who
can't
manage alone.
Recant
findings reveal that this role can
be precarious for both parties.
WTiilo trying to do it all, you
can become overwhelmed and
risk your own health. As this
happens, the level of care you're
providing may also
suffer.
Fortunately, there is help and
relief out there for both of you.
\u25a0Visit ?www.f«milyoai*«sglivin|S
Mli.org and discover a world of
support, answers and advice.

Graphic Designers
Online Staff
Photographers
Reporters
Web Developers
Writers

?

$5!

111 l

Family

Oaregivirigr
It's wot all up to you.

From the NutU>n&t Family
Carejziiiftr-tt Aj*&atiiatlan anH
the NtiliunaTAlliance far Caregtvinff
ill. ,\u25a0-\u25a0'\u25a0
; upftnrt nf Ki-itii !?:\u25a0
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Questions? Call the newsroom at (617) 552-3512, or
come to a section meeting on Monday.
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Apples now have Intel inside
So after

parking myself
on the couch for
break, 1 came
back to school
and was quickly
awakened with

Chris
CAHILL

a

new semester

of responsibilities. My first
major assignment: write my column for the newspaper. Anyone
who has been following technical
news recently (which I'm sure
you all do) is well aware that
Apple made a major announcement on Jan. 10 that its new Intel
processor-based computers were
on sale.
On a side note, yes, I am very
well aware that 1 just wrote a column on Apple and that it talked
about this development. Well,
people, lay off of me! Trust me,
this is still big news!
Apple's CEO Steve Jobs
made the announcement during his keynote speech at the
Macworld conference in San
Francisco. Many people were
pleasantly surprised as Apple had
expected the products to be available only as early as this spring.
The next generation of iMacs and
Powerßooks had come. Jobs also
shared that the new computers
were between four and five times
faster than the previous Macs,
according to the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation.
That sounded amazing! Maybe a
little too amazing
Different reviewers have gotten a hold of the new computers
since the conference and while
they didn't find the same incredible speed boosts that Apple
boasted, they were impressed
nevertheless. Overall it seems
that the new Macs are faster,
especially in certain Mac software written with a "Universal
...
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Expert advicefor a healthy
lifestyle and eating right
We're four
weeks into
January, but I'll
say it anyway
Happy New
Year 2006! For
most of us, we
Alexis
rang in the new
year watching
Mark
the ball drop in
Times Square, celebrating with
family or friends, and toasting to
those cherished new year's resolutions that often last about as long as
New Year's Day. At the forefront
of these declarations of self-improvement and enhancement lies
the goal to lose weight and stay
fit throughout the upcoming year.
With this in mind, 1 headed for a
one-on-oneinterview with Boston
College's Executive Dietitian,
Sheila Tucker.
Being aware that fitness and
healthy-eating habits have long
been popular among students'
resolutions to kick off the new
year, Tucker was able to make various suggestions on how to remain
committed to this goal. One main
piece of advice she gave students
was, "1 like people to look at what
they should be including in their
diet." A positive mindset will
prove more beneficial, rather than
a negative slant, she said.
She recommended focusing
on what nutrients and foods are
missing from students' diets for
a "nutrition tune-up" as opposed
to concentrating on what they
should not be eating. Tucker has
commonly found these "nutritional
holes" to include, especially in
women, calcium, iron, protein, and
fruits and vegetables. Also, good
fats which come from sources
such as canola oil, nuts, fish (e.g.
Salmon), avocado,and olives are
also usually excluded.
Tucker analogized maintaining
fitness to maintaining a balance.
"Staying fit and healthy is like
sitting on a three-legged stool,"
she said. "If you get rid of one of
the legs, you're gonna fall off. The
three legs are: nutrition, rest, and
exercise." She advised that the key
to succeeding at a healthy lifestyle
is to give equal weight to each pillar offitness.
She warned students of claims
made by the latest diets that come
out on the market. "There really
isn't a fad diet that's longterm effective," she said. Tucker claimed
that cutting out certain foods becomes restrictive and that a more
advantageous and effective tactic
would be to make small changes
over time.
Another important gimmick
to not be fooled by is advertising
assertions that are often made by
producers of junk foods. For example, ice cream manufacturers
frequently label their product as
having 33 percent less fat per serving. "The best thing is to not look
at marketing claims and instead
turn the product over and look at
the [nutritional] label for calories
and fat information," said Tucker.
For food products made with
...

Steve Jobs uses his keynote speech at Macworld in San Francisco,
California Jan. 10,2006 to announce therelease of Apple's new Intel-based
iMac computers. The move is a first for the computer company.
Binary" component. This allows
the program to be run efficiently
on any Apple, no matter if it has
the older IBM chip or the new
Intel architecture. For programs
that aren't enabled as such,
Apple has created a program
called Rosetta (as in the stone) to
translate from the older circuitry
so that it works with the new nuts
and bolts.
As great as Rosetta is, it still
does cause a bit of a slowdown
with certain taxing programs.
Photoshop was the program that
caused the most trouble for the
reviewer at ARS Technica. Certain "benchmark" tests showed
massive delays in the new Macs
compared to two older Mac
models. Other programs, like
Final Cut Pro, apparently don't
even run on the new machines.
well, Macs have
And gaming
never been known for their gaming capabilities and it doesn't
seem that the new generation is

column about this subject, it's
almost as if Apple is getting a
heart transplant. The company
is moving from the IBM made
PowerPC chip to an Intel dual
core processor. I'll save you the
specifics, but tests have shown
that the Intel chip will be faster
for the Mac. In addition, it uses
less power, something very attractive to laptop users because
of heat and battery' considerations.
Overall, this will be yet another successful move by Apple.
While the first generation of Intel
computers and the programs to
run on them are not perfect, they
are remarkable for being on the
market a mere seven months after being announced. 1 personally
don't think that the time is right
to buy one. I'd wait until a few
more kinks are worked out, but
once they are, don't be surprised
to see me with a Powerßook.

any different.
So what is the big deal anyway? Well, as 1 said in a previous

Chris Cahill is a senior in A&S.
His column appears biweekly in
this space.

...

-

-

Younger
writers

changed
the craft
Gang, fivm C8
spoke up at one meeting aboutNew
York, the Sunday supplement to the
daily newspaper.
"Nevertheless, one day Clay,
Walt, Jimmy, and I were crowded
into the little bullpen of a cubicle
that served as New York's office,
when Clay said, "Look, we're
coming out once a week, right?
And The New Yorker comes out
once a week. And we start the
week the same way they do, with
blank paper and a supply of ink.
Is there any reason why we can't
be as good as The New Yorker! Or
better. They're so damned dull."
So they did. Opening the lines
of communication between the
editors and writers, the editors
of the time are highlighted by
Weingarten, as well. This point
is brought to the readers' attention and opens the door into the
editorial rooms that helped grow
this new journalism and allow it
to flourish in a time when many
Americans were willing to see
their information and journalism
in a new light that was not a foursquare approach.
Included in this group of editors are Clay Felker of New York
and Jann Wenner, who founded
Rolling Stone.
Weingarten does accomplish
his task of writing about writers
without trying to imitate their
styles. His writing is not that of a
Wolfe or Thompson, but he does
not try to make it comparable,
either.
Rather he provides snippets of
stories like Mailer's "The Naked
and the Dead" about his dispatches
from Vietnam and "Superman
Comes to the Supermarket," an examination of the political that was
heating up in the United States.
There is, of course, the issue of
the writers delving too deep into
the realm of fiction while posing
as journalists, and Weingarten does
not give the writers a free pass.
In Mailer's words from a. Playboy interview, Mailer says, "Moving from one activity to another

&

Sheila Tucker, BC's Excecutive Dietitian, offers advice for healthy eating.
Her general advice on choosing proteins is that "the plainer the better." For
example, steamed vegetables are better than vegetables in a sauce.
(6
grains, such as cereal, bread and
crackers, Tucker recommends 2-3
grams of fiber marked on the nutrition label; juices should be high
in calcium and vitamins content;
and in general, keep amount of
saturated (or "bad fat") to a minimum. Consuming approximately
10-15 grams of saturated fat per
day is advised.
Other healthyeating tips include
regularly eating food. "You need to
eat something every three to four
hours," says Tucker. "Snacking
is good." For long-lasting staying power, a snack that combines
protein and carbohydrate is favorable. Peanut butter with pretzels
or apples and fruit with yogurt
are examples of healthy and energy-providing snacks. The fiber
present in these snacks provides
energy over a longer period of time
compared to ones with simpler
carbohydrates, which give quick
bursts of energy and equally fast
drops in energy.
Given the high-paced schedules
students experience, Tucker gave
some quick and easy recommendations for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner.
For breakfast, "things you can
grab on the go are yogurt or milk
and a box of cereal; omelets; or
hummus and a bagel," said Tucker.
She pointed out that for lunch
there are a variety of alreadymade sandwiches available at the
dining halls, including vegetarian
sandwiches and ones that contain
soy products as well. Salads with
vegetables and chicken also provide good protein sources. When
mulling over what to eat for dinner, Tucker advises steering clear
of eating the same thing every

day and suggests trying one new
food a week. Her general advice
on choosing proteins is that "the
plainer the better." For example,
steamed vegetables are a better option than vegetables in a sauce.
"Make sure each meal has carbohydrates and proteins in it," said
Tucker. "Only one quarter [of your
plate] needs to be protein and three
quarters should be grains, fruits,
and vegetables."
Tucker's final suggestion was
to remember to eat complex carbohydrates after exercising. After
completing a workout, there is "a
prime window of two hours to
store glycogen." "After a workout,
focus on getting in good grain
foods, like crackers or apples,"
proposed Tucker. "If you don't
fuel your workouts, you won't get
a return on them."
For more personalized information about how to develop
health eating and lifestyle habits,
students can call (617) 552-8040 to
schedule an appointment or e-mail
Tucker at shiela.tucker. 1@bc.edu.
Her office hours are on Tuesdays
and Thursdays. Too busy to schedule an appointment? You can also
visit www.bc.edu/eating and click
on the 'Eating for Health' link and
then the 'Ask the Dietitian' link
that provides you with a form to
send in your concerns and questions. Tucker also has listed advice
on the dining hall Web site at www.
bc.edu/dining under the 'Nutrition' link on the right side of the
Web page.
Alexis Mark is a junior in the
College ofArts and Sciences. Her
column appears weekly in this
space.

BC grads found new outfit
RealityBedding, from C6
go out and buy something as edgy

as this."

torn Wolfe (above) has been one of the most prolific of his class of writers.
Norman Mailer (below) was a member of the old guard that preceded Wolfe.
makes sense if you do it with a
hint of u it or touch of grace." said
Mailer. "But 1 think moving from
one activity to another can give
momentum. If you do it well you
can increase the energy you bring
to the next piece of work."
Fables and fictional accounts
were not made up by the journalists for the most part, though. Rather they were used as background
and played with in terms of setting
a mood for a piece. Weingarten's
writing and thorough analysis and

construction of a timeline that
introduces readers to the Gang's
influences.
Weingarten concludes, "The
greatest New Journalists burned
with a Promethean flame. Wildly
ambitious and gifted, many of
them either thwarted novelists or
fiction writers who moonlighted as
journalists, they applied their writerly skills to the tools ofreporting
and produced nonfiction that stood
up with the best fiction."

That said, Cardamone conceded that the product isn't for
everybody. He got a sense of this
early on when he sent the Web site
to his friends and family, and some
of them conspicuously withheld
(presumably negative) comments.
"But we alwaysknew it was going
to be a niche product," he said.
Though your parents aren't
likely to buy these bed sets, the images probably will not shock most
students. One of the comforters
features the Tanya Chalkin image
of two women kissing that has
been a popular poster for years.
"We're pushing the envelope
slightly, but not to the point where
the products are no longer classy,"
said Grabish. "Many ofthe images
are already very familiar, they're
already all over college campuses,
and are probably no more racy than
what'd you see in Maxim. 1 think
we're staying within the line, not
crossing it."
Ultimately, the two would like
to expand the company's selec-

tion, and maybe move into different areas as well. Currently, four
different comforters are offered,
though Cardomonesays that there
are plans to expand the image base.
The company would also like to
offer more choices for women.
"1 think our next move is to
identify a really edgy image that
women will respond to," said
Cardomone.
In getting the Chalkin image
which is emblazoned on the most
popular comforter in the line the
duo was recipients of a bit of luck.
Early on, they hired a consulting
company, which happened to have
worked with Chalkin, the photographer behind the "Kiss" image.
They helped get the duo in touch
with her, and she ultimately agreed
to license them the image.
"People tell you that connections are so important, and
it really came true for us," said
Cardomone.
Lucky breaks aside, both emphasized that getting from a concept to a functioning company was
a lot of work.
"It's been a slow, steady progressive build up," said Cardo-

mone. "It took so long to put everything together in an executable
business plan. Now it seems like

we're turning the comer."
Grabish said it also required
some on-the-job training.
"We kicked around the idea for
awhile, but we also had to figure
out how to build a business," he
said. "Retail isn't really my field
-1 specialize in management consulting - so it was a new concept
that 1 had to work with."
Perhaps surprisingly, neither of
the two were enrolled in the Caroll
School of Management while at
BC. Grabish was an economics
major at BC and Cardomone
studied philosophy. They credited
this background for some of their
business success.
"The liberal arts background
was really very helpful," said Grabish. "It helps because a business is
run is not numbers but ideas."
"In taking phi losophy, students
are taught to challenge things, provoke people and that seems exactly
to be what we're doing here," said
Cardomone. "We're provoking the
public to think outside the box and
changing the norm a linle bit."
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Politically Speaking

Hardcover Nonfiction

Critics off with anti-Wal-Mart campaign

Bestsellers

This
Week

Last
Week

Weeks on
List

1 For LacL A Mother's Story...
Sharon Rocha. Crown, $25.95

2

13

2

1

19

Marley and Me. John Grogan.

First, a confession. 1 don't

particularly
like Wal-Mart.
I rarely shop
there, and if
given a choice
between
buying
Andrew
a product at
BUTTARO
Wal-Mart or a
smaller retailer,
I'll usually choose the latter.
With that said, however, the
vilification of the company these
days is becoming a little extreme
and a little misleading.
By any measure, the company is a behemoth. Wal-Mart
employs about 1.3 million
people, about 1 percent of the
American work force. Its sales,
at around $300 billion a year, are
equal to 2.5 percent ofU.S. gross
domestic product. But as an
article in The Wall Str-eet Journal
recently pointed out, it is not an
especially profitable corporation.
Its net profit margins, at about
3.5 percent ofrevenue, are fairly
standard for the retail industry.
But the last point is not important to the makers of a nasty
new documentary portraying
Wal-Mart as a heartless goliath
destroying towns across America.
The film, Wal-Mart: The High
Cost ofLow Price, opens with
the travails of H & H Hardware,
a family-owned business in a
small Ohio town. Its owner rues
that he needs a loan to stay in
business, but the bank won't
cooperate because Wal-Mart's
pending arrival has depressed the
value of his property. Eventually, the film shows his store
being closed.
This is the storyline repeated
throughout the documentary.
(Although in this case, it's disingenuous at best. As John Tierney
pointed out in a column in The
New York Times, the store, which
had been struggling for years,
actually closed months before
Wal-Mart moved in. Tierney
also noted that the building that
housed H & H Hardware has
increased dramatically in value
since Wal-Mart has moved in.)
Critics batter Wal-Mart with

Morrow, $21.95

3

My FriendLeonard. James
Frey. Riverhead, $24.95

3

23

4

The World Is Flat. Thomas L.
Friedman. Farrar, Straus & Gir-

4

16

oux, $27.50*

-

5

Bad Childhood, Good Life.
Laura Schlessinger. HarperCollins, $24.95

6

47

6

The Year ofMagical Thinking.
Joan Didion. Knopf, $23.95

5

22

7

Freakonomics. Steven D. Levitt
and Stephen J. Dubner. Morrow,
$25.95*

7

35

8

Love Smart. Dr. Phil McGraw.
Free Press, $26

9

135

9

The SonomaDiet. Connie
Guttersen. Meredith, $24.95

8

39

]]

\Q

10 Natural Cures "They"Don't
Want You to Know About. Kevin

Trudeau. Alliance Publishing,
$29.95
jj State of War. James
Press, $26

Risen. Free

\

.

12 Our Endangered Values. Jimmy
Carter. Simon & Schuster, $25

10

6

13 Team of Rivals. Doris Kearns

12

7

13

4

14

10

Goodwin. Simon

&

Schuster, $35

14 Teacher Man. Frank McCourt.
Scribner, $26*

15 The Number. Lee Eisenberg.
Free Press, $26

indicates title has been reviewed by The Heights.
Compiled from data from independent and chain
bookstores, book wholesalers, and independent
distributors nationwideby Publisher's Weekly.

Emily Cahton shops at the Wal-Mart at Midtown Center, Oct. 26,2005, in Milwaukee, Wis. Critics of Wal-Mart claim
that the store depresses retail wages, while supporters point out that it saves shoppers hundreds of dollars.
plenty of other complaints, too.
They contend that Wal-Mart's
pay, which averages $9.68 per
hour, fails to provide a living
wage and depresses local retail
wages. But even if the store depresses local wages, workers will
still be left with more disposable
income, as New York University's Jason Furman concludes
in a paper titled "Wal-Mart: A
Progressive Success Story."
Furman, who has served as
an economic adviser for several
Democratic campaigns, points
out that any potential decline in
wages is outweighed by what
an average family will save by
shopping at Wal-Mart $800 annually on groceries alone. Given
that many of Wal-Mart's customers are lower-income Americans,
this is a substantial savings.
The average income of shoppers at Wal-Mart is $35,000,
compared with $50,000 at
Target and $74,000 at Costco. As
Tierney notes, "Costco is touted
-

as the virtuous alternative to

Wal-Mart because it pays better
wages, but it needs to because it
requires higher-skilled workers
to sell higher-end products to its
more affluent customers."
All this misses an even larger
point: millions of customers
spend billions of dollars for
Wal-Mart's products, but no one
makes them do it. For whatever
reason, these customers find
Wal-Mart preferable to other
retailers, including Mom and Pop
stores. Wal-Mart is making $300
billion a year by doing something
right, not by shutting down the

competition.
A good portion of the antiWal-Mart brigade is made up of
union activists, who are driven
to distraction by their inability
to unionize the store's workers. The flexibility Wal-Mart
enjoys by not having to deal with
unionized employees is largely
responsible for the company's
low prices.

Imagine for a minute what
the company would look like
if Wal-Mart's critics had their
way. Workers would be overpaid, union rules would stagnate
efficient and goods would be
correspondingly more expensive.
As a result, the store would likely
be much smaller and far fewer
customers would shop there.
Instead, many would turn to
other expensive retailers, and the
daily cost of living would rise for
millions of Americans.
Sure, no one really likes to
see a Wal-Mart go up in their
town. They tend to be unsightly,
and there's merit to the argument
that it destroys the character of
many towns. But short of intervening in the free market, there's
really little one can do to avoid
this besides to stop shopping
there.
-

Andrew Buttaro is the marketplace
editor ofThe Heights. His column
appears biweekly in this space.

Do your research.
Get the inside scoop from current students and administrators.

A bill currently pending in the state House of Representatives aims to lower the price of textbooksfor students.
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Steven Walsh (D-Mass.), a Lynn
Democrat who represents the
Eleventh Essex district, proposed
a bill to the Joint Committee on
Higher Education last Wednesday.
It attempts to decrease textbook
prices by requiring publishers to
subscribe to a number of student-
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The bill, "An Act Relative to
the Production and Pricing ofCollege Textbooks," would essentially
demand that publishers give students the choice to purchase textbooks and extra materials such as
CD-ROMs separately as opposed
to as part of a package.
Professors would also have to
subscribe to something similar.
"All faculty members of institutions within the system shall
consider the least costly practices
in assigning textbooks when these
practices are educationally sound,
as determined by the appropriate
faculty," the bill reads.
Faculty would also have to
work with their university's bookstore so that they leave ample time
from when they last ordered an
edition of a book to when they are
about to order a new one. In other
words, they would hjave to "review

issues relative to timelines and
processes involved in ordering and
stocking selected textbooks."
The legislation would also require publishers to announce how
long they aim to print a specific
edition and in what ways a new
edition differs from its predecessors. Publishers would also have to
use the advantages of the Internet
by giving "preference to paper or
online supplements to current editions rather than producing entirely
new editions."
In proposing this bill, Walsh
claims to be standing for the
traditional democratic value of
supporting the underdog by combating unfair commerce. Without
legislation, he warns that this type
of practice could get even worse
the textbook packages will be-

come more expensive as publishers become more creative.
It is also evident that new
editions of textbooks need to be
produced as information becomes
incorrect. At any rate, new edi-

tions should only be produced if
major changes need to be made.
If an event of the same caliber as
the World Trade Center attacks
occurs, then changes to a history
textbook would have to be made,
and a new edition published. On

the other hand, if a couple statistics
and images are the only things being changed, then a new edition
should not be produced. When
considering publishing a new edition, publishers could survey college professors in order to receive
academic insight.
Nevertheless, Walsh is not
alone in challenging textbook
companies. Two years ago, in January 2004, the state Public Interest
Research Groups (MASSPIRG)
released "Ripoff 101," a report on
the high price of college textbooks.
Likewise, for two years, since
January 2004, MASSPIRG has
been venturing to undermine publishers with its Web site campusbookstop.com, an online market,
like Amazon.com and eßay, for
used textbooks.
So far, the student response to
the bill has been extremely positive: "This semester 1 spent $440.
1 think this bill is great. Whatever
can be done to lower the prices of
textbooks is great. I'm all for it,"
said Richard Packer, A&S, '09.
Walsh's bill could potentially
be voted on at the state house
this year. Student supporters can
contact BC's representative, Ruth
Balser at rep.ruth.balser@hou.
state.ma.us.
I
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The Bottom Line

BC grads

Marketing
majors: keep
up the fight

spice up
bedroom
By

Andrew Buttaro

Marketplace Editor
Here's a riddle: how can you have
two scantily-clad models on your residence hall bed and not violate University

policy?
The answer lies in Reality Bedding,
a new company founded by two Boston
College graduates. The outfit offers a line
of sheets and comforters adorned with a
variety ofracy images, including two females in various states of undress kissing
and a graphic design parody of the Gap
logo (the "p" is replaced by a "y").
Stanley Grabish, CEO of Reality Bedding and BC '96, said that the concept
came to him in a "eureka moment."
"I just realized that it would be cool
to have different bedding out there," he
said.
Founded in 2003, the company has sent
its products as faraway as Spain, Italy, and
Hungary since the bedding line debuted
last fall. The target market is mainly the
college-aged group, although Grabish said
that he's seen interest from a wide array
of people.
"We're gettingcollege students, we're
talking to some gay magazines that are
extremely interested in the product, and
we've seen orders from people all over
the world," he said.
Mike Cardamone, vice president and
also BC '96, said he knew immediately
that the idea was "brilliant."
"When Stan mentioned the idea, I just
latched on immediately," he said. "We had
been throwing ideas around but nothing
really stuck. This seemed so simple,_but
no one else was doing it."
He added that he expected the product
to go over well with students, since they
constitute a "young, hip crowd."
"Our biggest demographic is probably
college students," he said. "At 18, young
adults have enough freedom that they can

See Reality Bedding, C6

-

Reality Bedding's most popular comforter, "Kiss," on display in a BC dorm room. In the background is the popular image that inspired it.

Not writing straight, but well

Bill aims

Recent book chronicles
the rise and the work of
the 'New Journalists'

to

By

Kevin

lower

book costs

Armstrong

Heights Senior Staff
The revolution was not televised. It
was written.
It was journalism of the pen and pad
sort, not the scrolling headlines on cable
news channels or talking heads variety.
It was put together in ink, marking a
shift in the way words were woven into
the fabric of society and how stories were
told to the people and by the people who
were living and learning from them. The
main penmen ofthe movement were Tom
Wolfe, Jimmy Breslin, Hunter S. Thompson, Joan Didion, Norman Mailer, and
Truman Capote. They, along with Gloria
Steinem, were the collective creators of
what this author refers to as "the gang."
And so it is that in the book, The
Gang That Wouldn 't Write Straight, Marc
Weingarten takes his readers into the idea
sessions and editorial meetings that led to
the "New Journalism" that these writers'
style came to be known as.
The book title itself is a product of
the period. Jimmy Breslin once wrote an
article that turned into a book about the
hapless New York Mets team called The
Gang That Couldn 't Shoot Straight. The
playful nomenclature refers to thewriters'
ways of weaving fictional devices and
writing techniques into the cloth of journalism as a non-fiction practice that relied
on the who, what, where, when, why, and
hows as well as the inverted pyramid approach. Born was a fresh brand of telling
the news and featuring the stories that
needed to be told.
"They came to tell us stories about
ourselves in ways that we couldn't, stories about the way life was being lived in
the sixties and seventies and what it all

Don't worry.
Murray is back.
Like Slim Shady,
guess who's back?
You can't get rid
of TBL that easily.
Many thought my
swan song would be
John
the end ofmy TBL
Murray
soapbox, but oh no
the show must go
on. Put that in your pipe and smoke
it. Anyway, today I would like to
reflect a little on marketing. 1 hate to
be the bearer of bad news, but marketing is not a very respected major.
Sorry, but it's true. Today, 1 want to
talk about how marketing is the most
important part of the business model.
Readers know that I place a high
value on entrepreneurialism and
thinking outside of the box. All that
is well and good, but where will your
idea go if you can't articulate it in a
convincing manner? How do you get
funding for your idea? You have to be
a natural born marketer. People care
about where their money goes. They
are not going to let you borrow funds
if you haven't convinced them that
your idea is golden. What else is a
business plan other than a marketing
document? I don't know. Whenever
I think about a business or a product, the marketing is one of the first
things I start with.
The way I see it, your marketing is a major determinant in what
kind ofcompany you are running.
Marketing makes you consider who
your customer is, who your competitors are, and how you are going to
position your product. What makes a
Mercedes-Benz an $80,000 car and
a Volvo a $40,000? Is there any real
difference? The only real difference
is the positioning. I do not want to
minimize the two different markets.
Volvo, of course, is a less expensive
vehicle, but it has been successful
because there are many people in the
market for a car of this price range.
The same is true of Mercedes-Benz.
They are competing in two different
markets. Both are making money
because they are major players in
their markets.
What really makes my wheels turn
are those who create the markets that
might not have existed. How many
online auction houses were there before eßay? Incredible. It's a manifestation of the old saying, "He who has
the gold makes the rules." He who
invents the market has all the power
in the world. Since eßay created the
online auction house market, they
are the standard. They are looked at
for innovation in the industry. They
set the rates for commissions on
auctions. As I've mentioned in earlier
columns, there are so many industries
out there with one or two major players. Who says the way it has been is
the way it needs to stay? Yeah, it's
not easy going up against established
players, but revolting against Great
Britain wasn't easy and we all know
how that turned out.
Simply put, if you do not factor in
your market, you will fail. Companies strike out when they deviate from their core businesses and
strengths. Here's a great example:
"B to the E" by Anheuser-Busch.
When you think ofAB, what do you
think of? Pilates? Biceps? Yoga? This
could possibly be one of the most
ridiculous moves by a major company ever. I know I have the benefit
of hindsight, but who thought this
would be a good idea? How did they
think they would market it to their
core demographic? "Drink some of
this next time you're headed down to
the bowling alley!" Come on, now.
Marketing is so important, so respect its majors. The Deutsch Agency
is a major marketing firm with annual
revenues of $2 billion. Not laughing
now, are you? Have a great week all.

By Michael O'Brien
Asst. Marketplace Editor

If you're familiar with Japaneseavantgarde musician Kiyoshi Mizutani which,
no offense, I assume you're not - then you
would also be familiar with his method
of composition called "field recording."
Basically, what he does is find a location
that interests him and records its sounds.
After he has made several recordings, he
mixes them to create an environment.
Now, if Mizutani-san had made a field
recording ofthe Boston College Bookstore
two weekends ago, probably you'll all
agree that the sounds would have been
equivalent to those of a terrorist attack
strewn with numerous gasps, shrieks,
and expletives from students aggravated
by the fact that they were spending money
on overpriced textbooks that they would
either only use for a semester or, in some
cases, never read.
For a variety of reasons
such as
rapid production of new editions and the
addition of CD-ROMs textbooks have
become ridiculously expensive in the
past several years. A 2005 study from the
United States Government Accountability
Office discovered that textbook prices
have increased six percent per year since
the 1987 fall semester. In addition, it also
reported that the average annual cost for
a student in the 2003-04 academic year
was $898. One thing is clear: publishers
have slyly jacked up prices and are getting
away with it.
Fortunately for students, a bright
light is shining in the dark distance. Rep.
-
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Hunter S. Thompson, one of the leaders of the "New Journalism" movement, died last year.
meant," writes Weingarten. "The stakes
were high; deep fissures were rending the
social fabric, the world was out of order.
So they became our master explainers, our
town criers, even our moral conscience
the New Journalists."
Their work was eye-opening and mindinvigorating. Magazines like New York,
The New Yorker, Rolling Stone, Esquire,
and others became playgrounds for these
journalists to practice their craft, telling
their tales from the concrete jungles,
inside the powerful institutions of the
establishment, on the campaign trails of
the country's political elections, inside
the vans of hippies, and out West, down
South, back North or anywhere else there
was a need for a story to be sent back to
their editors.
One such lineup of writers included
Wolfe and Breslin working alongside each
other at the Herald Tribune in New York.
Looking to spark an enlightenment within
their own newsroom and elsewhere, Wolfe

-

-

See Gang, C6

-

-

THE GANG THAT WOULDN'T
WRITE STRAIGHT
Wolfe, Thompson, Didion and
the New Journalism Revolution
By Marc Weingarten
Crown
336 pages, $25.
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Why Wal-Mart is goodfor America

See Bill, C7

Criticism of the nation's largest retailer stems from union politics and disinformation. C7

John Murray is a senior in CSOM.
His column appears every Monday in
this space.
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Clockwise from Top Left: Nick, played by James Fagan, A&S '07 pleads to
Patricia, played by Emily Thompson, A&S '08 to give up a beloved painting.
Grete, played by Katie Koster, A&S '06, interviews Jonathan Waxman, played
by lan Stoker-Long, A&S '07. Nick broods over the arrival of an undesired
pest. Patricia and Jonathan go their separate ways.

The meaning behind the art
Asst. Arts

"Sight Unseen invokes
the various issues of love,
the reasons for art, anti-

Semitism, and dealing with

change!'

THIS ISSUE

Review Editor

Just as archaeologists uncover
clues to the past, the audience
Jonathan's arrival to their cold
of Sight Unseen had to think
actively to piece together this country farmhouse in Norfolk,
Patricia is forced to dig up her
moving and intricate story.
The critically acclaimed play own unresolved past.
The play jumps around in time,
was written by Donald Margalies
and directed by Boston College's encompassing the entire span of
Jonathan and Patricia's complex
own Elizabeth Bouchard, A&S
Like puzzle pieces,
relationship.
The
actors
fantastic
gave
'06.
the scenes fit together to create an
displays of talent this past weekend on three consecutive nights understanding of how their lives
in the smaller, more intimate, have come to be.
Opening with Jonathan's awkblackbox theater Bonn Studio.
arrival, the first scene is
ward
show
full
of
was
a
fascinating
It
emotion, social commentary, and sparse with dialogue and somewhat incomprehensible as the auhilarious one-liners.
Lan Stoker-Long, A&S '07, dience is thrown into the middle
played the lead role Jonathan of the story with no surrounding
Waxman, an American modern context. But as the play develops
artist who has recently gained the scenes backshift and fast
great distinction and fortune forward in time to explain the
long pauses and cryptic underthrough his provocative paintstatements.
much-anticipated
for
his
ings: Set
Other scenes involve a GerEuropean debut in London, Waxman
to
journalist named Crete,
man takes the opportunity
'06,
visit an old girlfriend who he playedby Katie Koster, A&S
about
interviews
Waxman
who
has neglected to contact for 15
the inspiration, significance, and
years. Emily Thompson, A&S
ambiguity
of his art.
'08, portrayed the stagnant ex-

which is impressive considering
that the script dealt with so many
different themes.
Fagan's convincing British
accent carried the feeling of a
bitter and hurt puppy, cowering

The New World

"Keeping the Faith" in Billy Joel

Billy Joel performed with a different feeling at the TD
Banknorth Garden, but he still kept that vintage fire. D

2

INSIDE ARTS

&

Another scene goes back 15
years to the day of an important
funeral. Fittingly, the play ends
with the beginning of Patricia and
Jonathan's relationship, and the
exciting flirtatious energy of the
moment only amplifies what the
audience has already seen to be a
sad and tormenting affair.
Like a piece of modern art,
which may at first seem confusing
and inaccessible, Sight Unseen
adds snippets of information
little by little to the story which
enhances the significance and
understanding of it as the scenes
skip from past to present.
Sight Unseen invokes the various issues of love, the reasons for
art, anti-Semitism, and dealing
with change. Jonathan's JewishAmerican heritage is a point of
discussion in his interview with
Grete, and influences why he and
Patricia could not be together.
The dialogue is poignant and the
performances weren't forced,

Once again, Colin Farrell manages to make the greatest
moments in history seem dull and pointless. D

3

in the presence of the rich artist
his wife once loved.
Thompson's portrayal of a

once passionate woman now
resigned to a simple life in the
countryside is conveyed in her
slow movements and moments
of anguish.
Stoker-Long deserves praise
for switching up the presentation
of his character for each scene,
varying from a successful artist
defending his work to a lovestruck college student.
Koster delivered her character's blunt questions with the
intent that one would expect
from a European investigative
journalist.
The set design was appropriately minimalist, letting the dialogue and acting carry the mood,
and the methodic set changes
back and forth were made to the
original guitar-strumming music
by the two male cast members
of the play.
The actors' performances
were professional and impressive, so much that one gains a
wider appreciationof the ranging
talents of students at BC.

Column
What's on your iPod?

D
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patriate Patricia, who has since
married herboss Nick, a passiveaggressive Brit perfectly played
by Jimmy Fagan, A&S '07. The
two are archaeologists, but with

By Nicole Wong
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Mediocre

Now Playing
on Brian Retchless' iPod
The Mountain Goats Dinu Lipatti's Bones
Bright Eyes
From a Balance Beam
Clap Your Hands Say Yeah The Skin of My Yellow

means to

Man Behind the Music

-

-

-

Country Teeth

Wake

Rogue

-

Kicking the

Heart Out

Iron & Wine Jezebel
Let's Talk About
Say Hi To Your Mom
Stars Your Ex-Lover is Dead
-

-

Spaceships

-

Sufjan Stevens Joey Kendall

Eels

-

-

John Wayne

Gacy

Jr.

Trojan Horse of Faith

Blinking Lights (For

Me)
Be Gentle With Me
Billy Liar

Boy Least Likely To

The
The Decemberists

-

-

Recently returned from a semester in Merrie Olde Englande, Brian Retchless, A&S "07, is diving right back into
things here at Boston College. This semester, he's an assistant
director of the Committee for Creative Enactment's newest
improv comedy show, "Law & Murder."
This film major took advantage of his time abroad at Queen
Mary University in London by attending the London Film
Festival. Brian says he's glad to "be back in a school system
that relies less on long lines and bureaucracy." That's "long
queues." Brian. Did the Brits teach you nothing? He did enjoy
the music across the pond; most things he heard were already
on their way into the American indie scene. Brian describes his
musical taste as "emo-twinged indie rock" and his iPod playlist
certainly reflects this. April Rondeau
?

The Piano Man ages like fine wine
By Jaclyn Bernstein

Heights Staff
Hunched over his piano Thursday
night at the TD Banknorth Garden, Billy
Joel opened his show with the defiance
of a man with something to prove. He
launched into the rapid-fire piano riff at
the start of "Prelude/Angry Young Man"
with his trademark intensity, providing a
jolt to any critics who remained doubtful
of his worth as an entertainer in today's
music industry. Putting his extensive
musical chops on display within the first
few seconds of his show, he then shook
out his hands and grinned mischievously
at the audience as if to say, "And all that
without breaking a sweat."
Joel's current tour is his first major
solo tour in nearly seven years- an interminable wait for the millions offans who
grew up listening to his songs. After his
tour with Elton John ended in 2003, he
mostly stayed out of the spotlight with
the exception of his tabloid newsworthy
stints in rehab and his marriage to his 23year-old fiancee in 2004. With the release
of his latest album. My Lives. Billy Joel
has offered fans a chance to look back
on a turbulent but extremely successful
-

career for the Long Island-bred artist. The
five-disc album features his hits along
with demos, B-sides, and rare tracks from
his early days in a reflection of the many
"lives" of his career.
The concert served as further evidence
of his versatility as he played mostly
faithful versions of his hits alongside
other, lesser-known gems. He mostly
limited his commentary to a few words
about the context of each song within
their respective albums, with the exception of a few droll asides.
Four songs into his set, he expertly
played the jazzy intro to "New York State
of Mind" as he turned to the audience
and coyly asked, "Should 1 play this?"
Joel then proceeded to demonstrate his
worth as a musical icon: even in a Red
Sox town, he could spark an exuberant
sing-along about New York. The guy's
got to be doing something right.
The synth-driven "Pressure" sounded
as fresh and edgy as it does on his 1982
The Nylon Curtain record, while the
funky syncopation of "Zanzibar" off
of 52nd Street, replete with flugelhorn,
served as an interesting diversion from
the endless string of hits he would play
throughout the night.

After performing the working-class
anthem "Allentown," he took a turn for
the more obscure, choosing to fill the
middle of his set with a series of mid"The Great Wall of
tempo rockers
China" and "Sleeping with the Television
On," among others.
While there was hardly a dull spot
in the entire concert, this was the point
when the casual fan might have longed
for one of his bona fide hits, a chance
to break out the lighters (or cell phones)
and bask in the pop glory of Billy Joel's
best-known work.
And that longed-for moment came in
the form of "Goodnight, Saigon." Though
it initially lacked the angsty bite of the
original recording, it turned into a melancholy, soaring ode to the Vietnam era.
He kept the hits coming, from his
faithful version of "Movin' Out" to the
anthemic choruses of "The Night is Still
Young" and "Keeping the Faith." In a
tribute to the late 60s soul icon Wilson
Pickett, he performed a surprisingly
soulful cover of "In the Midnight Hour,"
which got the audience up and dancing for
the pseudo-gospel of "River of Dreams,"
the title track off of his 1993 album. His
dynamic backing band seamlessly shifted

styles from one song to another, contributing a number of spirited solos to the
already energetic show.
The aptly-titled "I Go to Extremes"
served as the muscular, energetic peak
of the two-and-a-halfhour show. When
he bellowed, "1 feel like I'm in the prime
ofmy life" in the first verse, the audience
was perfectly inclined to believe him
as he jumped up, kicked over his piano
stool, and proceeded to attack the keys
with his feet.
Then came the knockout round ofhits,
which featured Joel twirling and tossing
the mic stand as he bounded about the
stage with the exuberance of a young boy
from "We Didn't Start the Fire," "Big
Shot," "It's Still Rock & Roll To Me,"
and "You May Be Right," to the encore
of "Only the Good Die Young" and the
epic "Scenes from an Italian Restaurant."
He closed with "Piano Man," moStly
leaving it up to the audience to belt out
the classic chorus.
At 56 years old, he may no longer be
an "Angry Young Man," but Billy Joel
has proven that he still "has it" his
voice as rich as ever, his piano stylings
as sharp as ever, and his defiant attitude
mercifully intact.
-

-

the end
By

Nicholas Feeley

So let's get the awkward introductions out first. I'm Nick, the new
Heights-approved, jaded, indie recordstore-clerk equivalent, brought in since
Greg decided he wanted to go wax
philosophical on the Op-Ed page. We
wish him all the best and would like to
remind him to buy paper towels. So a lot
ofyou may be asking just what 1 plan on
doing with the space they've given me.
Will I discuss the bands and artists of
highly-industrialized western European
nations other than England? Will your
voice be heard? Will I be shining light
on a bevy of new and unheard bands that
will totally change the way you think
about God and human existence?
The answer to all those questions is a
resounding yes. 2005 was a big year for
albums, so much so that it seemed like
anyone with a bit of bandwidth and an
Oink account was putting up their top
picks. I have a top 10 list, but it's pretty
boring and unremarkable. Just throw
Broadcast, Deerhoof, Black Dice, and
Out Hud into a blender and hit frappe.
You get the idea. There were a bunch of
records that ended up on nearly everyone's best-of lists that made no sense
to me. It seemed as though people gave
up on the old notion that rock music is
intended to piss offyour parents, and just
decided to try their hardest to get onto
an NPR All Things Considered sampler.
Mediocrity, away!

The Constantines Tournament of
Hearts
Hey it was inevitable right? Canada's
original great white hope traded in
their bluesy ache and sense of abrasive
dynamics for a set of songs that were
flat out boring. That's not to say there
weren't a few great moments scattered
about. "Draw Us Lines" and "Hot Line
Operator" percolates with the same slow
burning intensity that made songs like
"Young Lions" and "Seven a.m." powerful and assured statements. Even so, it
can't make up for the dumbed-down
Bachman-Turner Overdrive rip "Working Full Time." Arcade Fire better check
themselves 'fo they mess themselves.
-

Broken Social Scene Broken Social
Scene
I should like this. I've spent more
than a healthy amount of time trying to
figure out how I can't like this. I mean
how many people do they have onstage when they play? 57? This is what
happens when indie rock stole Andrew
W.K.'s recording budget. Let's call this
one 120 tracks of mediocrity laid to tape.
-

Illinois
gimmick and even an
effective album at times, but in the end
it stumbles under the weight of its own
pretensions. Stevens is at his best on
spare albums such as his previous entry
Seven Swans. Stevens comes offlike
a Reading Rainbow piece on new folk
indulgence. I guess it's not that bad, but
it didn't command my attention nearly as
much as I suppose it was meant to.
Sul jan Stevens
OK, it's a cute

-

Architecture in Helsinki In Case We
Die
1 can only take so many tuba interludes, and In Case We Die definitely tries
my patience for them. Not so much horrible as just flat out disappointing, this
record is like a wee marching band parading through a field of smiling rodents,
all wearing brightly colored clothing.
But the rodents are still rodents and it
makes you want to avoid them. In Case
We Die can't help the fact that its eyes
are way too big for its stomach, resulting
in diabetes and childhood obesity. It's so
ridiculous. I know.
-

A few sappy speeches and overly embellished scenes aside, James Gartner's GloryRoad adeptly uses the basketball court as a mirror to power the off-court drama

Where Miracle and Titans come together
By Kevin Armstrong
Heights Senior Staff

an underdog being the last one barking

Someone should get in contact with
the Mouseketeers in charge of the Magic
Kingdom's movie titles these days.
Call the studio. Do what needs to be
done to pique
the interest of
those big old
GLORY ROAD

Dir. by James Gartner
Walt Disney Pictures

mouse ears.

Why? Because
Mickey Mouse

and his makers
got this one all wrong.
Call it "Remember the Miracle" because of the way that Glory Road took the
key ingredients of Remember the Titans
and Miracle, and sprinkled a few more
violent and realistic scenes to form the
latest civil rights-minded film to seamlessly weave sports and race together with

against all odds.
The product is just fine. But the title
could use some tweaking and the subplot
of a husband-wife's love could be lessened,but other than those small quibbles,
the movie dribbles along smoothly as a
basketball flick that uses on-court events
to highlight a society that hotly debated
the black man's right to equality in the
19605.
In short, the story had to be told.
Books have been penned, articles
written, and oral histories have traced
their origins back to the University of
Maryland's Cole Fieldhouse on that
spring day in 1966.
But the filmmaking duo of producer
Jerry Bruckheimer (Pirates of the Caribbean, CSJ) and director James Gartner
finally brought the tale of basketball's
version of Brown v. Board of Education

to the silver screen with a Disney movie
that kept its taste despite a few syrupy

tell-tale inspirational speeches and the
sub-theme ofa husband/coach finding his
way in his profession while still keeping
his wife by his side.
Josh Lucas is the main character as
Texas Western head basketball coach
Don Haskins.
With a firm attitude and hard-driving performance, Lucas pulls off the
role as a tough-standing southerner who
disciplines his team and defies society's
rules.
The movie's action is only helped by
Us soundtrack, which includes the rock
V roll nature of while America to the
Motown of the film's blacks.
Documenting the lacking civility
that was the Civil Rights struggle was
not an easy task, but no stories were
sugarcoated.

Bloodied hotel rooms and the busifists were a few of the
hurdles that the main characters needed
to overcome in order to mesh as a team,
let alone maintain sanity in their bigoted
settings.
It is a better history than it is a film,
combining a soundtrack ofthe 1960s with
the realities of the Civil Rights movement
and the inspirational words of a tale that
served both as educational material as
well as entertainment.
It's not a game story. If you want
the actual highlights of the game, then
you should contact the University of
Kentucky or University of Texas at El
Paso's sports information departments or
check the annals of the NCAA tourney.
The focus is not on highlights of the 1966
national championship game played at
Cole Fieldhouse, but the contact outside
the lines of the court as well.
ness end of racist

Clap Your Hands Say Yeah Clap Your
Hands Say Yeah
Proof positive that Pitchforkmedia
needs to revaluate its place in the world,
this album appears under the Webster's
entry for "boring." What were these
pretenders doing saving indie rock? 1
guess what the world really needs now
is a microwaved Yo La Tengo - Talking
Heads pinch loaf.
-

Devendra Banhart Cripple Crow
No one screams "1 WANNA BE
DONOVAN" quite as loud as bearded
Devendra Banhart. Cripple Crow carries
on his penchant for ultimately boring, slightly creepy, child obsessed,
flower power pap. See if this makes any
.Devandra Banhart + Synthesizer
/ Dance Steps
Michael Jackson?
Next thing you know he's going to
move to Bahrain and make a video with
-

sense..

=

an adolescent

Macauley Culkin.

NicholasFeeley is a juniorin the College
ofArts and Sciences. His column appears
weekly in this space.
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John Smith (Colin

Farrell)

3
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finds himself ensnared by the exotic charms of Pocahontas (Q'Orianka Kilcher), and both of them are ultimately caught in the long and pointless manipulations of Terrence Malik's The New World.

It's good from afar but far from good
ping of water. Writer and director
Malick (The Thin Red Line, Days
(KRT)
ofHeaven) doesn't want you to just
watch his movie, he wants you to
There are a lot of things you immerse yourself in it.
All this introductory immersion
could say about The New World.
It's beautiful, like a full-motion ends with the subtitle "Virginia
1607." Then comes a montage of
painting. It's abstract and meditative, like a picture poem. It's a ships arriving and men in armor
romantic re-telling of the life and disembarking. While natives hide
loves of in the shadows and watch curiously, the explorers start trampPoc a
ing about as their leaders issues
hontas,
THE NEW WORLD
Dir. by Terrence Malik like a orders to "chop down every tree"
and build a fort and watchtowers.
historiNew Line Cinema
cal novel The European imperialists have
more concerned with feelings than
arrived.
For the most part, the story
with facts. But the most important
thing viewers need to know going here is that there is no story. Colin
into it is this: The New World is Farrell is John Smith, who soon
falls into a wordless love with
two hours long.
It's by no means the longest the chief's daughter (newcomer
movie ever made, but it's one of Q'Orianka Kilcher) while she even
the longest movies ever made in more quickly, and unaccountably,
which next to nothing ever hapnot only falls in love with him but
pens and barely a word is spoken. learns to speak English with an
OK, that's not exactly true. There English accent, no less.
Much of the first half of the
are plenty of art movies that are
much longer in which no words movie is spent in a Dances with
are spoken.
Wolves-Y\ke vignette in which John
Smith is captured by the natives,
And, in fact, plenty of words
are spoken in Terrence Malick's
lives with them, learns their ways,
movie; it's just that they are spoken and falls in love.
in whispery, dreamlike voiceovers.
When he returns to his people,
The result is a movie full of imhe finds them old-world ugly and
pressionistic images and artsy brutish, utterly lacking in thenewpretensions that plays like a 150- world serenity and innocence of
minute Calvin Klein Obsession his new-world friends. Amplifying
commercial.
this connection is the presence of
The opening sets the tone for Wes Studi, reprising his Dances
this poem-like experience. Water with Wolves role as the scary
provides mirror-like reflections warrior.
of clouds and sky as a woman's
As time goes on (and on), John
voice delivers an incantation Smith leaves and a kindly tobacco
about Mother Earth and rising farmer (Christian Bale) arrives as
souls. The words fade, but the Pocahontas goes from native free
water-sky-earth images continue spirit to civilized repressed soul,
as other ambient sounds rise: bird literally bound in corset and high
calls, wind-rustled trees, the lapheels. She marries the farmer, has
By

Tom Maurstad
The Dallas Morning News

a child, visits theking and queen of
England, and so on amid extended

sequences in which Malick trains
his cameras on the play of sun and
wind on tree leaves or the patterns
of bark and moss on tree trunks.
Lots of trees, in other words.
All of this is presumably in-

tended as some rumination on
things lost and gained: innocence
and wisdom, paradise and civilization. Malick refuses to allow things
such as character development
or storytelling distract him from
deeperconcerns. That's honorable
in theory, but in practice it makes

for weird, frustrating viewing.
For example, he spends lots
of time contemplating water rippling over a stone or, you know,
the bark of a tree. But major life
events such as childbirth or a sea
voyage? That's just an off-screen
blip of time. This is a movie that

at any given moment could end
in five seconds or five hours and
make as much sense as it's ever
going to.

Whether thatsounds like an en-

dorsement or an indictment probably foretells how much you'll
enjoy The New World.

-

"See, Grandma? It says cat!"

-

5
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When the aging punter was released, he
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We take our sight for granted...until it's going, if glasses
or surgery are not enough, there is

still hope. To locate an eye doctor specializing
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in low vision, or for more information on living independently with low vision,
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call (800) 455-8006 or visit www.checkyearly.com/lowvision.
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"Before giving, I
I always look for the
Humane Seal."
|
health charity funds vital patient services or life-saving
medical research, but never animal experiments.

Because helping people
doesn't have to mean
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Council on Humane Giving
Washington, D.C. www.HumaneSeal.org
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to form four ordinary words
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Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
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29 Bivouacs
33 Associate
familiarly
37 Team cheer
39 Genesis man
40 Opera song
41 Architect Jones
43 Comic Carvey
44 Cicatrix
45 Lofting tennis
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1 Plzza part

34

3 Copland or Burr
4 Begins moving
5 Ignition-system
element
6 Skedaddles
7 Rhino weapon
8 McKinley an d
Lupino

35 Partisanship
36 Basilica lobbies
38 Book after Daniel
42 Armistice Day
mo.
47 City bordering
the Bronx
49 2 on the phone
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31 Glazier's item
32 Deception
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PanriS

72Undersail
73 Palm blows
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Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.
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48 Angel hair or
ziti
50 Small songbird
9 Frankie of The
52 Pioneer TVFour Seasons
movie channel
1 o Cast of
54 Sickly pallor
11 Pealed
59 ° 00 d d shes
12
er h ap s
64 Gold measure
13 Track gathering
5 Holm oak
22 Trajectory
66 Bard s river
24 Actress
67 Madonna movie
Thomdike
68 Trunk spare
.27 Pygmy antelope
69 Tear apart
28 Scold persistently
70 Happen again
30 R,ng around a

Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.
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1 Deep gorge
6 Con's knife
10 Mine car
14 "Giant" ranch
15 Final passage
16 Tortoise rival
17 Remove Sail
supports
18 Voiced
19 As soon as
20 Derision
21 ° ffensive
barrage
23 Most on edge
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and white
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51 Kigali's country
53 "Lovey Childs"
author
55 Type of orange
56 Writer Jong
57 Stopped
slouching
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60
61
62

Headliners
Light snack
Ken or Lena
Roman tyrant
Currier and

63 Nary a one
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At last, advertising that features breasts for a valid reason.
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IF YOU CAN'T KEEP YOUR BABY
YOU CAN KEEP YOUR BABY SAFE!
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The Safe Haven Act of Massachusetts allows a parent to leave a newborn infant 7 days old or
younger at a hospital, police station, or manned fire station without facing criminal prosecution.
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You're not Alone.

|f Baby Safe Haven
www.BabySafeHaven.com

866-814-SAFE(7233)

